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SAM SPADE AS THE DETECTIVE NEXT DOOR: 
INDUSTRY, CULTURE, AND CLASS IN POST-WAR RADIO ADAPTATIONS 
OF HARDBOILED DETECTIVE FICTION 
CATHERINE ELOISE MARTIN 
ABSTRACT 
The character of the hardboiled detective seems a strange programming choice for 
early American radio networks. Despite his considerable popularity in print and film in 
the 1930s and 1940s, the hardboiled detective' s violence and cynicism about American 
social and economic structures directly countered the enthusiastic capitalism and 
consumerism promoted by the manufacturing corporations that sponsored most 
programming on the three major radio networks, NBC, CBS, and ABC. However, by the 
post-World War II period, all three networks prominently featured series starring 
characters adapted from the work of popular hardboiled detective writers like Dashiell 
Hammett and Raymond Chandler. This thesis examines The Adventures of Sam Spade 
(1946-1951) as an adaptation ofHammett' s most famous detective. I argue that crime 
series adapted from popular mystery novels, like Sam Spade, were shaped by a number of 
factors, including the source material, the industry production codes meant to maintain 
decency over the air, the individual producers and writers responsible for each series, the 
networks airing the series, the selling needs of program sponsors, and input from 
listeners. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, these pressures helped to reshape an 
ideologically varied body of mystery novels into a relatively consistent collection of radio 
programs that participated in and augmented the mainstream battles against crime and 
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juvenile delinquency. As large portions of the American middle class moved to 
homogenous and preplanned suburban communities, radio series like The Adventures of 
Sam Spade helped to redefine urban spaces and social order. These series supported a 
view of the world in which crime did not pay and suburban the American middle classes 
- and their possessions - were safely protected by vigilant law enforcement bodies. 
Chapter One explores the literature on detective fiction, adaptation, and radio's 
role in transmitting cultural values. I rely particularly on Linda Hutcheon's (2006) theory 
of adaptation as a continuous process with a product that is particular to its own industrial 
and cultural context. Chapters Two and Three examine archival scripts from Sam 
Spade's five-year run. Chapter Two compares the characterization of Sam and the 
police, citizens, and criminals he interacts with on the radio to Hammett's original 
descriptions. I support my argument that the series' producers and sponsors sought to 
soften the detective's personality by referring to frequent censorship edits visible in the 
scripts. I also discuss external influences on Sam's character, particularly the dominating 
figure ofHumphrey Bogart. Chapter Three explores the image of post-war society 
presented by The Adventures of Sam Spade by comparing three early episodes with the 
Hammett short stories from which they were adapted. I argue that the series' producers 
appropriated certain elements of Hammett's work to increase their program's credibility 
and stature as quality entertainment while altering others to create a coherent and 
conservative world where law and order reign supreme. The radio episodes revise 
Hammett's exploration of the country's checkered past and attempt to present the modem 
city as potentially dangerous but ultimately controllable. 
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Introduction 
The period after World War II was a tumultuous one for most Americans. The 
country had passed through decades of chaos, including two world wars, the heady 
commotion of the Roaring Twenties, and the destructive upheaval of the Great 
Depression. At the same time, the national cultural landscape underwent a massive shift. 
Mass media- first mass circulation periodicals and then radio - abolished traditional 
regional boundaries and helped to connect all areas of the country through shared 
entertainment. Television was on its way. While many Europeans looked to official state 
broadcasting services like the British Broadcasting Corporation to express national 
concerns, Americans entrusted that role to commercial broadcasters. By the mid-1940s, 
the basic genres of commercial programming were largely established. These included 
program formats that have since gone out of style, such as the musical variety show, and 
genres that have survived to the present, like drama, situation comedies, and news 
programming. Broadcasters and their sponsors embraced these genres as effective tools 
for advertising products to the listening public, but many popular genres also inspired 
loud protest from groups that found them unsuitable for public consumption. This was 
especially true for genres like mystery and crime programming. These programs were 
complicated affairs. While crime series often gloried in criminal exploits, providing a 
cathartic fantasy release for office workers trapped in their daily routines, the same series 
also communicated socially conservative messages about law, order, and citizenship. 
Despite their exploration of criminal methods, mystery series almost always concluded 
with the message that crime does not pay. 
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Crime and mystery radio series were often adaptations of well-known mystery 
novels by authors ranging from Agatha Christie and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle to Dashiell 
Hammett and Raymond Chandler. While these adaptations traded on the names of their 
famous authors and leading detectives, producers and writers often made substantial 
changes to their central characters and plots. Crime series adapted from popular mystery 
novels were shaped by a number of factors, including the source material, the industry 
production codes meant to maintain decency over the air, the individual producers and 
writers responsible for each series, the networks airing the series, the selling needs of 
program sponsors, and input from listeners. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, these 
pressures helped to reshape an ideologically varied body of mystery novels into a 
relatively consistent collection of radio programs that participated in and augmented the 
mainstream battles against crime and juvenile delinquency. Programs adapted from 
hardboiled detective novels arguably underwent the most extensive changes. In 
literature, the hardboiled detective genre is inherently violent and anti-social. Even when 
its heroes see their role as helping people, they are isolated from the rest of humanity and 
express a jaded view of society as a whole. However, on the radio most ofthese 
detectives become pro-social humanitarians, men who believe in society and spend their 
lives trying to make the world a safer place. This thesis scrutinizes the adaptation process 
through which this change is effected. In particular, I examine the popular radio series 
The Adventures of Sam Spade (1946-1951) as an adaptation ofHammett' s 1930 novel, 
The Maltese Falcon. This adaptation deviated substantially from Hammett's original 
work. Much had changed in the sixteen years between the novel and the radio 
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adaptation, and The Adventures of Sam Spade and other similar series engaged in the 
cultural and social discourses of their own time period rather than in the concerns of 
Hammett's novel. 
American Criminals and Crimefighters 
The post-war era was not the beginning of Americans' collective preoccupation 
with crime and criminality. Organized crime had become a major force in the American 
economy during the period of Prohibition, from 1919 to 1933. At first, the public 
appeared to have more patience with lawbreakers during the Depression, when violent 
criminals like Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow were valorized as modem-day Robin 
Hoods in the popular press. As Kathleen Battles (2010) points out in Calling All Cars: 
Radio Dragnets and the Technology of Policing, even radio series like Calling All Cars 
and Gang-Busters, which aligned themselves with official law enforcement agencies 
throughout the 1930s, still "reveled in the exploits of those figures who so strongly 
symbolized the failings of capitalism, urban gang members and rural bandits."1 By the 
end of World War II however, public sentiment had shifted and the growing suburban 
middle class began to fear the spread of juvenile delinquency. Calls for censorship of 
crime and sex in popular media- either voluntary or government-mandated- grew 
through the 1940s. The National Association ofBroadcasters (NAB) had attempted to 
forestall criticism through various Radio Codes instated throughout the 1930s, but those 
documents were written in absurdly general terms and had no enforcement mechanisms 
1 (Battles 20 lO, 28) 
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to make them effective. However by the end of the decade, Congress also took a 
renewed interest in organized crime and juvenile delinquency. 
Between May 1950 and September 1951 , the United States Senate Special 
Committee to Investigate Crime in Interstate Commerce held hearings to investigate the 
spread of organized crime. The Committee, led by Tennessee Senator Estes Kefauver, 
went beyond this edict and invited witnesses to testify on the impact of crime in comic 
books and other popular media.2 Three years later, New Jersey Republican Robert C. 
Hendrickson chaired another Senate committee to investigate the causes of juvenile 
delinquency. Hendrickson was particularly interested in mass entertainment, citing 
"7,500 unsolicited letters from voters concerned about delinquency," most ofwhich 
blamed the problem on "the increasing emphasis on sex and crime in public 
entertainment."3 By the time that Hendrickson's committee held its hearings, the NAB 
(now renamed the NARTB) had already instated a stronger policy of self-censorship with 
the 1952 Television Code, effectively averting calls for official censorship. The comic 
book industry soon followed suit with the draconian Comics Code Authority. 
Despite mounting criticism, however, crime series were among the most 
consistently popular programming on commercial radio network series in the 1940s and 
1950s. These series, usually focusing on the exploits of a single detective, attracted large 
audiences for their sponsors at a fraction of the cost of flashier variety shows. However, 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) received many complaint letters from 
parents and church groups worried about violence and portrayal of crime over the 
2 (Hajdu 2008, 172) 
3 (Hajdu 2008, 251) 
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public's airwaves, and the national networks and their sponsors often felt significant 
pressure to tone down the programs to avoid alienating potential viewers. 
Issues of violence on the radio only worsened in the 1940s, as radio programmers 
moved to mimic the more pessimistic and anti-social hardboiled detective style that had 
succeeded in noir films like The Maltese Falcon (1941) and Double Indemnity (1944). 
While this darker style was not without precedent in radio crime series, adaptations of 
hardboiled detective fiction proved a problematic proposition for the radio networks and 
their sponsors and producers. Classical detectives like Sherlock Holmes could deflect 
criticism by pointing out that they functioned in a world where most people were 
basically good and the rule of law was held supreme, but hardboiled private eyes fought 
against a society that was diseased and broken. Holmes was often motivated by patriotic 
duty and used his head rather than his fists. Chandler's Philip Marlowe- one of the most 
pro-social of the hardboiled detectives - was more likely to discover that it was his duty 
to save his clients from corrupted civic institutions. This critique of social perversion 
was unacceptable to many, especially the post-war networks, which had experienced a 
surge in patriotism during the war effort and were now dedicated to a return to normalcy 
in peacetime. The networks and their sponsors were dedicated to reinforcing an image of 
a country with its most difficult decade behind it - a country where the people were 
fmally enjoying some well-deserved prosperity and could afford to indulge in 
commercial consumption. In the pages of pulp novels, the hardboiled detective argued 
that vision of normal papered over an unjust and unfair world. 
One might wonder why the networks attempted to adapt hardboiled detective 
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fiction at all, if it were really so antithetical to the social message they wanted to promote. 
The networks argued that they did so because the genre was popular. Maintaining that 
ratings are tantamount to public votes for specific programs, they could certainly claim 
that high Nielsen scores meant that the public wanted crime programming. Hardboiled 
detective stories also represented a pre-sold property, one that could be counted on to 
attract an audience of already loyal fans who followed the genre, as well as individual 
writers and characters, across media. In the 1940s, crime fiction represented a growing 
majority of pulp paperback sales for publishers like the Dell Publishing Company and 
Pocket Books, and John Huston's successful film adaptation of The Maltese Falcon 
inspired a cycle of similar films in Hollywood. Likewise, radio detective series like The 
Adventures of Sam Spade were regularly near the top of the Nielsen ratings, which 
ensured that producers would continue to copy the format. 4 Finally, while many critics 
saw crime series as anti-social and blamed them for encouraging juvenile delinquency, 
the mystery format can also be used to reinforce the supremacy oflaw and order. Charles 
J. Rolo (1960) has argued that even the most violent hardboiled detectives like Mickey 
Spillane's Mike Hammer help to encourage faith in the justice system because they 
function in the world where the guilty are always punished for their crimes and society's 
culpability is absolved when the guilty party is named. 5 While authors like Chandler and 
Hammett tried to avoid absolving society in their novels, radio adaptations of their work 
removed their social commentary and integrated their loner-detectives into the larger 
social fabric. A series like The Adventures of Sam Spade provides an interesting window 
4 ('Mr. Keen' 'FBI' Lead National Nielson Ratings 1949) 
5 (Rolo 1960, 174) 
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on the process of adapting hardboiled detective fiction for radio. The series took its title 
character from the most famous creation of one of the most famous authors of the 
hardboiled genre, Hammett, but producer William Spier and his writers made Sam Spade 
their own. While the Spade that Hammett described was a transgressive anti-hero who 
rejected conventional morality and lived by his own code, Spade's radio doppelganger 
became a mass cultural hero. For clarity, I will refer to Sam Spade as Spade when 
discussing his characterization in Hammett's writing, and Sam when discussing his radio 
incarnation. On the radio, Sam retains the hardboiled anti-hero's style of address, but he 
loses his rebellious attitude and becomes a sympathetic and upstanding member of 
society - an urban cowboy with a heart of gold. 
It might be tempting to dismiss the transformation from Spade, the mercenary 
individualist, to Sam, the gruff but sweet righter of wrongs, as the work of an overactive 
network censorship department responding to audience complaints, but the truth is never 
so simple. While the national networks - The Adventures of Sam Spade aired on all three 
- and sponsor - Wildroot Cream Oil - certainly had a prominent role in shaping the 
adaptation, Sam's establishment-friendly worldview and newfound generosity were also 
brought on by cultural changes and popular tastes. Spade was born of a literary genre 
developed largely in the very specific cultural context of Prohibition and the Depression, 
and for a very specific pulp audience of adult men. Sam appeared on the mass medium 
of radio over a decade after his first appearance in The Maltese Fa/con ( 1930). As Mike 
Davis ( 1998) argues in City of Quartz, his history of Los Angeles, 1940s film and radio 
adaptations of 1930s narratives like The Maltese Falcon had to change to reflect the 
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concerns of their post-war audiences. 6 While most Americans owned radios by the mid-
1940s, the audience that the networks and their advertisers cared most about was the 
upwardly mobile middle class with money to spend. National network programs like The 
Adventures of Sam Spade were developed with this ideal audience in mind. Producers 
focused on creating entertaining series that would function as selling tools for advertisers 
and networks alike. Sponsors expected their programs to sell products and increase 
public recognition of and loyalty to their brands. Ratings-desperate networks looked for 
programs that would attract large numbers of listeners and encourage them to stay tuned 
for the rest of the network's program offerings. As Eileen Meehan (2003) points out in 
"Why We Don't Count: The Commodity Audience," major networks in particular 
competed to create large and loyal audiences of consumers in order to attract sponsors. 
Encouraging mass consumption was no small feat in the post-war era. After over 
a decade of poverty and shortages, many listeners had to learn to buy again. Corporate 
broadcasters encouraged mass consumption by helping people to forget the emotional 
and financial lessons of the Depression and World War II. Post-war advertisers were 
especially interested in the growing suburban audience, and their focus shifted "away 
from marketing strategies that emphasized urban living to those of suburban 
domesticity."7 Instead of engaging in the plentiful and controversial political and social 
discourses of the post-war era, radio entertainment presented a conservative vision of 
American society as a place where truth and justice prevailed. Forgetting the 
transgressive history of hardboiled detective fiction, adapters participated in creating 
6 (Davis 1998) 
7 (Meehan 2003, 74) 
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this image in listeners' minds by presenting the criminal justice system as ubiquitous and 
all-powerful. Conspiratorial as it might sound, this image was not force-fed to middle 
class audiences. Like the networks and advertisers - though perhaps not to the same 
degree- this middle class appeared ready to forget the upheaval of the Depression and 
eager to trust official law enforcement after the chaos of Prohibition. As Kenneth T. 
Jackson (1985) has shown in Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization ofthe United 
States, successive waves of twentieth century suburbanization have always been as much 
about avoiding urban crime as they were about individual home ownership. Suburban 
residents still appear to have enjoyed crime stories, but they wanted to see an image of a 
country in which crime could be contained. 
The criminality that Hammett presents in The Maltese Falcon is not contained in 
any way. Spade' s San Francisco is a lawless international port, full of dangerous 
schemers and potentially corrupt law enforcement agents. Spade himself is ambivalent 
character. While he ultimately upholds the law by turning Brigid O'Shaughnessy over to 
the police, his motives are uncertain. The Adventures of Sam Spade contains this 
ambiguity. Instead of presenting Sam as a disenchanted and disaffected lone gun, the 
series integrates him into the larger social structure and offers him as a force for social 
stability. In addition to Hammett's novel, the series drew upon a number of previous 
adaptations of The Maltese Fa! con, including the 1941 film, starring Humphrey Bogart 
and directed by John Huston. Producer William Spier and his writers borrowed a great 
deal from the three cinematic adaptations of the novel, but they faced different challenges 
specific to radio. Spier had to figure out how to extend the novel and three short stories 
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that Hammett wrote about Spade into a continuing radio series that could last for years 
and attract a loyal audience. While he wanted to maintain the hardboiled feel of the 
novel, Spier could not risk alienating listeners by hewing too closely to Hammett's 
original characterization of Spade. Even Bogart's more sympathetic interpretation of the 
character is difficult relate to for an extended period. Because audience opinion mattered 
so much, Spier and his writers were engaged in a constant process of adaptation and 
refinement over the course of the series. Beginning with a character very like Bogart's 
Spade, the writers subtly reshaped the detective in response to feedback from the 
network, sponsor, and listeners. 
Detective Fiction and Society 
Radio adaptations of hardboiled detective fiction traded on the genre's gritty aura 
of authenticity, but in many ways they represent a throwback to an older type of mystery: 
the classical detective story. The hardboiled detective tradition emerged after World War 
I as a reaction to the classical detective style, most commonly associated with British 
authors like Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Agatha Christie. In their hands, the mystery 
story became a safe way to explore social issues while ultimately reinforcing the 
dominant social order. The classical detective story usually begins with a murder, a 
major social disruption that throws everything else into doubt. The detective is called in 
to resolve these doubts and restore social order. Writing about the way in which 
Hammett's style differs from the classical detective format, JohnS. Whitley (1980) 
points out that the aberration of murder is often further distanced from society "by the use 
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of very isolated locales ... so that the crime can be solved without 'society' being 
involved and the small group of people involved are cleansed by the detective's solution 
and sent back to society by the striking of a comic chord, usually the successful 
conclusion of an emerging romance between suitable juvenile leads."8 The classical 
detective story typically concludes in a ceremony where the investigator calls all of the 
suspects together and exculpates their communal guilt by naming the criminal. Once 
named, the criminal is imprisoned and shunned, effectively cutting the perverted stain out 
of the larger - healthily innocent- social fabric. Writers like Christie often made this 
message even more obvious by making the guilty party a clear social outsider- a brother 
with an incestuous desire for his sister, a lesbian who rebelled against traditional gender 
roles, etc. 
The classical detective evolved at a time when science was replacing religion as 
the chief organizing principle in European civic life, and sleuths like Sherlock Holmes 
helped to enshrine the credo that man could "solve all his problems by applying to them 
the methods of Science."9 After toxic gas attacks and machine guns decimated millions 
during the First World War, however, it was harder for people to believe in science as a 
pure force of good. Rationalism began to lose ground as Freudian theories regarding the 
powerful motivating force of the unconscious gained followers. The hardboiled detective 
style shifted the emphasis of the mystery away from crime solving as an intellectual 
puzzle to crime solving as a visceral adventure through which readers could act out their 
own subconscious desires by identifying with the detective or the criminal. Indeed, 
8 (Whitley 1980, 444) 
9 (Rolo 1960, 170) 
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hardboiled writers blurred the line between their detectives and criminals. Like the 
criminals they tracked down, hardboiled detectives were men of action with murky pasts 
and often suspicious motives. The hardboiled detective solves murders, but his solutions 
rarely let society off the hook, and they often involved more violence than the original 
crime. In Hammett's hands, murder went from a "monsterous aberration" to a valid 
method for purifYing a diseased society.10 
Significantly, most hardboiled detective fiction was written by American authors. 
Rolo argues that this was true because Americans "always had more faith in men of 
action than in intellectuals."11 Hardboiled detective fiction particularly resonated with 
large working class audiences during the Depression, when mystery magazines like Black 
Mask used it to boost their subscription numbers. The magazine's mostly male 
subscribers responded well to violent stories about gun-toting detectives like Carroll John 
Daly's Race Williams, and Hammett' s Continental Op. The hardboiled detective also 
found a place in the rapidly expanding pulp paperback market. While publishers like 
Penguin and Dell had originally begun by publishing cheap editions of literary classics, 
they soon found that they could make larger profits publishing reprints of crime fiction or 
even commissioning original novels from well-known authors. In 1944, Mercury 
Publications collected the three short stories that Hammett wrote about Sam Spade and 
two featuring different characters and published them as The Adventures of Sam Spade. 
Within a year, several other paperback publishers had republished the collection under 
different names, including Dell's A Man Called Spade. 
10 (Whitley 1980, 444) 
11 (Rolo 1960, 170) 
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As crime became a larger proportion of their sales and paperback covers became 
more lurid to attract customers, pulp publishers encountered protests from many of the 
same groups that objected to violence in other media. However, publishers of books and 
magazines were able to use the First Amendment to defend their output. In 1933, the 
United States Court of Appeals affirmed Random House's right to publish James Joyce's 
Ulysses , despite the fact that many considered it obscene. This ruling protected 
publishers under the right to literary freedom of expression and effectively scuttled future 
efforts to censor most printed fiction. Movies would not enjoy similar First Amendment 
protection until1952, when the Supreme Court overturned a New York law banning the 
commercial exhibition of sacrilegious films in Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, also 
known as the Miracle decision. Both Hollywood and the broadcasting industry faced 
strict content censorship restrictions when they adapted hardboiled novels like The 
Maltese Falcon through the 1930s and 1940s. The restrictions were based on cultural 
norms and pressure from religious pressure groups like the Catholic Legion of Decency. 
Despite their First Amendment protections, publishers were not immune to pressure from 
these same groups, and publishers that catered to a more middle class audience than the 
working class pulps were often wary of the often-excessive sex and violence that 
characterized hardboiled detective fiction. 
Adaptation 
The Maltese F ale on occupied a borderline space in American literary circles. 
While Dashiell Hammett had started writing detective fiction for pulp magazines aimed 
at working class readers, he had higher literary aspirations. His first few novels were 
13 
originally published in serial form in Black Mask, but his widespread popularity helped 
him to go on to sell them to the prestigious Alfred A. Knopf publishing house. Hammett 
had to adjust his style somewhat when he made the move from pulp magazines. Red 
Harvest met with some resistance from his editor, Blanche Knopf, and to assuage her 
worry that the sheer number of killings would "make the reader doubt the story," 
Hammett "dropped two dynamitings and a tommy-gun attack."12 Hammett continued to 
work with Black Mask and Knopf for the rest of his career, but he also published short 
stories in a number of other outlets, including several middle class weekly magazines that 
echoed Knopfs aversion to extreme violence. It was under these more restrictive 
circumstances that Hammett expanded upon some of his most popular characters, 
including Sam Spade. After fmishing The Maltese Falcon, Hammett swore that he was 
done with Spade, but the character was so popular across a wide audience that Hammett 
was convinced to write three more short stories about him. All three were published in 
middle class weeklies like The American Magazine and Collier 's, and they contain 
significantly less sex and violence than The Maltese Falcon. Hammett also received 
many requests to adapt his work to film. While he did not participate directly in the 
Hollywood adaptations of his work, he appeared happy to let others change it as they 
liked. 
Warner Brothers released the first film version of The Maltese Falcon, starring 
Ricardo Cortez and Bebe Daniels, in 1931 (the film was later retitled Dangerous Female 
to avoid confusing it with Huston's 1941 adaptation). While this film has been criticized 
12 (Naremore 2008, 51) 
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for portraying Spade as overly opportunistic and has long been overshadowed by the 
Humphrey Bogart star vehicle, it was well-received at the time and hailed as a fairly 
faithful adaptation of the novel. 13 Warner Brothers was confident enough in the property 
to produce it again as Satan Met a Lady in 1936, partly because the 1931 version could 
no longer pass the censors at the Hays office because of a few sexually explicit scenes 
taken from the novel. Satan Met a Lady starred Warren William and Bette Davis. 
Discussing the three film adaptations, Philippa Gates argues that Huston' 1941 adaptation 
was simultaneously the most hardboiled and the most conservative.14 While the earlier 
Spades had been able to joke and flirt with women, Bogart's private eye was serious and 
dedicated to the law above all else. 
Film and radio producers faced several significant issues when adapting 
Hammett ' s violent, sexually explicit, and anti-social novel to other media. While 
Hammett ' s sparse prose and objective descriptive style have been hailed as perfect for 
adaptation to a script format, Spade ' s detachment makes it difficult for audiences to relate 
to him. In addition, Hammett's often violent sexual themes were simply impermissible in 
the cinema after the Hays censorship code took effect in 1934, and on radio at any point. 
As adapters became more removed from the novel's original social, political, and 
economic contexts, their artistic and social concerns shifted. Cortez's Depression-era 
Spade is arguably more opportunistic than the Spade Hammett described. In the end, he 
capitalizes on his success capturing Brigid and uses it to land a comfortable job in the 
District Attorney' s office. While this might seem to be a vote in favor oflaw and order, 
13 (Gates 2008, 9) 
14 (Gates 2008, 21 ) 
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Gates argues that contemporary audiences would have seen it as further proof of police 
corruption. 15 By 1941 , this implicit critique is gone. Spade does not join the police 
force, but he does work closely with - and for the most part, respect - organized law 
enforcement. This respect for law and order carries over to The Adventures of Sam 
Spade, where Sam positions himself as the active guardian of the United States and all of 
its citizens. 
Industry 
Writing about Austrian director Michael Haneke's early films on Austrian state 
television, Roy Grundmann (20 11) argues that literary adaptations on television are often 
deliberate efforts to "showcase a country's literary heritage."16 Grundmann continues, "if 
a book is adapted within its country of origin" it acquires "all the markers of the national" 
-that is, the native adaptation becomes an "image of the nation portrayed in the film." 
This ability to paint a more authoritative picture of a nation may be more apparent when 
the body commissioning the adaptation is a state-funded entity that has been tasked with 
an official culture-building function and imbued with the authority to represent the state 
and its inhabitants. However, in the United States, there is no such official body. The 
Public Broadcasting System was not established until 1970, and its authority is undercut 
by a history of political posturing and a funding mechanism that leaves it partially 
dependent on corporate underwriters, foundation support, and donations from a small 
segment of the population. Instead, we Americans have historically placed faith in the 
15 (Gates 2008, 21) 
16 (Grundmann 2010, 12) 
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commercial broadcast networks to act as impartial referees of the public tastes and 
culture. Commercial broadcasting has come to be defined as the American way, and we 
look to their productions to hold a mirror up to our own lives. However, just as state 
broadcasters often have an impetus to white-wash national heritage to please their 
political funders, the image that commercial broadcasters reflect is shaped by fmancial 
and political pressures tied to those broadcasters' funding sources. The dubious vision of 
American society presented in hardboiled detective fiction did not provide an effective 
backdrop for advertisers appealing to a middle class audience, and it was altered 
accordingly. 
It is easy to forget that American broadcasting has not always been a commercial 
affair. American radio began with a promise of boundless noncommercial potential. 
Beginning in the 1910s, the ether was an unregulated playground for hobbyists who built 
their own equipment and used it to reach out to others across great distances. Amateurs 
began to experiment with rudimentary programming formats , playing music or giving 
talks to pass the time as they waited for responses from strangers in other states - or even 
other countries. However, this halcyon anarchy proved impossible to maintain. During 
World War I, the Navy seized control of the airwaves and restricted access for national 
security reasons. After the war, the Navy relinquished that power. Regulatory control 
passed to the Department of Commerce and patent control to the Radio Corporation of 
America, a new government-ordained monopoly composed of General Electric, AT&T, 
Westinghouse, and United Fruit. Over the next decade, RCA and other commercial 
broadcasters lobbied for increased corporate control over broadcasting, but independent 
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and non-profit broadcasters were still able to find room on the largely unregulated 
spectrum for most of the 1920s. However, by the end of the decade everyone agreed that 
the airwaves were full, and broadcasters and listeners faced debilitating problems with 
signal interference. Finally, the Radio Act of 1927 created the Federal Radio 
Commission to oversee domestic broadcasting. In particular, the FRC was tasked with 
allocating broadcasting licenses to those broadcasters best able to serve the "public 
interest, convenience, or necessity. "17 
In Telecommunications, Mass Media, and Democracy, Robert W. McChesney 
(1993) argues that the "public interest" requirement was originally understood to require 
the FRC to give preference to educational broadcasters when assigning licenses to 
broadcast over the spectrum. During the debates leading up to the Radio Act's passage, 
members of Congress repeatedly expressed concern about the growth of chain 
broadcasting, and early drafts of the Act had explicitly instructed the FRC to ''favor 
nonprofit broadcasters in the allocation of broadcast licenses" (emphasis in original). 18 
That wording was excised from the final bill because many argued that the edict was 
implicit in the "public interest" directive. However, the newly constituted FRC appeared 
to disagree. Over the next few years, the FRC increasingly favored commercial 
broadcasters in licensing decisions. By 1929, the FRC was defending its preferential 
frequency allocations by defining commercial broadcasters as general public service 
stations and relegating non-profit stations to the status of propaganda stations.19 While 
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the commissioners argued that this distinction was not meant to disparage non-profits , it 
successfully characterized non-commercial stations as being "more interested in 
spreading their particular viewpoint than in reaching the broadest possible audience with 
whatever programming was most attractive."2° Commercial stations, on the other hand, 
were thought to be sure to give their listeners the programming they wanted because they 
relied on advertising for their funding and so would broadcast whatever attracted the 
largest audience. This distinction survived the creation of the Federal Communications 
Commission in 1934, and by the 1930s, radio was solidly under corporate control. 
From the very beginning, radio had been hailed for its potential to unify and 
enlighten the nation. Optimists hoped that national broadcasting would "link rich and 
poor, young and old" and "end the isolation of rurallife.',21 By the mid-1930s the 
country was well on its way to being linked together by the emerging radio networks. 
The majority of stations were affiliated with one of three major networks- RCA-owned 
NBC Red and Blue (later ABC) or CBS -and most prime-time programming was 
produced on the national level and broadcast out ofNew York City. These centralized 
networks generated massive profits for their parent companies and affiliates. As early as 
1929, up to 80 percent of all advertising revenue went to just 20 percent of the existing 
radio stations, all of which were either owned by or affiliated with a network.22 
However, while the networks had originally taken responsibility for initiating 
programming to attract advertisers, they quickly handed that power over to corporate 
20 (McChesney 1993, 27) 
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sponsors and their advertising agencies. 
Radio came not a moment too soon for U.S. manufacturers. After a brief 
investigatory period, most manufacturers and their agents overcame their initial 
trepidation. The listening public proved amenable to advertising over the air, and 
manufacturers had products to sell. In Advertising the American Dream, historian Roland 
Marchand (1986) demonstrates the ways in which U.S. manufacturers engaged in 
increasingly aggressive advertising techniques in the 1920s. These techniques, which 
ranged from celebrity endorsement to scare tactics, became necessary as manufacturers 
moved to mass production methods that could only be supported by ever-increasing sales. 
Marchand shows how advertisers worked to associate their products with opulence and a 
high-class lifestyle to attract upper and upper-middle-class customers with the promise of 
affordable status symbols.23 Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, advertisements tied 
consumption to the American Dream, arguing that nothing could express an individual's 
personality or socio-economic status better than the consumption of mass produced 
products and making consumption of those products the main goal of work. Despite the 
fact that consumption decreased during the Depression and WWII, advertisers continued 
to promote the consumer American Dream in print and on the radio, laying the 
groundwork for the post-war drive to display status through mass-produced consumer 
goods. 
Radio advertisers exercised unprecedented control over the programs they 
sponsored. Most sponsored series were the sole domain of a single manufacturer, who 
23 (Marchand 1986, xvii) 
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controlled everything from the budget to the script to the cast. Some series were 
originated by advertising agencies on behalf of their clients. For example, Frank 
Hummert, one of the most prolific soap opera creators of the 1930s, began his career in 
radio advertising at Lord & Thomas and then moved to Blackett & Sample (later 
Blackett-Sample-Hummert). At Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Hummert and his wife 
created, wrote, and produced some of the most popular radio soaps, including Ma Perkins 
for Procter & Gamble and Stella Dallas for Sterling Drugs.Z4 Other series, like The 
Adventures of Sam Spade, were produced by independent producers in New York or 
Hollywood and sold directly to sponsors or the networks. Sam Spade was produced by 
veteran writer and producer William Spier, who was known for his work on March of 
Time, Time magazine's long-running radio news series, and the popular CBS crime 
anthology series Suspense. Spier and his writers worked from Hollywood, but they 
remained under the close supervision of their sponsor, Wildroot Cream Oil. Wildroot's 
advertising agency, Batten, Bardon, Durstine & Osborn (BBDO), reviewed each 
episode's script before it was broadcast. 
Script reviews were standard operating procedure for sponsored series, and 
agency representatives frequently asked for a wide range of edits meant to keep the series 
in line with the particular image that the sponsor wanted associated with their products. 
That image might be safe and homely, luxurious, or slightly dangerous, but it was always 
positive. Sometimes the changes could be as simple as altering a word here or there, but 
the changes could also be extreme. In the 1950s, an episode of the television anthology 
24 (Cox 1999, 112, 230) 
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drama Playhouse 90 sought to deal with the Nuremberg trials. The sponsor- a natural 
gas company - demanded that the word "gas" be removed from the dialogue, leaving the 
writers in the awkward position of exploring the Holocaust without mentioning the gas 
chambers in which millions of Jews were murdered.25 Scripts for The Adventures of Sam 
Spade rarely underwent changes of that magnitude, but they do show consistent evidence 
of changes meant to make Sam into a more sympathetic and empathetic figure. Wildroot 
wanted Sam to speak in a colorful hardboiled style, and they initially promoted the series' 
connection to Hammett and his rebellious genre. However, edits show that the company 
was wary of alienating audience members who might object to the anti-social traits with 
which Hammett had imbued his character. Over the course of the series, Sam becomes 
more explicitly attached to his secretary Effie, and through her to the rest of society. In 
the end, it is hard to connect Sam's conventionally ethical and kind radio character to 
Hammett's bitter and isolated protagonist. However, as I will demonstrate in this thesis, 
we cannot understand Sam as a radio character without understanding where he came 
from. 
Methods 
In order to understand how The Maltese Falcon became The Adventures of Sam 
Spade, I draw on histories of American popular culture and broadcasting to elucidate the 
ways in which cultural concerns were expressed in mass mediated entertaimnent, and 
especially on commercial radio. In particular, I will demonstrate the role that detective 
25 (Bamouw 2009, 54) 
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fiction played in American culture before and after the Second World War. Fortunately, 
the archival scripts from the series' five year run, from 1946 to 1951, are preserved in the 
William Spier papers housed at the Wisconsin Historical Society. These scripts provide 
an invaluable record of the process of adapting the series from pulp fiction to radio. I 
examine the scripts in order to determine the ways in which Hammett's original 
narratives were altered to adhere to radio standards. In this thesis, I pay particular 
attention to the first eighteen episodes, which largely established the character of Sam as 
a sympathetic and kind character and set the tone for the rest of the series. I also examine 
three episodes from later in the series to see how Sam's characterization is further 
softened throughout the series. I compare the tone and characterizations in these episodes 
to the tone and characterizations in Hammett's novel and short stories. 
Spier and his writers did not limit their source material to The Maltese Falcon, 
and many of the series' episodes were adapted from Hammett's short stories about a 
range of characters, including Spade and the Continental Op. However, the episodes 
adapted from these stories were rarely completely faithful to the letter or spirit of their 
source material. Beyond the alterations guided by the self-censorship guidelines that 
most radio writers adhered to, the Sam Spade scripts also show signs of extensive last 
minute edits required by the networks' standards and practices departments and 
Wildroot' s representatives. By comparing the narratives presented on The Adventures of 
Sam Spade with those in Hammett's short stories, we gain a deeper insight into the 
structural and narrative requirements of a network crime series, and the ideological 
viewpoint expressed. The frequent, and often repetitive censorship edits can also give us 
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insight into the way that the networks and their sponsors molded the series they 
controlled in order to fit their selling needs. In addition to the scripts, I examine 
production codes published by the broadcasting industry, in which the NAB and the 
networks laid out official guidelines for acceptable programming. Finally, I examine 
letters of complaint written to the Federal Communications Commission by parents and 
religious and educational groups in the mid-1940s, which are housed in the FCC's papers 
at the National Archives in College Park, MD. While these letters are by no means 
representative of the larger body of American radio listeners in the 1930s and 1940s, they 
. do show some of the pressures that the industry faced in their efforts to present 
themselves as the ultimate arbiters of American popular culture. In order to expose Sam 
Spade's broader cultural position and role, I also examine contemporary periodicals that 
published Hammett ' s stories, including copies of The American Magazine , Collier 's 
Weekly. 
Chapter Breakdown 
My project explores the interplay between narrative and aesthetic concerns and 
advertising messages in radio adaptations of hardboiled detective fiction. I am 
particularly interested in examining the way that radio series were influenced by 
pressures from networks, sponsors and censorship groups. My research questions are: 
How does The Adventures of Sam Spade differ from the pulp originals it was adapted 
from in terms of content and ideology? How were the mostly Depression-era narratives 
updated to reflect post-war concerns and align the stories with the emerging 
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socioeconomic context of the post-war era? What changes were made to broaden the title 
character's appeal to radio's mass audience? How was the adaptation brought in line 
with radio ' s stricter production codes? Why was the series so popular with audiences and 
broadcasters alike, and what cultural function did it serve? In particular, why did radio 
adaptations often-year-old fiction like The Adventures of Sam Spade continue to resonate 
with post-war audiences? To achieve this end, I will examine the scripts to gain a clearer 
image of the world-view that was established through the series. How were criminals 
characterized? Victims? The authorities? How did the series promote its sponsor's 
product and characterize listener-consumers? In order to answer these questions, I draw 
upon Linda Hutcheon' s (2006) theory of adaptation, Erik Bamouw's (2009) exploration 
of the sponsor's role in radio broadcasting, and John G. Cawelti's (1976) exploration of 
the role of the private detective in popular culture. My work is also informed by Michele 
Hilmes' (1997) cultural history ofthe broadcasting industry and Battle's history of police 
radio drama in the 1930s. I argue that series like The Adventures of Sam Spade refmmed 
the transgressive hardboiled detective along the lines of the pro-social classical detective. 
Sam and his fellow radio detectives spoke like their hardboiled progenitors, but they 
uniformly adopted the classical detective's conventional morality and concern with 
preserving the middle class family. Once this transformation was complete and urban 
crime repackaged as an amusing diversion, Sam served as a guide for his largely 
suburban middle class audience, teaching them to traverse the post-war city. On the 
radio, Sam was a comforting figure. He taught listeners that crime existed - especially in 
the cities- but that it was ultimately controllable. Unlike Hammett's Spade, Sam 
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encouraged listeners to put their faith in social institutions and conventional morality as 
the surest path to success. 
Chapter One sets the stage for my exploration of The Adventures of Sam Spade as 
an adaptation of Hammett's work by exploring the evolution of detective fiction in more 
depth, paying particular attention to the social issues that each iteration of the geme 
attempts to address. This chapter also examines the way that society is presented through 
the structure of the mystery formula. While crime stories can be used to highlight social 
problems and corruption, I will show how the act of detection itself has usually been seen 
as highly conservative. The detective's role has typically been to find individual 
miscreants and remove them from the larger society. While the hardboiled detective 
commonly uncovered signs of social corruption in his investigations, most radio 
detectives -even those who spoke in hardboiled voices - operated more like the classical 
detective, who saw corruption and criminality as residing in individuals rather than 
society as a whole. I will then proceed to explore the process of cross-media adaptation, 
taking into account the cultural and industrial concerns that shaped Hammett's original 
works and the film adaptations that influenced The Adventures of Sam Spade. Finally, I 
will examine radio's role in shaping and reinforcing cultural values. 
The bulk ofthis thesis will be devoted to examining archival scripts from the 
series' five-year run. Chapter Two will examine The Adventures of Sam Spade within its 
industrial context. While the character of Sam Spade was produced for mass 
consumption in all of his forms, the conventions surrounding consumption of radio 
programs were much more public and open to scrutiny than those surrounding pulp 
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fictions. In this chapter, I will explore the way that Spier and his radio writers 
characterize Sam and the other characters he interacts with. As I have previously 
mentioned, the radio character of Sam owes much to the characterization of Spade in the 
three Warner Brothers adaptations of The Maltese Falcon. As a prelude to my discussion 
of Sam's radio character, I will briefly discuss the ways in which these films, produced 
between 1931 and 1941 , revised Spade's character to align with contemporary ideals of 
American manhood and Hollywood' s own production codes. In discussing Sam's 
character on the radio, I will focus on how the detective was re-shaped by industrial 
requirements, as well as the massive cultural shifts that occurred between The Maltese 
Falcon's publication and the series' debut. Other important groups of characters who 
were reformed on the series include the police and women, who were presented as 
virtuous potential wives or scandalous femmes fatale. Sam's interaction with women and 
the police provide a conservative model of the types of people who exist in a functional 
society for listeners at home. 
Chapter Three provides a broader exploration ofthe image of post-war society 
painted by The Adventures of Sam Spade. In this chapter, I examine three early episodes 
that were adapted more or less directly from short stories written by Hammett in the 
1920s and 1930s. I analyze these episodes in relation to the stories they were adapted 
from to show how Spier and his writers appropriated some elements ofHammett's 
narratives and altered others to create a coherent and conservative world where law and 
order reign supreme. Spier and his writers chose to adapt these and other stories from 
Hammett's body of work for a number of industrially and culturally significant reasons. 
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Before Hammett came under public scrutiny for his Communist sympathies in the late 
1940s, the famous author was one of The Adventures of Sam Spade's chief selling point, 
and the series reaffirmed that connection at the beginning of each episode until January of 
1950.26 However, Sam Spade' s writers excised Hammett's consistent and often virulent 
social critique and reworked his narratives to adhere to the comforting and optimistic 
worldview that Wildroot and the national networks preferred. The radio episodes revise 
Hammett ' s exploration of the country 's checkered past and attempt to present the modem 
city as potentially dangerous but ultimately controllable. 
As large portions of the American middle class moved to homogenous and 
preplanned suburban communities, radio series like The Adventures of Sam Spade helped 
to redefine urban spaces and social order. While radio crime series certainly did not 
cause mass consumption or the middle class ' mass exodus from the cities, they 
contributed to the cultural environment in which these shifts took place. Before 
television displaced radio in the 1950s, radio detectives encouraged listeners to imagine 
the city as an exciting and potentially dangerous place where violence did occur, 
sometimes even to undeserving innocents. However, this threat was coupled with the 
promise, inherent in the mystery story 's structure, that detectives like Sam Spade were 
there to correct social aberrations like murder. Criminality and violence would not be 
allowed to affect good middle class citizens in the suburbs because they would be dealt 
with in the city. The Adventures of Sam Spade and other radio crime series provided a 
weekly reminder that society was, in fact, redeemable. This message helped to encourage 
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young suburbanites to rebuild a newer, safer society outside of the city walls. There, they 
would be safe from the violence of war and crime. They, their children, and their 
possessions, were protected by a greater power. 
29 
Chapter 1: Review of the Literature 
The Adventures of Sam Spade was, first and foremost, a mystery series. Before 
Dashiell Hammett's name was removed to avoid association with his Communist 
activities, each episode was introduced as a new mystery story created by "Dashiell 
Hammett, America's leading detective fiction writer and the creator of Sam Spade, the 
hard-boiled private eye, and William Spier, radio's outstanding producer-director of 
mystery and crime drama. 'm While Hammett himself did not write for the radio series, 
Spier had extensive experience writing, producing, and directing mystery programs for 
radio, most notably the prestigious thriller anthology drama Suspense . The Adventures of 
Sam Spade was aimed at a more general audience than Suspense, which aired at night and 
targeted adults, but Sam Spade also won critical recognition, including an award from the 
Mystery Writers of America in 1947?8 Before analyzing The Adventures of Sam Spade 
as an adaptation, we must first examine the ways in which the mystery story functions in 
popular culture, and how mysteries reflect social concerns and preoccupations. 
In Adventure, Mystery, and Romance John G. Cawelti defines the core of the 
mystery story as "the investigation and discovery of hidden secrets, the discovery usually 
leading to some benefit for the character(s) with whom the reader identifies."29 As a 
popular genre, the mystery story is a living construct, and it has been in a process of 
constant evolution since its inception in the mid nineteenth century. While many cultural 
critics have dismissed mysteries and crime fiction as escapist diversions at best, and 
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perverting influences at worst, Cawelti and others argue that the genre is a cultural 
product that addresses the needs and anxieties of the culture within which it developed. 
In particular, Cawelti argues that popular formulas like the mystery and the Western help 
individuals within a culture to "act out unconscious or repressed needs," such as the 
desire to gain money through criminal means instead of hard work.3° For the time it 
takes to listen to a radio crime drama, we can revel in the criminal's success and 
vicariously enjoy his rise to the top, all the while recognizing that the detective will 
unravel the criminal ' s scheme and bring him to justice.31 Through the act of detection, 
the professional or amateur detective Uflffiasks harmful secrets and removes their power 
to damage social contracts. In the process, the mystery creates anxiety in its audience, 
only to calm that anxiety by teaching us that every mystery can be explained.32 
The Emerging Detective, or From the Rue Morgue to Baker St 
While mystery has been employed as an integral plot device across a range of 
genres, the detective genre did not coalesce into a recognizable and consistent form until 
late in the nineteenth century. Edgar Allen Poe is credited with creating the classical 
detective formula in his 1841 short story "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," but Cawelti 
argues that the popular detective genre was not recognized as such until Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle ' s popular Sherlock Holmes series appeared more than forty years 1ater.33 
30 (Cawelti 1976, 26) 
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However, the act of detection is not limited to mystery stories alone, and the period 
between Poe's short story and Conan Doyle's analytical sleuth is full of writers who 
employed a central mystery to motivate their narratives. Detection became especially 
important in Victorian gothic and sensation novels, where the happy resolution of the plot 
depends on the unmasking of some terrible crime. Some of these early experiments with 
detection as an important driver of the plot helped to develop the rules of the nascent 
detective genre. Popular Victorian authors like Wilkie Collins occasionally employed 
professional detectives to solve crimes, as Collins does in The Moonstone (1868), where 
the celebrated London police officer, Inspector Cuff, is called in to help recover a stolen 
diamond. However, the bulk of the mysteries in sensation fiction, so named for the 
emotional and physical reactions that the novels were supposed to cause in overly 
excitable audiences, are private in nature, and most of the active detection is carried out 
by family members and characters that have a personal stake in the mystery at hand. In 
The Woman in White (1859), Collins' detective is the young artist Walter Hartright, who 
is motivated by the need to find the mistreated object of his affection and restore her to 
her rightful place in society. By comparison, the classical detective story, beginning with 
Poe and extending through the work of writers like Conan Doyle and Agatha Christie, 
takes a broader view and addresses crimes that more directly and obviously affect the 
larger society. A classical detective like Sherlock Holmes or Christie's Miss Marple may 
become personally interested in the mysteries he or she investigates, but he or she is first 
and foremost a detective and an outsider who is called in to help restore order by fmding 
the guilty party and removing him or her from the larger society. 
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In the classical detective story, the professional or amateur detective -Holmes or 
Miss Marple -becomes the protagonist. This is a significant move because it effectively 
separates the detective from the guilt that he is asked to unmask. It rarely matters 
whether the classical detective is an amateur, like Miss Marple, or a professional, like 
Holmes, because both see it as their duty to protect society as a whole rather than their 
own family units. This is in marked contrast to the detectives found in sensation novels, 
who often put family honor before the greater good. In Mary Elizabeth Braddon's 
massively popular Lady Audley 's Secret (1862), the amateur detective helps to cover up a 
potential murder to spare his uncle's feelings. 34 Instead of being driven by a desire to 
restore order to his own family, the classical detective's first loyalty is to society at large. 
Cawelti argues that this split also allows us, the audience, to distance ourselves further 
from the criminal. Once our sympathies are unquestionably aligned with the detective, 
we are free "to imagine terrible crimes without also having to recognize our own 
impulses toward them."35 And those crimes could be numerous. While murder is by far 
the most common crime of the classical detective story, George Orwell has pointed out 
that this was not always the case. Before 1918, Orwell argues, British detective fiction 
"greatly increased in blood-thirstiness" as authors began to emulate the emerging and 
. 1 A . 1 36 v1o ent mencan sty e. 
By the time Christie began publishing her stories after World War I, murder had 
become the driving force behind the classical detective novel. More whimsical and 
34 Instead of prison, the lovely Lady Audley is confmed to a mental institution, and her supposed victim is 
eventually found alive. 
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ambiguous characters like E. W. Hornung's gentleman thief, Raffles, were replaced by 
detectives who approached crime as a social disease that needed to be stamped out.37 The 
shift from more minor crimes like jewel theft to murder reflects society's increasing 
concern with crime as a perversion. As JohnS. Whitley points out, murder is positioned 
as "a monstrous aberration from the true path of society." 38 No Christie 'whodunit' can 
truly begin without the body. To reinforce the idea that murder is unnatural and separate 
from regular society, crimes are often committed in isolated locales, and the detective 
ritually cleanses the innocent bystanders (most of whom were regarded as suspects for 
most of the novel) in a final scene where everyone is gathered together for the unveiling 
of the real murderer. In a highly conservative framework, Hercule Poirot solves cases 
using the power of deduction, and in the end he restores the social order by safely pinning 
the guilt onto a single party. 
"He is a lonely man ... " 39 
The private detective touches many lives over the course of his career as social 
arbiter, but he remains largely untouched throughout. Beginning in the classical mystery 
story and continuing to the present day, detectives are almost universally characterized as 
outsiders observing a society that they can never fully be a part of. This isolation appears 
to be an integral part of the detective's special abilities- because he is separated from 
society, he is able to analyze it from a unique and fresh perspective. Even detectives such 
37 Significantly, Hornung was Conan Doyle's brother-in-law, lending credence to the idea that Raffles was 
Holmes' criminal twin. 
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as Holmes, who has a regular companion in Dr. Watson, are separated from their friends 
both by their special ability and by their handicaps. Holmes is so intellectually superior 
to Watson that they cannot relate on the same plane. In addition, Holmes' opium 
addiction drives him into trances where even his closest friend cannot follow him. The 
act of detection also distances amateur detectives from their friends and family in 
Collins ' work; Hartright isolates himself from all ofhis friends and family as he dedicates 
his life to fmding his lost love in The Woman in White. Even the supposedly well-
socialized Miss Marple is never shown interacting with long-term friends. Her cases 
mostly occur when she is visiting some new neighborhood, and she is always staying at 
the edge of the town rather than in the center of the action. 
In addition to arguing that the act of detection isolates the investigator, Collins 
asserts through some of his work that one must be an outsider in order to observe the 
world accurately and objectively. In her discussion of race and British Imperialism in 
The Moonstone, Vicki Corkran Willey points out that despite his brilliance, the 
"celebrated" Sergeant Cuff is unable to solve the case ofthe diamond's disappearance 
and clear the innocent Franklin Blake without the help of an outsider.40 All of Cuff's 
experience as an investigator in cosmopolitan London cannot make up for the fact that he 
is still too close to the world of the country house that he has been called in to investigate. 
Instead, the crucial leap of investigative brilliance is made by Ezra Jennings, the 
marginalized and maligned assistant of the local doctor. Jennings' status as an outsider is 
marked by his appearance- he is described as dark and piebald, with uneven black and 
40 (Willey 2006, 231) 
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white hair mixing without gradations of grey - and his indeterminate race. While his 
father was British, Jennings' mother was a native of a British colony. Jennings is further 
separated from British society by some undisclosed scandal and an addiction to opium. 
Jennings' addiction is what allows him to understand how the drug may have worked on 
Blake, an unhabituated user who took a dose to help him sleep the night that the diamond 
disappeared. Later, hardboiled authors like Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler 
codified this isolation to the extent that the idea of a detective with strong social ties rings 
false to many readers. At the very least, outside ties appear to distract detectives from 
their mission to eradicate social evil. In the worst cases, such ties are shown to distract 
detectives from their work, allowing them to be misled by criminals who use friendship 
or love to manipulate them. 
The private detective's isolation functions as a sign of his purity and his 
commitment to truth and justice. By refusing to allow personal ties to cloud his 
judgment, the detective proves himself worthy of the incredible trust that society places 
in his ability to right wrongs and properly distinguish between good and bad citizens. As 
Chandler argues in "The Simple Art of Murder," (1988) 
It is not a fragrant world, but it is the world you live in, and certain writers with 
tough minds and a cool spirit of detachment can make very interesting and even 
amusing patterns out of it. . . . But down these mean streets a man must go who is 
not himself mean, who is neither tarnished nor afraid. The detective ... must be 
such a man. He is the hero; he is everything. He must be a complete man and a 
common man and yet an unusual man.41 
The fact is that because detectives like Chandler's Philip Marlowe do not really fit in 
anywhere, they are able to fit in everywhere to some extent. Like an anthropologist or a 
41 (Chandler 1988, 17-18) 
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writer, the detective can move through high and low society with ease. However, unlike 
the classical detective, who uses his outside perspective to fix social problems, the 
hardboiled detective accepts that he cannot actually change society. All he can do is 
observe and comment on the people and institutions he encounters.42 Rarely does 
Marlowe actually save someone - even the damsels in distress whom he elevates through 
his chivalric affections usually end up worse off than they were in the beginning - but he 
still tries. Indeed, Marlowe always solves the mystery, but his solution merely reveals 
the perversity of the underlying conditions that created the problem - conditions that he 
has no power to correct. Instead, Marlowe does his best to help those who need him and 
to maintain his own moral purity. Not all hardboiled detectives share Marlowe's purity, 
however. As we will see, the hardboiled detective emerged as a socially transgressive 
reaction to the classical detective's more conventional morality. 
The Modern Detective 
The classical detective found enormous popularity in England and in the United 
States, but he also inspired strong reactions from detractors who found him irrelevant and 
archaic as American society became increasingly urban. In addition, many Americans 
found it difficult to relate to the emphasis on rationality, and the blind faith in ultimate 
justice promoted by Holmes and other classical detectives after the senseless destruction 
of World War I. One answer to this disillusionment came in the form of hardboiled 
detective fiction, a style that solidified on the racy pages of Black Mask Magazine and 
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flourished in the rapidly expanding pulp paperback market. Unlike the gentlemanly 
sleuths who peopled classical detective stories, the hardboiled private eye was hard and 
cold. Hard living and experience had taught him that the world was unfair and unfeeling, 
so he held himself apart from the society around him. The first truly hardboiled private 
eye was Carroll John Daly's Race Williams. Williams appeared in Black Mask in 1923, 
as part of the editors' effort to revitalize the magazine. In order to increase readership, 
editors gradually replaced classical detective stories about "dull and pretentious" 
detectives who echoed the "overbaked" melodrama of silent film with hardboiled 
detectives created by Daly and the first true luminary of the genre, Dashiell Hammett.43 
Writing about the rise of the hardboiled detective, hardboiled writer Raymond 
Chandler argues that the classical detective story had failed to find respect as literature 
because it was not realistic.44 Chandler faults mystery writers for failing to research the 
crimes they described and for providing solutions that defied reality. Even Conan Doyle, 
who Chandler lauds as a pioneer of the mystery genre, made factual mistakes that 
undercut many of his stories and focused instead on characterization. "Sherlock Holmes 
after all is mostly an attitude and a few dozen lines of unforgettable dialogue."45 
Chandler credits Hammett as the first true artist in the genre, lauding him for giving 
"murder back to the kind of people that commit it for reasons ... and with the means at 
hand."46 Drawing on his experience as an operative for the Pinkerton Detective Agency 
- notorious for its strikebreaking activities and wealthy client list - Hammett employs an 
43 (Nolan, The Black Mask Boys: Masters in the Hard-Boiled School of Detective Fiction 1985, 21) 
44 (Chandler 1988, 2) 
45 (Chandler 1988, 5) 
46 (Chandler 1988, 14) 
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unadorned and objective style to describe crime and methods of detection realistically 
and accurately. In his discussion of the American "roman noir," William Marling (1995) 
argues that Hammett was also influenced by his experience as an advertising copywriter 
for a San Francisco jeweler. As a copywriter, Hammett adeptly employed a modernist 
prose style that provoked desire in readers by providing a narrative framework but 
leaving out crucial details, encouraging "readers to fill in the missing content" and form a 
closer relationship to the product for sale.47 Hammett carried elements of this style over 
into his fictional works, which eschew long descriptions and personal details. Instead of 
telling readers what Ned Beaumont feels as he breaks with his friend Paul Madvig in The 
Glass Key, Hammett forces us to imagine for ourselves. While this method can be 
distancing in fiction, it also enhances the novel's impact because it requires a deeper level 
of engagement with the work. Instead of describing Ned or Spade's logical processes 
and allowing us to judge them, Hammett forces readers to imagine those processes based 
on his objective descriptions of their actions. In this process, we are more likely to 
ascribe a line of reasoning to which we ourselves can relate. In the end, Hammett's style 
can force a deeper connection between the reader and the protagonist, who appears as 
more of a peer than a teacher of proper morality. 
Hammett's imagination-inducing narrative style also has a corollary in radio, 
which radio commentators and dramatists like Steve Allen and Yuri Rasovsky have 
described as the theater of the mind.48 On the most basic level, everything that we hear in 
a radio program must be converted into a mental picture, forcing us to invest in the 
47 (Marling 1995, 95) 
48 (Mrutin 2012) 
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narrative. However, radio producers did endeavor to direct what listeners imagined 
through sound effects and evocative descriptions. In his discussion of Citizen Kane's 
relationship to radio aesthetics, Rick Altman describes the way radio producers used 
particular sound cues to prompt listeners' imaginations. Altman cites the example of"the 
weekly opening of Fibber McGee's closed door, often used as a concluding coda."49 
Upon opening the door, Fibber was regularly crushed by an "avalanche of junk" before 
"the perfectly timed bell tinkle" signaled the program's conclusion. 5° This repeated event 
served to focus audience attention for the sponsor's final commercial, but it also became 
a part of the narrative that listeners waited for and enjoyed imagining. The fact that 
Fibber never learned from his mistakes gave listeners a humorous insight into his 
character. Detective characters often narrated their exploits, describing the world as they 
saw it for listeners at home and providing a lens through which to view the city. 
Marling has argued that Hammett' s most famous private eye, Sam Spade, is one 
of the fust detectives to deal explicitly with urban modernity, especially the often 
dehumanizing conditions of the modem workplace. For Marling, Spade and Brigid 
O'Shaughnessy's false identity ofRuth Wonderly represent "two adaptations to 
workplace anxiety."51 While Spade is also constructed along modem lines, he retains 
some "organic and familiar exterior features" that allow him to resist modem masks. 52 In 
contrast Miss Wonderly is a smooth and perfectly constructed body. Everything, from 
her clothing to her words, is carefully selected to evoke the new and modem. She is 
49 (Altman 1994, 12) 
50 (Altman 1994, 12) 
51 (Marling 1995, 134) 
52 (Marling 1995, 133) 
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"smooth, aerodynamic, and painted in primary hues," much like the products Hammett 
helped to sell in his previous career. 53 The problem is that like those products, Miss 
Wonderly is also a fraud - a cover for the thoroughly earthy and sensual Brigid 
O'Shaughnessy. Wonderly speaks in ellipses "designed to elicit information, rather than 
presuming a world shared with Spade."54 Spade's ability to see through the modem and 
into the heart of things allows Hammett to use the private eye to comment upon 
modernity as a materialist mask used to obscure basic human emotions and motivations. 
While later writers worked to humanize the hardboiled detective more than 
Hammett, many continued to use the character to unmask the excesses and perversions of 
modem society. Chandler's Phillip Marlowe is a virtuous loner, a combination detective-
anthropologist-white knight who can traverse the corrupted urban space without 
becoming corrupt himself. Marlowe belongs to the group that Jack Shaheen (1975) calls 
the transcendental sleuth in his exploration of the changing nature of the detective film. 
The transcendental sleuth is "the hard boiled private eye in the purest form." 55 Shaheen 
posits four basic types of detective that appear in popular media of the 20th century - the 
cerebral sleuth, the transcendental sleuth, the visceral sleuth, and the organizational sleuth 
- each of which fills a different social need. The transcendental detective emerged as a 
reaction to the elitist cerebral sleuths like Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot who 
dominated classical and British detective fiction. While Holmes and Poirot both work as 
professional detectives, they approach crime solving as an enjoyable game and an 
53 (Marling 1995, 134) 
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opportunity to display their impressive intellectual powers. In contrast to these upper 
class dabblers, Marlowe is a man of the people. Lacking independent wealth, Marlowe is 
subject to the same pressures as everyone else, and he approaches solving mysteries as a 
serious business. Chandler argues that the detective "is a relatively poor man, or he 
would not be a detective at all."56 Not only do the cases he investigates deal with real 
crimes committed by real people with real motives, but if he does not resolve a case to his 
client's satisfaction, his clients might refuse to pay him for his services. 57 The same is 
true for Hammett's Spade, though he is more materialistic and less altruistic than 
Marlowe. Neither man is a full member of the society he interacts with. Marlowe's 
isolation can be traced to the fact that he is better than his fellow men, while Spade's has 
more to do with his jaded view of humanity. 
Because the transcendental sleuth allows audiences to indulge in "romanticized 
ego fulfilling self identification," he was one ofthe favorite subjects ofHollywood studio 
film nair and early radio crime dramas, though censorship codes tended to soften his 
jaded view of reality and restore the honor of mainstream cultural institutions. 58 Marlowe 
was an especially popular template for radio detectives, and most of the private eyes who 
found a home on network radio were altered to mimic his more conventional moral 
virtue. Even when hardboiled authors like Hammett created detectives like Spade as 
explicitly flawed and selfish characters, their detectives carne to adopt Marlowe's more 
saint-like qualities when they were adapted for radio. Unlike the more mercenary 
56 (Chandler 1988, 18) 
57 (Chandler 1988, 14) 
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visceral sleuths that succeeded both Marlowe and Spade, such as Mickey Spillane's Mike 
Hammer, Marlowe and his imitators were unequivocally good. They solve cases for 
money, but they are fust and foremost moral men. Like Marlowe, they show their virtue 
through actions like refusing to take on domestic cases, or to interfere on behalf of one 
partner or another when domestic cases fall into their laps. 59 Lik~ Marlowe, radio 
detectives like Sam are cut off from the world around them by their unflinching 
commitment to justice above all else. 
However, despite his popularity on radio, the transcendental sleuth was largely 
overshadowed by the visceral sleuth by the time crime programming was moving from 
radio to television. The visceral sleuth is best exemplified by Mike Hammer, who came 
to represent the mighty fist of justice for many viewers. Unlike Marlowe, Hammer does 
have the power to restore order to the social universe, reflecting the audience's growing 
concern with crime and juvenile delinquency after World War II. Often a materialistic 
and opportunistic dandy, he justifies his existence by acting as "judge, jury, and 
executioner," violently eradicating every threat he encounters, from Communist 
conspiracies to criminal syndicates.60 Beginning in the 1950s, the visceral sleuth played 
a major role in television detective dramas- a trend that continued through the 1970s. 
The organizational sleuth also appeared in the 1950s, reflecting a shift to more 
institutionalized crime-solving techniques.61 Organizational sleuths like James Bond 
were recruited by clandestine government agencies and sent on top-secret missions, 
59 In contrast, Mike Hammer runs a very profitable business spying on cheating spouses. 
60 (Shaheen 1975, 37-38) 
61 (Shaheen 1975, 38) 
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always supported by an impressive array of advanced technology. Organizational 
sleuths, who could take the form of procedural detectives or "civil servant(s) as assassin," 
began to dominate television crime dramas in the 1970s, as support for organized law 
enforcement grew, along with the conviction that police work was too important- and 
too expensive- to be left to lone guns.62 However, even as detectives became more 
integrated into an officially sanctioned framework, they have maintained their separation 
from society as a whole. If anything, an organizational sleuth is further removed from 
most people by his official role and government-ordained mission. 
The popular image of the detective has gone through major transitions over the 
past 100 years, but he has maintained a close connection to the city. While classical 
detectives like Holmes and Hercule Poirot often solved crimes in country houses, they 
were based in the city and drew inspiration from its bustling streets. Hardboiled 
detectives -both transcendental and visceral - operated almost exclusively within city 
limits, though they might travel to the country to investigate some criminal's lair. 
Hardboiled writers like Hammett and Chandler appear to have viewed the country with a 
special suspicion. At best, country dwellers in their stories are disengaged and 
isolationist. At worst, they are gangsters' lackeys set to ambush anyone who gets too 
close to their bosses' hideouts. The nature of the organizational sleuth's occupation also 
tied him to the city. Spies like James Bond jet between international capitals, enjoying 
fme dining and thrilling chases down windy urban streets. Urban police officers usually 
eat in more modest diners, but the demanding nature of their jobs makes it difficult for 
62 (Shaheen 1975, 38), (Bowman 1975, 40) 
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them to leave the city they are sworn to protect. 
However, while most detectives are bound to the city, each of these types presents 
a very different view of the urban space. Organizational and classical sleuths work in a 
city that is flawed, but not irredeemable. Their city contains criminals, but the police are 
represented as a competent body that can and will control crime. The hardboiled 
detective ' s view of the city was more complicated, and it is important to recognize the 
differences between the hardboiled detective's view of the city on radio and television 
and in print. Visceral and transcendental sleuths on radio and television describe the city 
in more pessimistic terms than the classical detective, but they also represent crime as a 
controllable problem. Unlike their literary counterparts, these detectives saw the police 
as a positive social force. The hardboiled detective that appeared in the pages of pulp 
magazines and novels was not so sure about this. Visceral detectives like Mike Hammer 
always got their man, but their work required them to become at least as violent as the 
criminals they chased down. Such violence was warranted in the Hammer novels 
because the police were not capable of keeping the peace. The transcendental sleuth did 
not resort to the same level of violence, but he was similarly pessimistic about social 
authorities ' ability - or desire - to keep citizens safe. 
The Hardboiled City 
More than any other mystery writers, hardboiled writers are intimately linked to 
the modern city, which they used as a background for their exploration of social 
corruption. Hammett is identified less with a specific city -though many of his short 
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stories do take place in San Francisco - than with a consistent condition of urban 
corruption, but other authors built their critiques of modem society on specific locations, 
usually Los Angeles, San Francisco, or New York City. Western cities, with their 
complicated union politics and often strange settlement patterns, were especially popular. 
Chandler' s Philip Marlowe operated exclusively in urban Los Angeles and its environs, 
while James M. Cain based his explorations of middle class perversions in Southern 
California suburbs. Chandler and Cain employ a dark and pessimistic noir style as a 
"transformational grammar" to undercut and re-contextualize the glowing vision of 
Southern California as the land of promise- a new, Aryan utopia- promoted by city 
boosters.63 Chandler, in particular, had come into close contact with the Arroyo culture 
described by Mike Davis in City of Quartz, a group of Los Angeles city boosters mostly 
concentrated in Pasadena, who promoted the city and its environs as a new Eden. Before 
the Depression, prominent boosters like Colonel Harrison Gray Otis, owner of the Los 
Angeles Times , and Chandler's close friends Mr. and Mrs. Warren Lloyd, envisioned a 
post-industrial city dominated by middle-to-upper-class Midwestern transplants. While 
the city was to be dominated by white men, Arroyos celebrated its Spanish and Native 
American pasts through a romanticized Mission revival style and a pervasive sense of 
noblesse oblige that even permeates Chandler' s early works.64 However, Arroyan Los 
Angeles, with its lack of heavy industry and a real-estate based economy that depended 
on perpetual boom, was ill-equipped to cope with the Depression. Throughout the 1910s 
and 1920s, the city was mostly settled by Midwesterners seeking health cures and a 
63 (Davis 1998, 38) 
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growing number of movie industry professionals, creating a large and vocal middle class 
but no organized working class. Because of its unique settlement history, "the 
Depression in Los Angeles was foregrounded and amplified in the middle classes, 
producing a political fermentation that was at times bizarre."65 Within a five year span, 
residents of Southern California supported both Socialist and Fascist movements in 
almost equal numbers.66 
While Chandler initially shared the Arroyan values he learned from the Lloyds, 
his decidedly negative experience working for the Dabney Oil syndicate, along with his 
poor health, helped to change his view of Los Angeles. Chandler's writing explores the 
demise of the utopian city, and he expounds on Los Angeles' "ruination" by exploring 
the ways in which it had diverged from the impossible - and to many undesirable - path 
envisioned by the Arroyan boosters.67 In addition to highlighting the perversion of 
justice he saw in Los Angeles, Chandler rejects American society's class-less ideal and 
explores class relations within the city to show how class barriers also contribute to the 
social unrest that Marlowe encounters. While Chandler's novels contained indictments 
of the privileged rich from the beginning, his explorations of class mobility became more 
complex and pessimistic as his own economic circumstances declined.68 
Hammett's work also reflects the importance of class in the modern city, and he 
65 (Davis 1998, 37) City boosters had actually engaged in a violent battle to crush organized labor in order 
to attract businesses to Los Angeles, and unions were able to effectively organize in the city until the 
1940s. 
66 As Mike Davis puts it: "Social anxiety, as traditional urban sociology likes to remind us, is just 
maladjustment to change." (Davis 1998, 6) 
67 (Lapsley 1997, 186) 
68 (Marling 1995, 220) Marling points out that Chandler lived in relative poverty for most of the 1940s, 
after his stipend from the Lloyds stopped and before he was established in Hollywood. 
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drew upon his experience in advertising to show how socially ambitious characters seek 
out status markers. In The Glass Key, racketeer turned crooked political boss Paul 
Madvig is undone when he pursues the ultimate status symbol- marriage to Janet Henry, 
daughter of the local senator. Janet scorns Paul, but she uses his desire for her body and 
the official acceptance she represents to manipulate him into taking the fall for her 
brother's murder. Hammett, Chandler, and Cain all critique the legal crimes against 
humanity committed by the upper classes. Chandler and Cain's privileged rich look 
down on the working classes and purchase privacy to hide perversions that they would 
not tolerate in others behind a veneer of respectability. In the hardboiled detective's 
world, the rich make the laws and direct their enforcement for their own benefit, without 
a thought as to how the rest of society will live. 
While classical detectives like Poirot are isolated from society, Cawelti points out 
that the classical detective story is particularly interested in the middle class family 
circle. 69 The detective is called in to resolve crimes that threaten to disrupt the family, 
and in some cases the classical detective will help to cover up a minor crime in the name 
of family cohesion. In "The Adventure of Johnny Waverly" (1924), Poirot does not tell a 
man's wife that the man kidnapped his son in order to extort money from her because he 
knows that the man is a good father and does not want to risk dissolving the family. The 
hardboiled detective, on the other hand, is uninterested in preserving the family unit. In 
some cases, authors like Hammett and Chandler even show wealthy families engaged in 
cover ups to help their miscreant relatives evade justice. In these cases, the detective 
69 (Cawelti 1976, 99) 
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further disrupts the family by revealing and destroying the illusions that bound its 
members together. Hammett frequently shows Spade's disregard for family ties. In "A 
Man Called Spade," Spade solves a crime involving two brothers who started out in 
business together but eventually turned on each other. The first made his brother take a 
criminal rap for him and the second, after feigning forgiveness, got even by murdering 
his brother. In uncovering the fratricide, Spade also dissolves a new marriage - the 
murderous brother had married the victim's secretary to establish his alibi- and leaves 
the victim's daughter, a confused young woman, without any family members to guide 
her into adulthood. The Maltese Falcon also makes light of family ties- Brigid 
O'Shaughnessy first comes to Spade asking him to find her sister, who does not exist. 
Spade knows enough about the world to disbelieve her pretense at familial feeling, but it 
is the event that precipitates Archer's murder and the dissolution of his- albeit already 
fractured - family. It makes sense that Hammett would display such a negative view of 
the family. If the family is a microcosm of society as a whole, then it cannot escape 
corruption from its exposure to the hardboiled world that Hammett and his fellow writers 
described. 
Cleaning Up the Detective for Film 
Throughout Hammett's work, his detectives encounter systematic political and 
social corruption that encourages criminal behavior and makes modern life unlivable for 
many. His protagonists are protected by their cynical outlooks. Like Marlowe, Spade 
has seen it all; unlike Marlowe, Spade refuses to empathize and embraces an unflappable 
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detachment. However, this detachment and Hammett's emphasis on cultural corruption 
created problems when The Maltese Falcon was adapted to film, and then later to radio. 
How does one make an inherently disruptive form work in a popular medium? Adapters 
of hardboiled detective fiction chose to change bitter and disconnected private eyes into 
populist heroes. 
Crime and detective dramas were among the most consistently popular network 
programming through the 1940s and 1950s, and The Adventures of Sam Spade was one of 
the top-rated programs on the air. In the summer of 1949, Sam Spade ranked third in the 
national Nielsen ratings (all of the top five series were crime dramas).70 Earlier that year, 
Sam even beat out popular comedian Fred Allen.71 However, the Sam that addressed 
audiences each week over a national hook-up was not the embittered individualist Spade 
that Hammett described in his novel, or even the slightly softened protagonist of 
Hammett' s subsequent short stories. While producer William Spier and his writers 
borrowed plots from several of Hammett' s stories over the series ' run, they were 
arguably more loyal to John Huston' s 1941 film adaptation of The Maltese Falcon - and 
especially to Humphrey Bogart' s more humanistic and charismatic interpretation of 
Spade- than they were to Hammett' s original description of the detective. In Hammett' s 
novel, Spade is "seemingly amoral, rather than a synecdoche for any reassuring quality, 
as, say, Sherlock Holmes was for reason."72 Instead of the detective that Hammett 
describes as a harshly cool and objective "blond Satan," radio 's Sam is a gruff but kindly 
70 ('Mr. Keen' 'FBI' Lead National Nielson Ratings 1949) 
71 (The New York Times 1949) 
72 (Marling 1995, 133) 
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do-gooder, a fair man who always does the right thing and defends his clients with 
honor.73 
Of course, adaptations are rarely completely loyal to their source material, and it 
would be surprising if a story written under one set of circumstances was not changed to 
fit the differing conditions faced by its adapters. Tracing the history of Carmen, Linda 
Hutcheon has shown how successive adaptations of a single story can "become a 
discourse, a multiply-authored, historically developing tangle of bits and pieces from 
Bizet, Merimee, high-art criticism, the folk imagination and the movies." 74 While each 
adapter brings his or her own unique touch to the narrative, all are dedicated to 
interrogating the character and intentions of Carmen's central character, a gypsy woman 
who is either a "victim or victimizer," depending "on the politics of the particular 
contexts of creation and reception."75 Hutcheon analyzes successive versions of the 
story, showing how it evolved from a simple novella written in 1845 by French writer 
Prosper Merimee. Based partly on Merimee's recollections of a gypsy woman he had 
met when travelling in Spain and partly on a story he had heard from a friend, the novella 
condemns Carmen as a scandalous ' sorceress ' who drives her lover to murder her in a 
jealous rage. Merimee's cultural biases show through in his narration and through "an 
ethnographic treatise" condemning gypsies "as animalistic, unprincipled, and unattractive 
in all respects," which he added to the novella after its first printing.76 
Merimee's negative associations are largely excised in the 1875 Bizet opera, 
73 (Hammett, The Maltese Falcon 1982, 375) 
74 (Hutcheon 2006, 154) 
75 (Hutcheon 2006, 154) 
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which was produced for the family audience that frequented the bourgeois Opera 
Comique. Instead, Bizet and his librettists emphasized the story's positive associations 
and contained its emotional excesses in song. Hutcheon argues that these steps were 
taken with a view toward pleasing a more conservative audience, and to guard against the 
financial loss of a flop in an "expensive performance medium."77 In order to avoid 
offending a family audience, Carmen is softened and her sensuality contained. Fate, 
rather than Carmen's infidelities, is introduced as the driving force. Carmen is still 
dangerous as a liberated woman who is destined to die, but she is not the devil. The 
librettists also introduce a new character- Micaela- as an innocent rival for Don Jose's 
love. Still, the excess proved too much for opera comique audiences, and the production 
proved a failure until it was expanded into a more conventional opera for a different 
audience. However, as often happens, Bizet's softened Carmen superseded Merimee's 
originalfemmefatale in later variations of the stmy, which translate Carmen into 
different historical periods and locations and emphasize different aspects of the narrative. 
When Oscar Hammerstein II adapted the original opera comique into the Broadway 
musical Carmen Jones in 1943, he changed its genre "from elitist European opera to 
populist American musical."78 Hammerstein's adaptation also excises the central mixed-
race romance, which would have been unacceptable at a time when such relationships 
were illegal in most states. Instead, the production explored the story's sexual politics, 
although the fact that Carmen Jones revolves around a cast of African-American 
characters opens it up to criticism that it is playing on negative stereotypes about race and 
77 (Hutcheon 2006, 155-156) 
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sexuality. Other adaptations have focused on Carmen as a rebellious law breaker and 
rebel (Merimee called her a thief, and Bizet a smuggler). Jean-Luc Godard made Carmen 
a terrorist, and several African directors have further politicized her desire for freedom. 79 
The Maltese Falcon has not undergone such extensive and drastic 
transformations, but each successive iteration is marked by its particular historical and 
industrial contexts. Hammett's novel emerged from a combination of the pulp crime 
fiction world of Black Mask and the higher class world of the literary salon. Hammett's 
fiction was first published in Black Mask, a magazine devoted to thrilling tales of 
adventure and intrigue. Hammett was not the only literary luminary to write for Black 
Mask, but most of the monthly's material was contributed by writers who were paid by 
the word to chum out stories about bold and bloody adventurers like Carroll John Daly's 
Race Williams. The magazine 's audience was solidly working class, and the editors 
cared little for quality.80 As is mentioned in the introduction, Hammett altered his style 
for the middle class audiences he encountered when he moved to more conventionally 
literary publishers. Despite his editors ' worries that readers would be alienated by the 
violence in his stories, Hammett's modernist-inspired vision for the future of detective 
fiction was welcomed by his new higher class audience. In fact, the character of Sam 
Spade became so popular that, much as Hammett resisted the prospect of writing another 
story about the detective, he finally gave in to his agent's pressure- and the promise of a 
significant fee. 81 Hammett wrote three more stories featuring Sam Spade before 1932, all 
79 (Hutcheon 2006, 158, 163) 
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of which were published in middle class weeklies like The American Magazine and 
Collier 's Weekly. Unlike Black Mask, The American Magazine and Collier 's Weekly 
targeted a more conservative family audience, further forcing Hammett to tone down his 
stories ' violence and critiques of American cultural institutions. 
A character as popular as Sam Spade could not hope to avoid Hollywood for long, 
and the first film adaptation was released before Hammett completed his collection of 
short stories. Huston's adaptation of The Maltese Falcon was not the first big-screen 
adaptation of Hammett's novel, but it has had the most lasting legacy. However, we 
cannot give Huston full credit for the 1941 film. As Jack Boozer (2008) points out in the 
Introduction to Authorship in Film Adaptation, unlike a novel, a film is always the 
product of a collective process, no matter who is ultimately assigned the title of author.82 
This is even truer when it comes to a film that has been adapted from a novel, which -
like Carmen - may need to change genres to fit the needs of its producers. In a study of 
Mildred Pierce ( 1945), Albert J. La Valley (2008) argues that Warner Brothers producer 
Jeny Wald had more to do with the eventual shape of the film than any other participant 
in the production. Wald oversaw Mildred Pierce's transformation from Cain's working 
class domestic drama to a big budget combination of woman's melodrama and film 
noir. 83 While Wald - a former writer himself- saw the screenplay as "the most 
important component of a successful film" and publicly downplayed his role as producer, 
his strong hand can be seen in the eight treatments and screenplays that he commissioned 
82 (Boozer 2008, 5) 
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from eight separate writers over the course of one year.84 
In addition to adding a murder, Wald also insisted on updating the film and 
removing it from the "dreary" realism of the Depression.85 He directed his writers to 
enhance Joan Crawford's glamour and the novel ' s more sensational elements to 
capitalize on the reputation that Cain had acquired from the previous year's hit Double 
Indemnity (1944). In pursuing these aims, Wald was re-shaping Mildred Pierce to fit his 
studio ' s brand and his own personal tastes. Warner Brothers had long been famous for 
crime dramas like The Public Enemy, and by the mid-1940s the studio 's output "had 
taken a tum toward a more romantic, less sociological noir film," with Humphrey Bogart 
as "the charismatic hero."86 LaValley points out that during his tenure at Warner 
Brothers, Wald increased the number of women's films the studio produced.87 However, 
Wald was also limited by Hollywood's self-censorship in the form ofthe Hays Code, 
which would have forbidden the novel's original conclusion. The end result is more 
loyal to the Warner Brothers ' violent, ripped-from-the-headlines aesthetic than to Cain's 
original attempt to unmask the perversions simmering beneath the surface in otherwise 
unremarkable suburban families. 
Warner Brothers was the studio responsible for all three of the adaptations of The 
Maltese Falcon that were produced between 1931 and 1941. The 1931 adaptation was 
released before the Hays Code took effect, so the producers could get away with casting 
the glamorous Bebe Daniels and Una Merkel. The 1941 film, on the other hand, did its 
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best to remove the novel's pervasive sexual undertones and convert it into a straight 
crime story. Hammett describes Effie, Spade's assistant, as "a lanky sunburned girl 
whose tan dress of thin woolen stuff clung to her with an effect of dampness. Her eyes 
were brown and playful in a shiny boyish face."88 While Effie is certainly no bombshell, 
she has a vital, tomboyish charm that is lost through the casting of veteran character 
actress Lee Patrick, who plays the role as a mature and weary woman. Hammett had 
used Effie's girlish optimism first to balance out Spade's world-weary cynicism, and then 
to show how real life crushes youthful ideals, but Patrick's Effie is already beyond 
disillusionment. Mary Astor is even less believable as the sensual Brigid 
O'Shaughnessy. More high society matron than femme fatale, it is hard to believe that 
Astor could tempt Bogart or anyone else to abandon their moral code and risk the electric 
chair for her sake. Spier's radio adaptation treads a finer line. Effie is clearly positioned 
as a romantic partner for Spade, but actress Lurene Tuttle negates Effie's sensuality by 
giving her voice a high, nasal pitch. 
Despite the myriad forces influencing The Maltese Falcon, Huston significantly 
shaped the fmished product in his role as screenwriter and director, and his changes 
reflect a shift in social anxieties. As Davis points out, much hardboiled writing during 
the Depression was preoccupied with the "depraved or ruined middle classes" in Los 
Angeles and elsewhere, while the 1940s saw the rise of psychoanalysis and a fear of the 
foreign.89 Given the unsettled international relations before and after World War II, 
expressions of the public's anxiety inevitably found their way into the movies. Seeking 
88 (Hammett, The Maltese Falcon 1982, 375) 
89 (Davis 1998, 40) 
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a strong and comforting figure to relate to, the public was drawn to the world-weary but 
compassionate aura that Humphrey Bogart lent to the character of Sam Spade. After 
spending the 1930s playing gangsters, Bogart had finally aged into a star persona that 
became larger than his individual films. If his Spade is cold to Brigid O'Shaughnessy's 
pleading at the end of the film, it is because hard experience has made him so. 
Hammett ' s objective nan·ative style denies us any insight into Spade's inner thoughts, 
but Bogart shows us the pain on Spade's face as the woman he loves enters the cell-like 
elevator with the police. This relatable and sympathetic persona, which had begun to be 
established in High Sierra ( 1941 ), would continue to develop in subsequent roles -
particularly Casablanca (1942) and The Big Sleep (1946)- and it arguably became the 
model for Sam Spade and a number of other radio detectives. Bogart's persona was able 
to supersede the colder hardboiled originals because it was more relatable for audiences 
and so translated more easily to the popular media of radio and television. 
But will it work as a continuing series? 
Hollywood is a capitalist enterprise, and studio films are subject to significant 
commercial pressures, but there are probably no more explicitly commercial media than 
network radio and television. In The Sponsor, Erik Bamouw discusses the inordinate 
level of control that sponsors have exercised over their programs since the early days of 
radio. By 1933, every studio in NBC's new "Radio City" had a sponsor's booth, where 
company executives could sit while they kept an eye on their productions.90 The booths 
90 (Barnouw 2009, 33) 
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were a perk to keep paying customers happy, and they may not have even been necessary 
by the time they were installed. Radio producers submitted scripts to ad agency 
representatives and network administrators for comment and revision, and writers quickly 
learned to censor themselves. Those who did not often found that they were required to 
make substantial revisions to keep their stories in line with sponsors' selling needs. Even 
more than the film industry, radio was beholden to national industrial interests, and the 
networks adopted strict censorship measures in the form of production codes to keep their 
sponsors happy. 
The national radio networks justified the severity of their production codes by 
pointing out that, while viewers had to choose to patronize a movie theater, radio 
programming flowed into every home regardless of listener preferences. The "Foreword" 
to the 1945 edition of the NBC Program Policies and Working Manual comes close to 
making the link between strict program guidelines and advertiser demands explicit. 
While the network touts its public service programming and credentials, it also 
emphasizes that these activities are made possible by the "several hundred manufacturers 
and distributors of merchandise who have found broadcasting a vital aid in the 
economical distribution of their products."91 The policies outlined in the manual are 
intended to ensure that the network's programming remained in "good taste" for the 
public. Restrictions included prohibitions on sex, accurate and detailed portrayals of 
criminal behavior, white slavery, profanity, drug addiction, physical deformity, insanity, 
91 (National Broadcasting Company 1945, 5-6) 
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and "simulated news material."92 All in all, the major networks were dedicated to 
establishing and maintaining the family friendly baseball and apple pie image of post-war 
America. Even the hardboiled private eye- one of the apparent exceptions to this 
outlook- ultimately had to participate in this dominant ideology, and popular radio 
heroes like Sam Spade and Phillip Marlowe often functioned to reintegrate a potentially 
transgressive view of widespread social corruption into the mainstream, mass cultural 
ideal of the well-ordered society. The corruption remained in radio adaptations, but it 
was relocated from the governing bodies to the criminal classes. 
MacDonald ( 1979) has shown that radio detective series have a long history of 
supporting official law enforcement bodies. Detective series began to appear on local 
and network radio in the late 1920s. At first these programs focused on "realistic 
detectives," a variation on what Shaheen calls the cerebral sleuth.93 Sleuths like Ellery 
Queen, Sherlock Holmes and members of various government agencies were "traditional, 
conservative, and ploddingly rational in their approach to solving crimes."94 This 
scientific approach to crime solving reassured listeners that the police were just and 
efficient, and that it was only a matter of time before criminals were caught. Programs 
like The Adventures of Ellery Queen even invited listeners into the activity of crime 
fighting by encouraging them to participate in solving the crime by paying attention to 
the logical clues dispersed throughout the episode. This encouragement was made 
explicit in series that ended with wanted ads for real-world criminals.95 Kathleen Battles 
92 (National Broadcasting Company 1945, 9) 
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(2010) has further demonstrated how the police reform movements in the 1930s used 
radio programs like Calling All Cars, Police Headquarters, and G-Men to present the 
police as professional and capable law enforcement officials and increase public trust in 
their methods. Radio selies about competent and responsive police "led to the creation of 
the 'dragnet effect,' the imagination of a constantly available police force" that employed 
.. 
radio technology to create "an 'invisible web' over large geographic areas to ensnare 
mobile criminals."96 MacDonald argues that radio sleuths act out a sort of secular 
"Passion Play," in which social guilt is absolved when the climinal is caught and brought 
to justice.97 This almost religious faith in the power of law and order is a crucial element 
of a society based on private property, which requires the faith that that property be 
protected. Even as detective series began to revolve around the personalities of more 
flawed and human detectives like Sam Spade and Nero Wolfe, the police and other crime 
solvers remained upstanding and virtuous members of society. Sam Spade became a 
jovial smart aleck in The Adventures of Sam Spade. 
Beyond issues of economics and decency, radio and television producers and 
writers also faced different constraints when adapting literary and cinematic works. On 
the most basic level, radio and television narratives typically follow a faster pace than 
both film and literature, and this pace often necessitates a change in tone.98 Where the 
film adaptations of The Maltese Falcon can take their time building up to the big reveal 
that occurs in the film's final minutes, the radio series must resolve each case in thirty 
96 (Battles 2010, 6) 
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minutes, less the time required for commercial messages from the series' sponsor. While 
this time constraint necessitates simpler stories, it also allows the series to explore a 
different aspect of Spade's character or world in each episode. This ability to expand on 
a story over multiple episodes allows radio and television series to sidestep a favorite 
criticism of film adaptations -that they neglect some parts of a story in favor of others. 
Indeed, it is impossible to incorporate every subplot contained in a 400-page novel into a 
two-hour film, and what one person considers vital character development another might 
see as superfluous. Radio and television have very different temporal constraints, and the 
need to extend a narrative from week to week and divide it into equal and precisely timed 
episodes both expands and limits an adapter's flexibility. 99 It is impossible to include 
every strand of narrative in a single episode, but it would be possible -though not 
necessarily desirable - to stretch a novel out over the course of a series. 
The necessity to extend a narrative over several weeks or years directs writers and 
producers to select and emphasize those aspects of a novel that will contribute to a 
sustainable premise. William Spier and his writers focus on the central character of 
Spade and, to a lesser extent, on his assistant Effie. Few references are ever made to 
other central characters like Miles and Iva Archer or Brigid O'Shaughnessy, and 
Lieutenant Dundy is transformed from Spade's antagonist to a gruff but lovable sidekick. 
Of course, a small regular cast was necessary for a series like The Adventures of Sam 
Spade, which had to be produced within its sponsor's budget. Sam Spade had a stable of 
actors who rotated in to fill the non-starring roles, but Howard Duff, who played Spade 
99 (Hutcheon 2006, 66) 
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until Stephen Dunne replaced him in 1950, was the only person to make more than the 
standard union fee of $89.50 per episode. 100 The limited regular cast also helped to 
simplify the narrative and reduce any confusion that might arise from a larger cast of 
active characters. More importantly, however, isolating Spade from his world of The 
Maltese Falcon gave radio writers a great deal ofleeway in re-forming his character. 
More than any film hero, the central character in a continuing series must be likeable in 
order to attract and hold an audience. 
Because a radio series is an ongoing affair, listeners have more opportunity to 
respond to and interact with the characters and writers. National networks and their 
sponsors were especially sensitive to ratings and letters from listeners, and such feedback 
could make or break a series. In the case of Sam Spade, listener opinion did both. 
Shortly after actor Howard Duffs name appeared in Red Channels in 1950, the series' 
sponsor, Wildroot, summarily cancelled the series because it feared listener protests. 
Even before the final episode aired, however, the producers had received at least 6000 
signatures protesting the cancellation, and NBC quickly renewed the series on a 
sustaining basis, without Duff.101 Listener responses also impacted the series on a daily 
basis, and frequent complaints regarding the violence in a range of crime series led 
producers to soften Sam's character significantly over the course of the series. As Sam 
and Effie grow closer, Sam becomes a kinder and gentler man, though he insists that he is 
100 Los Angeles Local- A.F.R.A. Program Report, September 14, 1947 (Spier Papers Box 5, Folder 2) 
101 Maggie Foss to Mr. Rosenberg, September 20, 1950 (Spier Papers Box 12, Folder 6) While the series 
was revived two months later, it never attracted a new sponsor. NBC cancelled it permanently after five 
months. 
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simply more open about his softer side.102 Near the end of the program's run, Hammett's 
materialistic detective rescues a child's panda bear and accepts payment in jellybeans, 
earning gentle mockery from the police for his soft-heartedness.103 This dramatic shift 
makes sense when we consider the audience that the networks and sponsor were targeting 
through the series. While the networks typically defended their crime series by airing 
them late at night to avoid child audiences, The Adventures of Sam Spade aired early in 
the evening, and Wildroot ' s commercial messages make it clear that they sought a family 
audience.104 
By the time he reached national radio, it would be hard to call Sam Spade a 
hardboiled detective. Sam spoke the stereotyped language of the urban private eye, but 
his moral code was much closer to that of the classical detective. Instead of critiquing 
social structures and institutions, Sam embraces post-war societal norms and encourages 
participation in the rapidly expanding consumer culture. As Battles argues, radio crime 
series also reached out to working class and immigrant listeners to encourage them to 
embrace official American values so that they would fully integrate into their new 
country. 105 Characters like Sam provided role models for citizens at home. While it is 
doubtful that many parents wanted their children to become private eyes after listening to 
The Adventures of Sam Spade, Sam modeled virtues like generosity and a deep respect 
for law and order to which few parents could object. I explore Spade' s transformation 
into the radio character of Sam in greater depth in the next chapter, where I look at the 
102 ("Sam and the Guiana Sovereign," June 12, 1949) (Spier Papers Box 9, Folder 5) 
103 (Spier 1950) 
104 ("Sam and the Guiana Sovereign," June 12, 1949) (Spier Papers Box 9, Folder 5) 
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ways in which Sam Spade's producers altered their title character and his environs to 
adhere to network censorship guidelines and cultural pressures. 
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Chapter 2: Reforming Sam Spade 
The Maltese F ale on was a difficult property to adapt to radio. Despite his 
popularity in print, Sam Spade was a problematic character for audiences and producers 
to relate to and embrace in other media. Hammett portrays Spade as detached, secretive, 
misogynistic, and largely uninterested in actually improving his clients' lives. This anti-
social anti-hero was hardly a natural fit for a continuing series broadcast over a national 
network in support of a family-friendly hair product. However, as Linda Hutcheon has 
pointed out, no adaptation can, or should, be an exact copy of the original. As discussed 
in the previous chapter, adapters always face technological and industrial constraints that 
necessitate changes to the source material. This was especially true for a medium like 
radio, which depended more on mass approval and had fewer arguments to protect it 
from censorship than either the novel or the cinema. While publishers and filmmakers 
defended their output by arguing that viewers must seek out their products, radio was 
subjected to sharper criticism because there is no way to selectively block particular 
programs from the home. As is discussed in the Introduction, publishers also enjoyed 
First Amendment protections that shielded most non-pornographic novels from official 
censorship after 1933. These protections were not extended to film until the 1950s, and 
radio producers were never able to fully silence calls for increased oversight of their 
programs' content. 
In order to make The Adventures of Sam Spade appeal to the broadest possible 
audience, producer William Spier and his writers toned down the anti-social outlook of 
Hammett's novel and rewrote Spade as a sympathetic character, a mildly gruff tough guy 
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with a heart of gold. Spier effected this transformation by shifting Sam's moral code to 
match accepted social rules and showing him connect to other characters in a warm and 
open manner. Instead of the hard and embittered individualist, Sam is an upstanding, 
open, and altruistic member of society. While his occupation distances him from society 
as a whole, Sam has close relationships with several recurring characters, especially his 
secretary Effie. Sam speaks in the tough hardboiled style, but he is an optimist at heart, 
and he believes in law, order, and a morality based in Christianity. Sam's sexuality is 
simultaneously enhanced and controlled to fit the healthy ideal for a red-blooded 
American male. While he makes a pass at every attractive woman he meets, Sam is 
clearly committed to a monogamous but perpetually chaste relationship with Effie. In 
effect, Sam is the detective next door. Edits made to early scripts show that the series' 
writers initially found it difficult to strike the proper balance between Sam's hardboiled 
roots and network censorship codes. These edits show how the writers repeatedly 
negotiated the line between the exciting titillation that attracted many listeners to 
detective series and the moral limits imposed by the networks and Wildroot, who feared 
official censorship and consumer boycotts led by groups like the Catholic Legion of 
Decency. 
This chapter explores the ways in which popular discourses about crime 
contributed to Spade's reformation into Sam. Beginning almost immediately after The 
Maltese Falcon's publication in 1930, Hammett's anti-hero was adapted across media 
and reshaped to adhere to ever-changing ideals of American masculinity. Spade's 
transgressive and rebellious character was gradually softened and brought in line with 
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conventional morality standards through repeated cinematic adaptations, and even 
through the stories that Hammett published about him after The Maltese Falcon. The 
Adventures of Sam Spade marks the apex of this trend, and I pay close attention to ways 
in which the characterization of Sam on the radio differs from Hammett's original 
characterization and the characterizations that came in between. I pay particular attention 
to the script edits because these show the murky nature of the boundaries for acceptable 
characterization ofheroes, police, and villains in radio crime dramas. Sam Spade's 
writers endeavored to create a character who was both exciting and safe, but the public 
discourse on crime programming was far from over. I address this discourse by 
examining complaint letters written by parents and religious and educational groups to 
the FCC during the 1940s and 1950s. While these letters were by no means 
representative of the full radio-listening public, they do bring up many of the issues that 
networks and sponsors worried might be associated with their programs, including fears 
over growing juvenile delinquency and a desire for things to return to some utopian 
vision of normal after the chaos of the Depression and World War II. Many of these 
issues had already been dealt with to varying degrees in the three film adaptations that 
Warner Brothers produced between 1931 and 1941. I begin this chapter by examining 
these adaptations to show the ways in which industrial concerns and shifting visions of 
American masculinity repeatedly re-shaped Hammett's novel and paved the way for the 
radio adaptation. 
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Spade on the Silver Screen 
The first cinematic adaptation of The Maltese Falcon, later renamed Dangerous 
Female to reduce confusion with the 1941 remake, appeared in 1931; just a year after the 
novel was published. The Warner Brothers production was directed by Roy Del Ruth 
and starred Ricardo Cortez as Sam Spade and Bebe Daniels as Brigid O'Shaughnessy. 
While the script was mostly loyal to Hammett's novel, the film's dominant mode is 
comedy rather than melodrama. This shift makes sense in the film's Depression-era 
context. At a time when many were struggling to survive, Hollywood devoted itself to 
producing escapist fare to distract the public from their misfortunes. Gangster films 
emphasized the lavish lifestyles of their anti-heroes, and screwball comedies depicted the 
wealthy in a sympathetic manner. 106 Consequently, Cortez's Spade is a wealthy and 
frivolous ladies' man. Hammett, writing a realistic and pared-down style, portrays Spade 
as comfortable, but not rich. Hammett's detective also engages in the worldly vices 
depicted in Dangerous Female, but he more often than not suffers for this indulgence. In 
the novel, Spade has a string oflovers, including his partner's wife Iva, Brigid, and 
possibly Effie, but they all bring him more trouble than enjoyment. Cortez's Spade, on 
the other hand, seems unperturbed by the demands of his many consorts. Instead of 
working in his office, he receives amorous female callers there, and his opulent apartment 
becomes the backdrop for a sensual bathing scene featuring Daniels. Later, a smirking 
Spade breaks up a ridiculous confrontation between ajea1ous Iva and Brigid, with Iva 
106 (Gates 2008, 11) 
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demanding to know "Who's that dame wearing my kimona?"107 Women are literally 
fighting to be with him. 
Cortez's Spade was one of a string of"soft-boiled" gentleman-sleuths who found 
success at the box office in the 1930s.108 In her analysis of the shifting portrayal of 
masculinity in the film adaptations of The Maltese Falcon, Philippa Gates defines the 
soft-boiled detective as a suave and charming man who has been "somewhat hardened by 
his experience of the big city" but has "managed to retain his optimism and thrive in this 
world where his cynical film noir successor would struggle to survive."109 This soft-
boiled persona marked a major shift from the hardboiled detectives that Hammett 
described. Unlike Cortez's Spade, Hammett's Spade has lost all of his optimism, a fact 
that is highlighted when Spade mocks Effie's desire to believe the best of everyone. 
Hammett's Spade is reasonably successful, but money and women bring him trouble 
more often than they bring him pleasure. Soft-boiled detectives were played by actors 
like Cortez and William Powell, who had begun their film careers as criminal charmers 
and gangsters and made the transition to hero with the coming of sound. In Powell's 
case, this transition proved necessary because his refined speaking voice did not fit his 
silent gangster characters. After his transition, Powell went on to originate the role of 
Nick Charles, Hammett' s other famous detective, in MGM's madcap adaptation of The 
Thin Man (1934). However, actors like Powell retained hints of their dangerous past 
roles that imbued their heroes with a rakish charisma. Actors who played soft-boiled 
107 (Cortez and Daniels 1931) 
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detectives exuded a cosmopolitan, European charm and "afforded a glimpse of an Art 
Deco life ofluxury and an escape from the harsh realities of living in the 1930s."110 The 
debonair detective, also known as the Deco Dandy, was slightly effeminate but not 
homosexual. Instead, he "used his somewhat feminized masculinity to charm women."111 
Like all detectives, the Deco Dandy was an outsider, "a liminal figure: he is not European 
nor is he an average American Joe; he is not an aristocrat nor is he of the working class; 
he is not effeminate but nor is he the all-American tough guy."112 He is everything to 
everyone, which helps him to get the access he needs to solve crimes without getting his 
hands too dirty. 
Del Ruth's Maltese Falcon benefitted from the lax implementation of the motion 
picture censorship code, which was adopted in 1930 but not fully enforced until public 
pressure and boycotts by organizations like the Legion of Decency forced the Motion 
Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA) to act in 1934. In 1936, Warner 
Brothers released a second version of The Maltese Falcon, titled Satan Met a Lady. 
Unlike Del Ruth, Satan Met a Lady' s director, William Dieterle, had to contend with 
strict prohibitions on explicit sexuality and discussion of criminality. In fact, the remake 
was reportedly produced when the MPPDA refused to allow Warner Brothers tore-
release Dangerous Female because of its sexual content. Satan Met a Lady sublimates 
Spade's sexuality, along with the other deviant sexualities found in the novel, and the 
film became a star vehicle for Bette Davis, who played the Brigid O'Shaughnessy role, 
u o (Gates 2008, 11) 
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renamed Valerie Purvis, and Warren William took on the Spade role, renamed Ted 
Shane. Like Powell, William had played villains before he was cast as detectives, and his 
Ted Shane appears to enjoy the perilous situations he encounters, greeting "danger with a 
grin rather than a gun."113 Satan Met a Lady was produced to capitalize on The Thin 
Man's recent success (the first of five Thin Man sequels, After the Thin Man, was also 
released in 1936), and it echoed the Powell film's madcap adventure style, even if it did 
not achieve that film 's wit and popularity. The New York Times' reviewer called Satan 
Met a Lady a "cynical farce of elaborate and sustained cheapness" that caused "intelligent 
actors and actresses ... to behave like numbskulls and deserves to be quoted as a classic of 
dullness, in future press notices, as often as 'The Thin Man' ... has been quoted as a 
classic of scintillating wit."114 In contrast, the same paper had praised Cortez's "ease and 
warmth" in 1931.11 5 
Deiterle and screenwriter Brown Holmes began Satan Met a Lady with the script 
that Holmes had written for Dangerous Female. However, bowing to censorship 
constraints, that script was massaged to make Shane less blatantly a ladies' man than 
Cortez's Spade. Shane was also a less cynical character, especially when it came to law 
enforcement bodies. In Dangerous Female, Spade's reward for turning Brigid over to the 
police is increased power in the fonn of an appointment with the District Attorney's 
office. Shane's reward is the ability to have a good time on his clients' dime. Shane 
begins Satan Met a Lady joking with a pair of men who are running him out of town for 
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causing scandal, and he ends it running off with his secretary, Murgatroyd (the Effie 
role);an amusing but ditzy blonde played by Marie Wilson. However, the changes to 
Spade's character in Satan Met a Lady are insubstantial compared to some others. To 
avoid the question of homosexuality, the villainous ringleader Casper Gutman becomes 
Madame Barabbas, a kitten-cuddling elderly woman, and the young gunsel Wilmer 
becomes her nephew, Kenneth. In Hammett's novel, Wilmer is involved with the third 
conspirator, Joel Cairo, and in John Huston's 1941 adaptation it is implied that Wilmer 
and Gutman are lovers. Satan Met a Lady presents Kenneth and Madame Barabbas as 
sexual deviants who are likely in an incestuous relationship, but their liaison is safely 
heterosexual. The effeminate Middle Eastern Cairo becomes a stiff and asexual 
Englishman named Anthony Travers. 
Implications of homosexuality resurface in Huston's 1941 adaptation of The 
Maltese Falcon, but they are safely contained by marking Gutman and his henchmen as 
foreigners rather than as members of the American elite. By 1941, there had been a shift 
in the detective's personality. As the international situation worsened and the United 
States debated entering World War II, European suavity became suspect, and foreign 
characters went from heroes to villains. At the same time, American heroic masculinity 
had been redefmed as working-class rather than bourgeois, and the heroes' values had 
shifted from an independent moral code to one more in line with officially-promoted 
social values. 116 This change became more pronounced after the United States officially 
entered the conflict and Hollywood partnered with the Office of War Information to 
116 (Gates 2008, 8) 
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promote the war effort. Wartime films promoted rugged American masculinity and the 
democratic values that the nation argued it was fighting for. A new group of actors 
emerged to play these working-class heroes. Like the Depression-era detectives, stars 
such as Humphrey Bogart and Edward G. Robinson had played gangsters before they 
became heroes. However, Bogart and Robinson had played "heavies," rather than urbane 
and sophisticated shysters, and they brought a tough, working-class grittiness and 
experience to their new roles. Rather than drawing on their past roles to convey a sense 
of dangerous excitement, actors like Bogart and Robinson conveyed a sense of hard-won 
experience. They had been through the crucible of the Great Depression and come out on 
the other side as older and wiser men who knew that crime does not pay. 
Bogart's iconic portrayal of Spade superseded all others in the public imagination. 
Unlike his soft-boiled predecessors, Bogart's detective is hard and serious. He is driven 
by a need for truth and justice above all else, and he turns Brigid in not for personal or 
financial gain, but because he knows that "a man's loyalty lies with his fellow man and 
not with his lover."117 Spade freely admits that he did not like Archer, but he still feels 
honor-bound to bring his partner's killer to justice. By 1941, Spade had been 
transformed into a working-class hero. His office and apartment are both dingy and 
small, and his diction is distinctly common and umefmed. As an actor, Bogart hid his 
upper-class Manhattan roots well, and the harsh lines of his face convey a sense of 
wisdom earned through hard experience. The urbane traits associated with Cortez and 
William are now associated with the villains, Gutman (Sidney Greenstreet), Cairo (Peter 
117 (Gates 2008, 15) 
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Lorre), and Wilmer (Elisha Cook, Jr.). Their "eloquence, elegance, egotism, and wealth" 
are coupled with sexual perversions that mark them as distinctly "other."118 The villain's 
European-ness is a threat to our hero's masculinity that must be avoided at all costs. 
Brigid's sexuality represents another threat to Spade's masculinity and to the Hays Code. 
Huston' s choice to cast the decidedly matronly Mary Astor represents an effort to contain 
that threat. Astor is able to match wits with Bogart, but she lacks Be be Daniel's 
dangerously alluring sex appeal. The decision to play down Brigid' s sexuality reflects a 
significant shift in attitudes toward women. While young single women had been a 
reality of the Depression period, when fewer young people could afford to marry, they 
were becoming suspect in the lead up to the war. As more women entered the workforce 
in nontraditional fields like manufacturing, the prospect of the independent woman 
became a threat to American masculinity and traditional gender roles. Gates argues that 
by 1941 , Spade's "penchant for women [had come to be] regarded as a weakness," and 
each of the women in Spade's life represents a threat to his life and liberty rather than a 
chance for adventure and enjoyment. 119 Bogart's Spade does not have time for such 
frivolities. 
From Spade to Sam 
Even before The Adventures of Sam Spade went on the air in July of 1946, the 
character of Sam Spade had been significantly humanized, both through Bogart's more 
sympathetic portrayal, and through the popular discourse surrounding Hammett's work. 
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Hammett himself helped to soften Spade for audiences through the three short stories that 
he published in the wake of The Maltese Falcon. Unlike The Maltese Falcon, which first 
appeared in serial form in Black Mask, these stories were first published in periodicals 
like The American Magazine, which catered to a decidedly more middle class audience 
than working-class pulps like Black Mask. The first of these stories, "A Man Called 
Spade," first appeared in The American Magazine in July 1932 under the sub-headline "A 
mystery story with the reality of a photograph."120 The American Magazine's table of 
contents advertises "Something for Every Member of the Family," and the July issue 
features a combination of short and serialized fiction alongside articles analyzing current 
events. 121 
"A Man Called Spade" is one of seven short fiction pieces featured in the July 
issue of The American Magazine, but we can see from its prominent placement- the 
magazine's cover advertises "Complete in this Issue: A Mystery Story By DASHIELL 
HAMMETT"- that it was seen as a major attraction for readers. 122 In "A Man Called 
Spade," Spade investigates the murder of a crooked businessman named Max Bliss. 
Bliss had called Spade to say he feared for his life but was murdered before Spade arrived 
at Bliss' San Francisco apartment. Within hours and with help from Lt. Dundy and his 
police detail, Spade unravels the mystery and names the victim's brother as the killer. 
While "A Man Called Spade" employs the same objective narrative style that Hammett 
uses in The Maltese Falcon, the short story employs conventions more closely associated 
120 (Hammett, A Man Called Spade 1932, 33) 
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with the politically conservative classical detective story, rather than the more 
revolutionary hardboiled style. Unlike The .Maltese Falcon, in which Sam repeatedly 
navigates the city of San Francisco, Sam conducts his investigation in "A Man Called 
Spade" without leaving the victim's apartment. People and objects enter and exit that 
space, but the crime scene itself is isolated from the rest of the city in the same way that 
one of Agatha Christie's country house murders is isolated from the rest of society. The 
victim, too, is a classical mystery victim. Hammett includes a few details about Max 
Bliss to interest readers and imply that he might have earned his fate, but not enough to 
steal attention from Spade.123 The criminal's motives are understandable- Bliss let his 
brother Theodore take the fall for a swindle - but sufficient red herrings are introduced to 
distract our attention from him until Spade has proof of his guilt. 124 The story ends with 
Spade explaining the crime to Effie over dinner after the criminal has been safely locked 
up and rejected by his wife and family. 
The conservative form that Hammett adopted for "A Man Called Spade" is 
echoed in the lack of political undertones in the story's content. Many ofHammett's 
earlier short stories reflect on the politics of justice, particularly the way that police are 
influenced in carrying out their duties by political appointees and public reaction, 
especially as mediated by the newspapers. These influences are almost completely 
absent from "A Man Called Spade," and the worst that can be said regarding the politics 
of justice is that Dundy fears the censure ofhis superiors and the papers ifhe fails to 
solve Bliss' murder. The story itself is presented as an attractively packaged diversion. 
123 (Cawelti 1976, 91) 
124 (Cawelti 1976, 92) 
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The first few pages are beautifully illustrated, and the tale concludes with an almost 
touching scene in which Sam takes Effie out to dinner to discuss the case and offers to 
take her to a movie if she hasn't "got something else to do."125 In this addition, Hammett 
appears to be bowing to pressure to make his detective more relatable and less 
pessimistic. The American Magazine's other literary offerings are dominated by 
romances that mimic the escapist fare that Hollywood studios produced during the 
Depression, indicating a desire to uplift readers and invest them in the idea of a national 
recovery. Consequently, there is no sign oflva or Brigid, the two women whose 
demands pushed Spade to the brink of ruin, and Spade's relations with Effie are easy and 
cheerful, in marked contrast to her harsh rejection of him at the conclusion of The 
Maltese Falcon. 
"A Man Called Spade" was the first of three short stories that Hammett published 
in middle class periodicals in 1932, and while others included more subversive themes, 
none was as revolutionary as The Maltese Falcon had been. Because he was no longer 
interested in writing about Spade and wrote these stories purely for the fees he earned, it 
is likely that he allowed the magazines' editors to nudge his detective more into the 
mainstream in order to fit their magazines' brands and provide an effective background 
for their advertisements. The American Magazine was a plainly commercial venture. An 
"Index of products advertised" comes just two pages after the table of contents. In 
addition to listing the names and page numbers for advertisements for seventy-five 
separate products, the index includes a strong pledge of support for the items advertised: 
125 (Hammett, A Man Called Spade 1932, 100) 
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"The appearance of an advertisement in The American Magazine is a specific warranty of 
the product advertised and of the integrity of the house sponsoring the advertisement. 
Only those products which live up to the claims made for them can be advertised in these 
pages."126 Beyond their product advertisements, advertisers are given a direct voice in 
The American Magazine through a column by Bruce Barton, the well-known advertising 
executive and author of The Man Nobody Knows (1925), a book that depicts Jesus as the 
role model for the modem businessman. 127 Barton was a strongly conservative opponent 
ofthe New Deal, and went on to serve two terms in Congress beginning in 1937. In an 
article titled "Are We Getting a New Idea About 'VALUES '?" Barton argues for timeless 
moral values rather than a concern with "the struggle of 'material ' things."128 Barton 
attempts to tie his message of patience directly to the rest of the magazine's contents, 
including Hammett's story: "Life is mystery, and no one knows it better than my favorite 
writer of detective stories, Dashiell Hammett."129 This blatant effort to present Barton's 
philosophy as the culmination of the monthly issue shows just how invested The 
American Magazine ' s editors were in promoting an image of the American middle class 
as a body of consumers, even as millions could no longer afford advertisers' products. 
The American Magazine was by no means a revolutionary outlet, and there was 
no room in such a magazine for transgressive stories that could contradict that message. 
One piece titled ·"If we split up all the money in the country what would be your share?" 
argues against Depression-era political movements which advocated the redistribution of 
126 (The American Magazine 1932, 4) 
127 Significantly, Barton was a partner in Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, the agency that oversaw Sam 
Sfsade for Wildroot. 
1 8 (Barton 1932, 128) 
129 (Ba1ton 1932, 128) 
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wealth through the example of a fictional member of the middle class, fittingly named 
Harold K. Divvy.130 The author commends Mr. Divvy's generous spirit, but 
demonstrates that he would be much worse off if the nation's wealth was spread equally 
across the country. Another article lauds the rise of railroad shipping magnate Max 
Epstein, founder of the General American Tank Car Corporation. Epstein is presented as 
a model for the suffering middle class, an immigrant who had worked his way up from 
poor salesman to millionaire captain of industry because he "had the imagination, 
enterprise, and ability to make his stroke of luck count for more" (emphasis in 
original). 131 Through articles like these The American Magazine presents an image of a 
middle class that is experiencing a temporary setback but will rise again if its members 
remain on course. 
In this conservative context, it makes sense that "A Man Called Spade" displays 
aspects of the socially conservative classical detective story, which remained popular 
through the 1930s. However, despite its classical framing, "A Man Called Spade" is still 
a hardboiled story at its core. As I discussed in the previous chapter, Hammett displays a 
deep disregard for the Bliss family, which is destroyed by his investigation. Hammett 
also pokes fun at the sensational murders found in some classical detective stories. In an 
effort to deflect suspicion, Theodore removed his brother's shirt, drew a Rosicrucian 
symbol on his chest, and planted a threatening letter in an envelope with a French 
postmark. Spade is too sensible to fall for these planted clues, however. He knows that 
the man most likely to have killed Max Bliss is the man with the most apparent motive. 
130 (Bailey 1932, 20) 
13 1 (Clark 1932, 42) 
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This combination of generic elements makes sense given the story's intended audience. 
As Jason Mittell (2004) reminds us, every text is shaped by a number of factors, 
including its intended audience and the specific cultural and industrial contexts in which 
it was created. "A Man Called Spade" represents one point on the continuum between 
hardboiled and classical detective fiction. While the story embraces classical elements, it 
stops short of changing dominant modes, unlike The Adventures of Sam Spade, which 
wholeheartedly embraced classical conventions and values, even as it retained the 
hardboiled oratory style. 
After completing his final novel, The Thin Man, in 1934, Hammett largely 
withdrew from literary life, and after that point he had nothing to do with adaptations of 
his work. He appears to have been happy to let others reshape his characters and 
famously declared that he would never listen to a single episode of Sam Spade. In this 
vacuum, others were free to interpret his character as they wished, and the radio series 
became what Hutcheon has termed a "[mosaic] of citation."132 In addition to the films, 
the series draws upon interpretations stemming from popular reception and from repeated 
pulp re-printings of Hammett's work. 
In 1944, the Dell Publishing Company issued Dell Paperback Number 90: A Man 
Called Spade. The collection of Dashiell Hammett's short stories was a reissue of The 
Adventures of Sam Spade, a collection published that July by Bestseller Mystery 
Magazine. Both editions featured an introductory essay by Ellery Queen, the famous 
radio and magazine detective. Queen, an amateur detective who frequently assists his 
132 (Hutcheon 2006, 21) 
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police-inspector father in solving crimes, was created by cousins Frederic Dannay and 
Manfred B. Lee in 1928, who also used their detective's name as a pseudonym when 
publishing novels and short stories about him. In 1941, the cousins launched Ellery 
Queen Mystery Magazine , which developed a reputation for high editorial standards and 
became one of the longest-lived detective fiction magazines (it is still published 
regularly). Queen had also established his authority as a radio crime-fighter in The 
Adventures of Ellery Queen, a popular series that ran from 1939 to 1948 and spent a 
portion of its life on each of the three major networks. As a radio detective, Queen took 
an active role in training the public to fight crime through his armchair detective 
gimmick: every week he invited prominent figures to guess at the solution to the crime 
before he explained it to his listeners. 
Queen's introduction helps to position Hammett's work as hardboiled but 
accessible to a mass audience, a pleasant fantasy through which readers can "escape to a 
dreamworld."133 Queen acknowledges the realism of Hammett's characters, calling them 
"the flesh and blood of reality," but he denies the power of Hammett's social 
commentary by arguing that Hammett's "stories are the stuff of dreams."134 While this 
effort to downplay Spade's social relevance might seem surprising coming from a pulp 
publisher like Dell, it is important to remember that Dell was also seeking a mass 
audience for its novels. In addition, Dell was still a new imprint in 1944 (the series began 
in 1942), and most paperback publishers avoided the risque and sexually explicit material 
that became increasingly common later in the decade. Sex novel publishers like Sanford 
133 (Hammett, A Man Called Spade 1944, 6) 
134 (Hammett, A Man Called Spade 1944, 5) 
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Aday would not enter the market until the mid-1950s, and pulp covers- the chief 
advertisement that publishers used to attract customers - were only slowly progressing 
beyond a "stylized realism" influenced by the likes of Norman Rockwell, Winslow 
Homer, and French Expressionists.135 A Man Called Spade's front cover features an 
airbrushed painting of an ace of spades playing card superimposed over the abstract 
figure of a man firing a gun. The back cover is one ofDell's famous crime scene maps, 
complete in every detail except for the victim's body. 
While Dell paperbacks were nominally direct reprints of popular novels, those 
novels were often adapted to fit Dell's publishing standards. If a novel was too long to fit 
one of Dell's standard book lengths based on the size of the printing press, it was 
abridged, often with no note acknowledging that fact (if it was too short, the extra space 
could be filled with advertisements). 136 Many ofDell's editors also had strict content 
standards. Christie's mysteries were edited to remove anti-Semitic remarks that could 
offend a significant portion of Dell's urban audience, and editors rejected Mickey 
Spillane's graphically violent Mike Hammer novels as obscene. When a rogue typesetter 
was caught removing obscenities and "anti-religious references" in some of the books he 
prepared for printing, he was not frred but simply given less offensive books to work 
on. 137 Still, Dell's edits were nothing compared to the changes required by the national 
networks. The scripts from Sam Spade's five-year run show signs of extensive edits 
meant to bring the material in line with network and sponsor standards. While the 
135 (Lyles 1983, 59) 
136 (Lyles 1983, 9) 
137 (Lyles 1983, 13) 
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number of edits is relatively consistent across episodes, tolerance for- and appearance of 
- detailed descriptions of criminality and crime-solving (as well as risque hints at 
drinking, drugs, and sexuality) in scripts declines as the series progresses, showing the 
influence oflistener criticisms seen in the FCC' s files of complaint letters. 
Making Sam Acceptable for the Masses 
Contrary to the popular perception of radio listeners (and later television viewers) 
as passive and unthinking masses, many members of the public took an active role in 
trying to influence radio programming. In Radio Voices , Michele Hilmes has shown how 
the African American press in the 1940s worked to improve derogatory treatment of 
black characters in popular series like Amos 'n ' Andy and The Jack Benny Program. 
While black characters in both series relied heavily on the minstrel tradition, and Amos 
'n 'Andy was performed entirely by white men in black face until it moved to television, 
both series gradually fleshed out those characters. This was especially true after World 
War II, when the national effort to fight injustice abroad strengthened calls for racial 
justice at home. Jack Benny's black butler, Rochester, was especially popular among 
black audiences because he was allowed to mock and belittle his employer, who appeared 
helpless without Rochester's services.138 Crime programming was another prominent 
target oflistener complaints, and the FCC's correspondence files include scores ofletters 
asking the Commission either to limit or ban representations of crime on the airwaves, 
which many believed were a leading cause of juvenile delinquency. Most of the letters 
138 (Hilmes 1997, 198) 
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found in the FCC's files were written by parents or representatives of various Parent-
Teacher Associations and other religious groups. They voice similar concerns regarding 
radio mystery series, including worry that the series provided children with detailed 
instructions on how to commit crimes. Some even included newspaper clippings 
describing cases where juvenile offenders claimed inspiration from stories they'd heard 
on the radio. 139 In the post-war period, these complaints show a concern with the 
nation's future, arguing that crime programming and "blood and thunder stuff' on the 
radio were perverting the country's youth and disrupting the nation's recovery from the 
war by crowding out programs that would "tell the young folks where their duty lies is to 
help rebuild this decaying old world."140 
Some listeners differentiated between types of crime programming, seeing crime 
series that focused on the workings of official government agencies as valuable teaching 
tools, as opposed to the more sensational adventure series that followed charismatic 
private detectives. Mrs. Evelyn F. Hamilton, a self-help counselor, wrote to ask the 
Commission for their help "in checking the crop of gruesome crime broadcasts on the 
radio today, which are devastating the minds and morals of our youth."141 Mrs. 
Hamilton's letter also expresses the widespread conviction that crime programming 
encouraged juvenile delinquency and endangered the nation's future, asking: 
How can we expect moral rectitude of our youth when the educational medium of 
radio teaches crime? This does not refer to government assigned broadcasts, for 
public protection, such as "The F.B.I." "Gang Busters," "District Attorney," etc., 
but to unnecessary crime broadcasts. Sponsors give these in response to popular 
139 David W. Julian to FCC, November 4, 1947 
140 Mrs. O'Ritchie to FCC, August 27, 1947 
141 Evelyn F. Hamilton to FCC, July I, 1946 
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demand. It is a tragic commentary that with the earth bathed in the sacrificial 
blood of those who gave all to save human life, that the ones who survive should 
show this destructive trend, in their entertainment preference. 142 
It is interesting to note that Mrs. Hamilton believed that select commercial series like 
This is Your FBI and Mr. District Attorney were acceptable because they carried a more 
explicit "crime does not pay" message than series focusing on the adventures of private 
eyes. However, there was little official justification for this assessment. While FBI 
director J. Edgar Hoover was famously media-conscious and encouraged such series, he 
had no direct role in their production and often accused them of misrepresenting the 
bureau's mission. 143 Battles has shown how commercial programs like Gang Busters, 
which sought to support official law enforcement bodies, still included sensational crimes 
and glorified criminals in order to attract larger audiences.144 Government-centric crime 
series were often just as violent as other mystery series, and most letter writers do not 
distinguish between them. In a 1947letter to Erskine Johnson of the Mutual Don-Lee 
Network and to the FCC, one frustrated parent complains that: 
... the air is being positively polluted with murder mysteries, in which there is no 
disguising of violence and crime. As a sop to decent public opinion they always 
try to lead to the consoling conclusion that "crime doesn't pay," but that always 
comes as an ineffectual anticlimax, which does not in any sense counteract the 
harm that has been done ... 145 
While the letters in the FCC's files appear to represent a widespread social desire 
to encourage wholesome entertainment on the radio, it is important to remember that they 
represent a self-selecting portion of the population of radio listeners. The FCC rarely 
142 Evelyn F. Hamilton to FCC, July 1, 1946 
143 J. Edgar Hoover to Mr. Ke1meth H. Bayliss, November 6, 1947 
144 (Battles 2010, 28) 
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received letters of praise for specific types of programming, and few records remain of 
letters received by the networks or series producers. However, mystery programs were 
among the most consistently popular network fare, and NBC received a quarter of a 
million letters of protest when Wildroot cancelled The Adventures of Sam Spade.146 
Many of the FCC's complaint letters appear to have originated from organized letter-
writing campaigns, and many use similar phrases to argue their cases, including the tenns 
"blood and thunder" to describe crime programming. Still, the men and women who did 
write to the FCC and the networks to complain about programming represented a 
powerful assemblage that was able to wield significant influence through the threat of 
boycotts like those carried out against the film industry in the 1930s. The networks knew 
that listeners who were motivated to write to them, and to the FCC, might also write to 
their congressmen- as many did - to argue for stricter governmental censorship and 
regulation of the industry. Perhaps most disturbingly, some letter writers expressed doubt 
about such industry pillars as the official ratings systems that the networks and their 
advertisers used to direct programming decisions, such as which programs survived and 
which were canceled. Some writers questioned the "true democracy of a system or 
condition wherein a few arbitrarily determine, for profit, what the mass of us shall hear, if 
we hear at all."147 By the late 1930s, it was clear to most broadcasters that they would 
have to do more to police their own programming if they wanted to avoid governmental 
interference. 
Mindful of listener complaints and afraid that pressure groups might lead boycotts 
146 (Lohman 1950) 
147 R.N. Guernsey to FCC, November 3, 1938 
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against them, networks like NBC instituted their own program guidelines to protect 
themselves from criticism. These censorship rules were rooted in the National 
Association ofBroadcasters' Radio Code of 1939, which required that all programs 
directed at children "should reflect respect for parents, adult authority, law and order, 
clean living, high morals, fair play and honorable behavior."148 While enforcement of the 
Radio Code was notoriously lax, the networks and their sponsors were aware of public 
calls for official censorship, especially when it came to programming that children might 
hear. NBC's Program Policies and Working Manual also stipulated that "all stories must 
reflect respect for law and order, adult authority, good morals and clean living," and they 
strictly prohibited presenting murder as justified.149 NBC's guide went further than the 
NAB's code, directing that: 
The hero or heroine and other sympathetic characters must be portrayed as 
intelligent and morally courageous. The theme must stress the importance of 
mutual respect of one man for another, and should emphasize the desirability of 
fair play and honorable behavior. Cowardice, malice, deceit, selfishness and 
disrespect for law must be avoided in the delineation of any character presented in 
the light of a hero to the child listener. 150 
These requirements allowed for significant leeway in adventure programs like Terry and 
the Pirates and Tom Corbett, Space Cadet, which ran as daily serials in the early 
afternoon. Both series followed youthful adventurers as they explored strange and new 
territory- Terry inhabited the lawless and mysterious wilds of Asia, while Tom was a 
junior member of an inter-planetary police force. Terry, Tom, and their early-afternoon 
companions all maintained squeaky clean images, preferring to be beaten in a fair fight 
148 (National Association of Broadcasters 1939, 4) 
149 (National Broadcasting Company 1945, 16, 8) 
150 (National Broadcasting Company 1945, 16) 
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than to win through trickery. While both series came under fire for their suspenseful 
mystery elements and frequent but mild violence, they allowed no room for ambiguity 
when it came to the heroes' moral virtue and courage. The many crime series that also 
targeted children or family audiences adhered to these rules, and though many of these 
series presented morally ambiguous supporting characters, their heroes ' virtue was rarely 
- if ever - seriously questioned. 
Despite the decidedly adult nature of Hammett's novel and- to a lesser extent-
the film adaptations of The Maltese Falcon, The Adventures of Sam Spade targeted a 
family audience. The first thirteen episodes were broadcast from Los Angeles on Fridays 
from 4:00PM to 4:30PM on ABC. After moving to CBS in late 1946, the series ran on 
Sundays at 5:00PM, and then again at 9:00PM. Sam Spade moved to NBC in 1949, but 
retained its slot on Sundays at 5:00 until Wildroot dropped the series the next year. 
When NBC brought the series back on a sustaining basis, it moved to Friday, but kept its 
early evening time. Wildroot ' s commercials also show that the sponsor was attempting 
to reach a family audience. The advertising appeals typically focus most of their effort 
on young men, who are advised that potential employers and girlfriends both prefer a 
man with "neatly and naturally" groomed hair, but they often conclude with an appeal to 
the rest of the family as well: "Smart girls use Wildroot Cream Oil, too- for quick good 
grooming and to relieve dryness between permanents. Mothers say it's grand for training 
children's hair."151 The need to please parents and children alike led Spier and his writers 
to make a number of changes to Sam and other central characters. 
15 1 ("The Caper With Ten Clues", 2, 28) (Spier Papers Box 2, Folder 3) 
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The most obvious change that Sam underwent in his transition to radio was in his 
financial situation. In Hammett's novel, Sam was comfortable. In at least two of the film 
adaptations, he was wealthy. In The Adventures of Sam Spade, Sam's lack ofmoney is a 
running joke. Effie is constantly complaining that her salary has not been paid, and in the 
ninth episode Sam agrees to take a domestic case, "a dull, routine gumshoe job, of a type 
I don't ordinarily handle," because his landlord is "beginning to show signs of 
restlessness" regarding the late rent. 152 By making fun of Sam's inability to pay his bills 
-but never showing any negative effects of his apparent poverty- Spier and his writers 
align their hero with the working man. Like the men listening to the radio at home, and 
unlike Warren William's jovial Shane, who cons wealthy old women with promises of 
protection they do not need, Sam has to work hard to make his living. And like those 
men, Sam makes his living honestly. He avoids tailing husbands for jealous wives and 
vice versa, preferring to take cases where he can hope to make a positive difference in 
people's lives because those are the cases he finds both interesting and rewarding. As the 
NAB Code directs, Sam lives by a code of "high morals, fair play and honorable 
behavior."153 He is incurably honest, even if that means he has trouble paying his loyal 
secretary on time. 
Despite his dire financial circumstances, Sam refuses to stoop to theft, even if that 
means he is not adequately paid for his services. In "The Blood Money Caper," Sam 
unravels a massive plot to rob a group of San Francisco banks and recovers over ten 
million dollars in cash for the city's wealthiest citizens, all for his "regular fee of twenty-
152 ("Sam and the Corporation Murders", 4) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 11) 
153 (National Association of Broadcasters 1939, 4) 
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five dollars a day and expenses."154 When Effie expresses dismay that he did not ask for 
a larger fee or take just "one little package of that money" when he found it in the 
robbers' hideout, Sam replies "Effie, I'm surprised at you. That wouldn't be ethical."155 
Effie persists in her more populist, Robin Hood-esque view, insisting that the bankers 
wouldn't have noticed and reminding Sam that "the installment is due on the office 
furniture," but he cannot be swayed.156 While Effie's views on the sanctity of corporate 
funds are probably closer to those of the general public, it is important that Sam is so 
scrupulously honest in his professional dealings. By aligning himself with the bankers 
and refusing to steal from them even when he knows that they would never notice, Sam 
places himself above suspicion. We know he is a man who can be trusted to help anyone, 
no matter what their position in society. Poor and rich alike can depend on Sam's 
disinterested aid to make their lives better. Sam's position also reaffirms the importance 
of law and order. On the radio, Sam is an eternal optimist who "always [figures] things 
will be ok" so long as social institutions remain in place to bring order and prosperity to 
everyone.157 Listeners, like Effie, might wish Sam would do more to help himself, but 
we ultimately know that he is right and that we should follow his example and share his 
faith in social compacts. 
Sam's refusal to steal, even from wealthy bankers, is an obvious example of a 
way in which Hammett's character had to change to fit in on a medium that was 
controlled by large corporate interests and to meet post-war calls for order. Many of the 
154 ("The Blood Money Caper", 29) (Spier Papers Box 2, Folder 1) 
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representatives of religious and educational groups who wrote to the FCC to complain 
about the destabilizing influence of crime programming on children argued that the 
"present world chaotic condition" necessitated a better caliber of programming. 158 For a 
majority of letter writers, this meant programming that would teach children the values 
they needed to combat the Communist threat and live prosperous and law-abiding lives in 
a capitalist democracy like the United States. Most letter writers objected to all crime 
programming. However, perhaps because few listened to crime series regularly, they 
failed to notice that programs like The Adventures of Sam Spade provided a subtle pro-
capitalist message. As MacDonald and Rolo have argued, a capitalist society cannot 
survive unless citizens have faith that their property is protected. By returning all of the 
stolen bank money, Sam indirectly helps to shore up faith in the banks' ability to guard 
people's funds. The American banking system had recovered significantly since the 
failures of the Great Depression, but many who had lived through that period would have 
been comforted by the reassurance that the banks were assisted by agents like Sam, who 
helped to make sure they never lost a single penny of the public's hard-earned money. 
Sam Spade: Gentleman 
Sam's respect for private property was relatively straightforward and consistently 
honest. His relations with women were significantly more complicated, and script edits 
show that the writers struggled to balance their awareness that sex attracted audiences 
with Wildroot's fear of alienating parents and religious groups. We can see many of the 
changes that were requested by the sponsor and the networks in the edits that were made 
158 Kenneth H, Bayliss to Frank Stanton, FCC 
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to each episode's script before broadcast. Some of these changes are minor edits for 
running time, but others are clearly an effort to reshape characters or storylines to fit 
within the network codes and to provide a proper milieu for Wildroot' s advertising 
messages. On the radio, Sam is an incorrigible flirt, but his sexuality is contained within 
what the sponsors hoped were appropriate limits. In "Zig Zags of Treachery," Sam is 
allowed to joke about staying in the hospital to receive a "rub-down" from a sexy nurse 
because suchjokes were common, and because the nurse's occupation and the hospital's 
public nature serve as boundaries to any sexual relationship.159 In "Death and 
Company," however, the writers apparently went too far when they wrote an exchange 
where Sam tells Effie that she can fmd him at "the Blue Bottle Bar and Grill. Third 
receptionist from the end of the bar."160 In Spier' s copy of the script, "receptionist" is 
replaced with "bottle." It could be argued that this change was made to avoid the 
impression that Sam is 'cheating' on Effie. However, while Sam and Effie' s relationship 
does grow closer over the course of the series, it never stops him from flirting with other 
women. Additionally, Sam and Effie do not share their first kiss until the end of"The 
Dot Marlowe Caper: Part 2," six episodes later.161 It is more likely that the change was 
made to avoid creating an image of independent - and most likely promiscuous - young 
women congregating in bars and being tempted into sin. 
Sam loves women and they love him, but he also knows that he must be wary of 
any woman who comes on to him too hard, lest she prove to be a femm e fatale. There is 
159 ("Zig Zags of Treachery", 23) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 9) 
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a sharp distinction between virgins and whores in the world as it is presented in The 
Adventures of Sam Spade, and any woman who has lost her virtue is automatically 
dangerous. We cannot always tell which category a female character fits into when she is 
first introduced, but there are often subtle hints in the way that Sam describes and treats 
the women he meets. In "Sam and the Guiana Sovereign," Sam immediately develops a 
soft spot for Lina Best-Gilmore, the beautiful redheaded widow of the man whose murder 
he is hired to solve. Lina has already been set up as a potential femme fatale by Sam's 
client, Emil Tonescu. Before marrying Bernard Gilmore, she worked as his secretary, 
and Tonescu tells Sam that Gilmore had changed for the worse when he started dating her 
(Tonescu does not know that Lina and Gilmore were married). "He wanted to marry her. 
She kept him dangling. He was getting tired of it. She knew that it couldn' t go on."162 
From Lina, we learn that she and Gilmore were secretly married shortly before his death, 
and she enlists Sam's help to find the Guiana Sovereign because she is afraid for her life. 
Script edits show an effort to enlist audience sympathy for Lina. Her tone is generally 
pleading as she asks Sam for help and the few lines where she shows emotional control 
and conviction in her own right to the sovereign are cut, making it less likely that 
listeners will conclude that she is putting on an act for Sam's benefit. 163 These edits also 
enhance Sam's altruistic qualities. In the original script Sam asks Lina how much money 
she has with her and demands $120- all she has- as his fee. 164 This exchange is 
removed and no further discussion of money added between them, despite the fact that 
162 ("Sam and the Guiana Sovereign", 5) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 3) 
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Lina stands to inherit half of a profitable steamship line. In the end, Sam's faith in Lina 
proves well-founded. Unbeknownst to her, her husband had faked his own death, and 
Lina saves Sam's life when Gilmore threatens it. Lina is presented as a woman Sam 
could settle down with if he didn't already have Effie. 
Sam shows much less respect for his femme fatale clients, though his descriptions 
of these clients - every one a knockout - were frequently toned down to adhere to 
network standards and avoid offending more conservative audience members. In the 
original script for "The Midway Caper," Sam tells his listeners that Della, his latest 
client, "can be described by only one three letter word beginning with S, ending with X-
and a vowel in the middle. She knew it- and she didn't care who knew she knew 
it. .. " 165 This line is crossed out and replaced with the still suggestive but much less 
explicit and rather underwhelming "When she leaned across my desk at me .. .I became 
fond of her." 166 Sam is understandably wary of Della, a circus belly-dancer who uses her 
sexuality to try to ensnare Sam in a complicated plot to eliminate her husband, Major 
Wales, and win control of his circus. Accordingly, Sam refuses to be drawn in by Della's 
allure, and he brushes her off each time she attempts to charm him. Sam's steady 
resistance to Della's charms stands in contrast to the more flawed character of Spade as 
written by Hammett. The conclusion of "The Midway Caper" is reminiscent of The 
Maltese Falcon in that Sam is reluctant to turn Della over to the police. However, this 
reluctance appears to come more from his empathy for her difficult life rather than a 
desire to be with her. Before Spade hands Brigid over to the police, he tells her that he 
165 ("The Midway Caper", 3) (Spier Papers Box 2, Folder 5) 
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won't save her "because all of me wants to- wants to say to hell with the consequences 
and do it."167 Spade knows better than to give in to his desires, but he admits that the 
strength of his passions makes him wish that he could. Sam does not allow any passion 
to arise that might conflict with his duty to the law. Concluding his report on "The 
Midway Caper," Sam tells Effie: 
The last I saw of Della was in the shadows behind the tents at the carnival 
grounds. I told Dundy to pick her up. I couldn't do it. I guess those carny gals 
lead a pretty rugged life. Some of them, the smart ones, make you wonder why 
they chose it. Maybe they didn't. Maybe it chose them. Like some smart guys 
are detectives, and others make a living.168 
Sam's ability to sympathize with Della and others like her proves that he is a kind and 
thoughtful man. He condemns Della' s actions and knows that she must pay her debt to 
society, but he is also able to see past her hard exterior to the difficult circumstances that 
formed her. 
Compassion is an important trait for radio detectives, whose work regularly brings 
them into contact with the less fortunate who populate the city. IfDella had been a 
wealthy woman, driven by unjustified greed rather than an out-of-control survival 
mechanism, he would have shown less sympathy. In "The Caper With Two Death 
Beds," Sam lies to force a confession from Maggie, a wealthy woman who murdered her 
husband and attempted to frame his brother- her ex-lover- for the crime. Sam ' s 
explanation for this ruse is cut down from an apology that could seem sincere to one that 
appears self-satisfied on the page and sounds almost gleeful in the surviving recording. 169 
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Unlike Della, Maggie has no difficult background to explain away her perfidy. Still, 
Sam's kindhearted musings at the end of "The Midway Caper" do contain a subtle 
indictment that prompts listeners to ask: If Della was really so smart, why did she not 
break free of the carnival and live a better, more socially acceptable life? The choice that 
Sam posits for himself- be a detective or make a living - leaves no room for the 
possibility of illegal activity. 
Some of my best friends are cops 
Unlike Cortez, William, and even Bogart's Spade, Sam has no hint of a criminal 
past. Actor Howard Duff was new to Hollywood and he brought no pre-formed persona 
to the role, freeing the producers to shape Sam's character as they liked. Early in the 
series, it is revealed that Sam was once a police officer in a small Midwestern town, and 
he has a close relationship with the police in San Francisco, usually represented by his 
good friend Lieutenant Dundy.170 While Sam enjoys teasing Dundy, it is clear that he 
ultimately respects the officer as a representative of law and order, and that Dundy 
respects Sam. Striking the appropriate balance between Spade's history of bucking 
authority and the need to present the police in the best possible light appeared to be a 
challenge for the writers early in the series. "Sam and Psyche," the fourth episode in the 
ABC series, originally included a confrontation between Sam, Dundy, and Dundy's 
partner Tom Polhaus. Coming home from a meeting with a dead client's window, Sam 
finds his apartment trashed and Dundy and Polhaus waiting for him. "WITH SUDDEN 
VIOLENCE," Sam accuses them: "Look at this joint. Frisked by a crew of fumbling 
170 ("Two Sharp Knives", 5) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 8) 
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village constables. What do you want? And have you got a search warrant?"171 This 
false accusation- one of the murderers had used Sam's absence to search his apartment 
for incriminating microfilm - appears to have been too much for the censors, and the 
confrontation was removed in its entirety. Instead, the police enter his apartment in the 
next scene, after he has discovered a dead body in his bathroom and with the implication 
that he has called them. Sam is allowed to joke about Dundy's supposed incompetence, 
but only up to a certain point. In "The Count on Barney Burke," he comments that 
"Dundy from Homicide was in the middle of[the crime scene], wading around and trying 
to look wise, and not kidding anybody at all including the corpse," but this joking insult 
is balanced out by the fact that Dundy later tips Sam off to the clue that cracks the 
case.
172 
Spier and his writers appear to have had some trouble deciding exactly how to 
portray Dundy in the first few episodes of The Adventures of Sam Spade, but they soon 
settled on the stereotype of the slightly bumbling but ultimately competent and honest 
neighborhood cop. While Dundy is the target ofmuch of Sam's wit on the radio, he is a 
much more straightforward and personable character than the Dundy who appears in 
Hammett's novel. In The Maltese Falcon, Dundy is shrewd, pragmatic, and vaguely 
ethnic, with grizzled features, "eyes hard as green pebbles," and a tie pin from a Masonic 
lodge. 173 Dundy's main interest is solving the murders of Spade's partner, Archer, and 
Floyd Thursby, the man initially suspected of killing Archer. Dundy serves as a calming 
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counterweight to his emotional partner, Tom Polhaus, who expresses a desire to arrest 
Spade for the murders regardless of his guilt or innocence, but he is still a part of the 
corrupt political machine. Dundy seems to be more interested in finding the truth than 
the average cop, and he knows that it is to his benefit to work with Spade by sharing 
information, but Dundy never forgets that he is the police officer and Spade the civilian. 
The men have worked together before, but Dundy is still suspicious of Sam, telling him, 
"You know me, Spade. Ifyou did or you didn't you'll get a square deal out of me, and 
most of the breaks. I don' t know that I'd blame you a hell of a lot- but that wouldn' t 
keep me from nailing you."174 The radio Dundy might express a sentiment very similar 
to this, but he would do so in a much more jovial manner, and he would express much 
more faith in Sam' s innocence. 
In The Maltese Falcon, Dundy represents the nepotistic, crime-hardened, and 
pragmatic urban police, who are often more interested in closing the case than in finding 
the truth. This persona persists in Hammett' s other Sam Spade stories, where Dundy 
continues to appear as pragmatic but rather unimaginative and conventional, though he 
remains efficient and hard-working. In The Adventures of Sam Spade, Dundy appears 
much more in the tradition of the classical detective story. He is one of the well-
meaning, but somewhat "bungling and inefficient members of the official police" who 
depend on the detective's assistance to solve crimes.175 Cawelti groups the bumbling 
detective with other characters who are involved in the crime but cannot solve it for 
themselves, including the false suspects and the detective' s friend and/or narrator. 
174 (Hammett, The Maltese Falcon 1982, 393) 
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Together, Cawelti argues, this group "represents the norm of middle class society 
suddenly disrupted by the abnormality of crime."176 While it would be difficult to argue 
that Dundy, a homicide detective, is constantly being "suddenly disrupted" by the 
murders he works on, it can be alarming how often he needs Sam to explain the details of 
a particular crime. Police failures to find suspects or crucial clues are usually explained 
away with excuses like thick fog, but the fact remains that Dundy and his fellow officers 
are regularly and hopelessly lost without Sam's help. 177 
The Office Wife 
IfDundy's presence helps to prove Sam's competence and loyalty to the official 
justice system, Effie's role is to prove Sam's connection with and loyalty to humanity. 
Radio Effie bears more than a passing resemblance to her literary counterpart. Both are 
styled as young and romantic women. Hammett describes Effie as young and 
enthusiastic idealist. This Effie encounters the corrupted world that Spade investigates, 
but she remains largely untouched. Spade appears to value her uncorrupted nature, and 
though he mocks the failure of her "woman's intuition" that Brigid was trust-worthy, he 
still appears to want to protect her from the world. 178 At the very least, Spade wants Effie 
to understand his actions, and Hammett indicates that Spade's voice is gentle as he 
explains to Effie why he turned Brigid over to the police. 179 However, while Effie 
understands Spade, she longs for a more romantic world where Spade would have laid 
176 (Cawelti 1976, 96) 
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down his life for his lady, and she tells him, "I know- I know you're right. You're right. 
But don't touch me now- not now," before abandoning him to try to escape Iva alone.180 
Effie's character provided a challenge to film adapters, who fluctuated between 
presenting her as comic relief, the true romantic lead, or both. In Dangerous Female, 
Una Merkel's Effie is sexy but largely absent from the narrative, overshadowed by Bebe 
Daniels' magnetism. Marie Wilson's Murgatroyd is a dizzy comic dame who cannot 
spell her own name in Satan Met a Lady, but she and Warren William have more real 
chemistry than William and Bette Davis. The pair do not get married at the end of the 
film, but they do run off together. Lee Patrick is another sidelined Effie in the 1941 
Maltese Falcon. She is not treated as comic relief, but her youthful romanticism is 
undercut by the fact that she was played by a mature actress - part of the film's effort to 
downplay the story's sexual themes. Lurene Tuttle's Effie represents some subset of 
these traits. She is young, but neither so glamorous as Merkel, nor so spastic as Wilson. 
Tuttle gives Effie a high-pitched voice that undercuts her sexuality, but she is clearly 
intended to act as Sam's office wife- and perhaps even more. 
As is also stated above, Effie's presence restrains Sam's sexuality. He may flirt 
with every woman he meets, but we know that he will ultimately remain true to Effie. 
Their conversations also show off his softer side. In June of 1949, CBS celebrated the 
program's third anniversary by broadcasting "Sam and the Guiana Sovereign," a retelling 
of Sam's first caper on ABC. Effie expresses surprise when Sam returns to the office 
ready to reminisce: 
180 (Hammett, The Maltese Falcon 1982, 570) 
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EFFIE: Oh, Sam! I'm just sentimental, I suppose, but I- (GETS KISSED) Oh, 
Sam, you weren't this way three years ago. 
SPADE: I was - but I wasn't wearing it on my sleeve then.181 
Sam still refuses to acknowledge Effie' s hints that it might be time for them to consider 
getting married, but he and Effie act out the roles of loving husband and wife celebrating 
their wedding anniversary. Sam even tells Effie to "break out a bottle of three year old 
Napa Valley wine, hang our baby pictures on the wall - and dust off our memory book" 
in preparation for their reminisces. 182 Sam's insistence that he has always had a heart but 
simply had not shown it before is borne out in the episodes that follow. In "The Prodigal 
Daughter Caper," broadcast two months later, Sam and Effie joke about their telepathy. 
Effie sees it as a sign of their close connection, and Sam jokes about how that connection 
lets him know that she is stealing office supplies.183 At the end of the episode, however, 
Sam and Effie break from tradition by leaving the office together to attend a fight. Effie 
comments on the aberration, insisting that they say goodnight to each other as they 
normally would. Sam jokingly humors her, agreeing that "It' s expected, you know."184 
As the office wife, Effie balances Sam' s excesses. She is not Sam' s intellectual 
equal, but she does lighten his moods and provide the compassionate detective with the 
kindly consideration he needs. Effie also often serves as a stand-in for the audience. 
Sam narrates his capers to her, and she is able to respond in a way that we are not. As 
discussed above, in "The Blood Money Caper" she provides a populist counterpoint to 
Sam's strict views on the sanctity of private property. At other times, she encourages her 
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boss to take cases that he might not have taken otherwise, and provides commentary on 
some of the client's less sympathetic traits in a way that Sam cannot. Like Hammett's 
Effie, Tuttle's Effie is a good girl. She occasionally has a drink with Sam, but only one, 
and she still lives with her mother, who occasionally invites Sam over for dinner. In one 
early episode, Mrs. Perrine makes "chicken ala Sam Spade, because it has capers in the 
dressing."185 Sam resists establishing a serious romantic entanglement with Effie for 
most of the series, as is proper for a private detective, but it is clear that domestic bliss is 
somewhere in their future. 
As we can see from the above edits, strict industrial and cultural standards forced 
radio detectives into a very narrow mold. While a detective like Sam might talk like his 
hardboiled ancestor, Spade, his actions were directed by a set of values that had more to 
do with conventional morality than the private and personal moral codes by which most 
hardboiled detectives lived. Sam also adopts the classical detective's concern with 
protecting the middle class family. This moral code is the hardboiled detective's chief 
distinguishing feature, both from the classical detective and from his hardboiled brothers, 
and without it all that distinguishes one detective from another are superficial personality 
traits. 
Throughout The Adventures of Sam Spade, Sam is presented as an average 
American man, exemplary only in his unflinching commitment to truth and justice. The 
writers often joke about his gambling and drinking, but we in the audience know that 
Sam is an exemplary member of society, and one to whom we should look for moral 
185 ("The Corporation Murders", 2) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 11) 
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guidance. In truth, Sam's minor flaws help to make him more relatable. He is not a 
priest or politician dictating commandments from on high. He is just another man, like 
us, only a little better. Sam and other radio detectives answered Raymond Chandler's 
call for the detective to be "a complete man and a common man and yet an unusual man," 
who is "neither tarnished nor afraid." 186 As we will see in the next chapter, these men 
taught listeners how to explore and interpret the modem world through their descriptions 
of the cities in which they operated. 
186 (Chandler 1988, 17-18) 
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Chapter 3: Making Hammett's World Safe for Listeners at Home 
While The Adventures of Sam Spade is ostensibly an adaptation of The Maltese 
Falcon, the series draws on a larger body of detective fiction. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, the character of Sam incorporates elements from the cinematic 
adaptations of The Maltese Fa/con and the larger popular persona of the private detective, 
embodied by Humphrey Bogart. In addition to adapting elements from The Maltese 
Falcon and Dashiell Hammett ' s three Sam Spade stories, producer William Spier and his 
writers drew on a number of Hammett's stories about other characters for individual 
episodes of The Adventures of Sam Spade. Many of these pieces were doubtless chosen 
for convenience because scripts were available from stories that had previously been 
adapted for Spier's most famous series, Suspense. However, the choice of stories and the 
way they were re-shaped for The Adventures of Sam Spade indicate a desire to broaden 
Sam's appeal beyond hardboiled readers and fans of detective and crime films. 
This chapter will examine three of the early radio episodes that were adapted 
directly from short stories by Hammett. These episodes are important because they show 
how the producers and Wildroot worked to set the tone for the series and shape the 
character of Sam. Each of these stories was selected and adapted with varying degrees of 
loyalty to display different aspects of Sam's character and world on the radio. The first, 
"Sam and the Unhappy Poet," is loosely modeled on "Too Many Have Lived," a Sam 
Spade story published in The American Magazine in October 1932. Taking the central 
characters and changing almost everything else, the writers converted a story that 
highlights the violence and corruption that rest under the surface of the modem dty into a 
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caper that emphasizes Sam's authority and kindly altruism. The adaptation of"Two 
Sharp Knives" is more loyal to its source material. The radio episode relates the same 
sequence of events as the 1934 Collier's Weekly story, but substitutes Sam for the 
original protagonist, a small town police chief, and removes much of the original's 
political commentary. Through this episode, the producers rewrite Sam's backstory, . 
changing him from a potentially suspect former private detective to a former cop, much 
more in the vein ofRaymond Chandler's Philip Marlowe, who began his career as an 
investigator for the Los Angeles District Attorney 's office. "Zigzags of Treachery" is 
also faithful to the letter, if not the spirit, of Hammett' s 1924 Black Mask story. Again, 
Sam replaces the original protagonist- in this case Hammett's Continental Op- in a 
puzzle case involving bigamy, blackmail, and hidden identities. Spier and his writers 
reduce the complexity of the plot in "Zigzags of Treachery," simplifying the criminals' 
intrigue and limiting their reach. A close examination of these adaptations elucidates the 
ways in which The Adventures of Sam Spade reshaped Hammett's realistic vision of 
social corruption, which spanned the 1920s and 1930s, into a coherent and strongly pro-
social world for post-World War II audiences. 
From Blackmail to Poetry 
While Hammett had stopped publishing his writing in the mid-1930s, his stories 
were still very much in circulation, both through cinematic adaptations and in collections 
of short stories, most notably those published by the emerging pulp paperback market. 
"Sam and the Unhappy Poet"- the third episode broadcast in The Adventures of Sam 
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Spade - was the first episode to borrow its plot from a story included in the 1945 Dell 
collection, A Man Called Spade. The short story, "Too Many Have Lived," was 
originally published in The American Magazine, described in the previous chapter as a 
relatively conservative family-oriented monthly. "Too Many Have Lived" was the 
second Spade story published in The American Magazine in a four month period. In 
Hammett's story, Spade is approached by one Eugene Colyer, who either wants Spade to 
verify that a ne ' er-do-well poet named Eli Haven is dead or to kill Haven himself so that 
Colyer can marry Raven' s wife, Julia. Spade agrees to look for Haven, but later that 
evening Colyer calls Spade to cancel the job because Raven's body has been discovered. 
However, Colyer quickly rehires the detective to prove to Julia that Colyer did not kill 
her husband. After several twists and turns, Spade discovers that Haven was murdered 
by Roger Ferris, who was once Raven's employer. Always desperate for money, Haven 
had attempted to blackmail Ferris, who Haven had witnessed murdering his business 
partner at least a decade before. There are some signs that "Too Many Have Lived," 
which includes references to strike-breaking violence and critiques businessmen who are 
seen as pillars of the community, might have been controversial for The American 
Magazine, which prided itself on its family friendly content. Notably, the cover for the 
issue in which it appeared does not advertise a story from Hammett, unlike the Ju1y issue, 
in which the less socially critical "A Man Called Spade" appeared. Still, however 
uncomfortable the magazine's editors might have been with the story' s content, they 
were much more permissive than the post-war broadcasters who adapted the story for a 
radio audience. 
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"Sam and the Unhappy Poet" retains most of the same cast of characters, but 
almost everything else about the story has changed. While Colyer is in love with 
Haven' s wife- here renamed Pearl- he does not hire Sam to disentangle her from her 
marriage. Instead, Effie brings the young and confused poet to Sam after she meets him 
at a drugstore lunch counter. Spade describes Haven as a bedraggled, but sympathetic 
character, "a skinny, jittery article, with long yellow hair. ... He kept slapping his own 
face, and acting in general like one of the shots ofRay Milland they'd been forced to cut 
out of 'The Lost Weekend."'187 This Eli Haven is no hardened blackmailer. He is 
confused and afraid for his life, and he spends most of his time in Sam's office quoting 
snatches of poetry. Later we, the listeners, learn that Haven did not abandon his wife. 
Instead, she threw him out of the house six months before - not because she does not love 
him, but because she is fed up with his inability to make money. What Pearl does not 
know is that her husband was unable to work on his own books because Colyer (here an 
author) and Ferris (here their publisher) forced him to ghostwrite Colyer's more popular 
novels instead. Neither man is the murderer however. Instead, Haven's death turns out 
to be a mercy killing, committed by Abigail Westminster, a bookshop clerk who was in 
love with him. 
While "Too Many Have Lived" is a typically hardboiled tale, featuring real 
people with real problems, "Sam and the Unhappy Poet" adheres more closely to the 
classical detective tradition. The radio episode lacks Hammett's social critique and 
ambiguous morality, and it foregrounds many of the issues that preoccupied the classical 
187 ("Sam and the Unhappy Poet", 3) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 5) 
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detective, including the need to protect the middle class family and the idea that criminals 
are unbalanced and perverted individuals. "Sam and the Unhappy Poet" also distances 
listeners from the crime by isolating it within an insular world that would be foreign to 
many, much like Agatha Christie's country houses. The action in "Sam and the Unhappy 
Poet" unfolds against the caricatured backdrop of the entertainment industry. From 
Colyer and Ferris, who work in literature, radio, and film, to Pearl the burlesque dancer, 
to Abigail the bookshop owner, every character is some sort of an entertainer. "Sam and 
the Unhappy Poet" stops short of condemning the entertainment industry, but it does 
present cultural figures as different from the majority of the series' middle class audience. 
This is in marked contrast to Hammett's characters, who blend in with the rest of the 
city's inhabitants. 
The effort to mold "Too Many Have Lived" into a classical detective story can be 
partly attributed to the need to adhere to radio censorship standards. By removing 
blackmail as a motive for the crime in "Sam and the Unhappy Poet," Spier and his writers 
removed the precarious ambiguity that characterizes "Too Many Have Lived." At the 
end of Hammett's story, Ferris demands to see his lawyer after Spade comers the 
murderer and confronts him with his crime. Spade agrees that this is the best course of 
action, but stops short of condemning Ferris' crime. "It's all right with me," he says. 
"You're up against it, but I don't like blackmailers myself."188 This hint that Haven's 
murder may have been justified would have been unacceptable, even under the poorly 
188 (Hammett, A Man Called Spade 1944, 107) 
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enforced Radio Code. 189 Instead, Haven is transformed into a wholly likeable character. 
Sam makes fun of his poetic ramblings, but the confused young man serves as a vehicle 
to display the detective's ultimately good-hearted nature. The kind-hearted Effie presses 
him into taking the case, but Sam quickly develops an affinity for the poet. Edits in the 
script also emphasize Spade's sympathy for Haven by downplaying the detective's initial 
suspicion that the poet is taking Effie for a ride. Almost a full page of Sam questioning 
Effie about her first meeting with Haven is crossed out, including the cynical, "You don't 
figure this for a fast touch, Miss Pinkerton?"190 Instead, Sam accepts Effie's 
endorsement of Haven and takes the case because his loyal secretary likes "this kid." 191 
Indeed, Effie and Sam's attachment to Haven is more important than Haven's actual 
personality. Like the victims in most classical detective stories, Haven is present mostly 
to provide a body. We feel bad for the poet, but our sadness at his death does not distract 
us from the excitement we feel when Sam solves the case.192 
The implication that Haven's wife might be happy with another man was also 
unacceptable under industry codes, and Julia/Pearl is discredited by her transformation 
from suffering housewife to burlesque dancer. While she ultimately realizes her 
husband's worth, Pearl has to suffer for the crime of rejecting him and favoring the more 
successful Colyer. Before her penance is complete, Pearl is also shot by the murderer, 
but she survives to properly mourn her husband and reject the man who used him. The 
Havens' relationship also displays Sam's concern with preserving the middle class 
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family, one of the most noticeable traits he borrows from the classical detective. Pearl's 
repentance and genuine grief for her husband reaffirm the sanctity of their marital bond, 
and script edits remove the question of whether or not they were a good match for each 
other. In the original script, Pearl expresses affection and admiration for her husband, but 
she admits that she "never could savvy what he saw in me."193 Censors removed this 
moment of doubt in order to emphasize the couple's thwarted potential. Financial 
troubles may have separated the Havens, but the episode makes it clear that they are still 
joined by a deep affection for each other. We are left with the conviction that they had 
the potential to work out their differences and become like any other happy middle class 
couple, with a pair of children and a house in the suburbs. The Havens' thwarted 
potential can be read as a warning to other middle class families. Had Haven only been a 
stronger man and insisted on receiving proper payment for his labor, he could have 
provided for his wife. Had Pearl only been a stronger woman and resisted the temptation 
of Colyer's wealth and fame, she could have helped her husband stand up for himself and 
prosper. While Haven dies too early, Pearl lives to learn this lesson. She honors her 
husband's memory by rejecting Colyer, who could never be a suitable partner for her 
because he attempted to break up her first marriage. 
The sanctity and insular nature of the family is further reaffinned in the choice of 
Abigail as murderer. Abigail is introduced as an interloper and home wrecker. Just as 
Colyer threatens the Havens ' marriage by attempting to seduce Pearl, it is clear that 
Abigail is in love with Haven. Instead of sending him back to his wife, the only woman 
193 ("Sam and the Unhappy Poet", 17) (Spier Papers Box 1, Folder 5) 
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who could properly help him through his depression, Abigail tries to take Pearl's place. 
However, despite the fact that she shares Haven' s intellectual interests, Abigail is unable 
to comfort him, and eventually she murders him "to give him rest."194 The character of 
Abigail was created especially for "Sam and the Unhappy Poet." Hammett does describe 
a conversation between Spade and a bookshop girl who might have had an affair with 
Haven in "Too Many Have Lived," but her chief function is to point Spade to Ferris. 
Sam Spade's writers expanded this character and gave her a name. Abigail's character is 
a necessary addition because Ferris cannot be the murderer in the story that Sam Spade's 
producers want to tell. Without blackmail as a motive, Ferris simply has no reason to 
murder Haven. Abigail ' s motive is simultaneously comprehensible and tidiculous. We 
listeners can imagine how she might have arrived at the conclusion that Haven would be 
better off dead, but we cannot imagine coming to that decision ourselves. In marked 
contrast to the widespread desperation of the Great Depression, most Americans would 
have felt that life was simply too valuable to waste in such a way after the massive death 
toll of World War II. 
The decision to give Abigail an understandable but senseless motive marks 
another point in Sam's shift from hardboiled to classical detective. While the hardboiled 
detective solved crimes that people commit "for reasons," the classical detective deals 
with crime as a social aberration.195 Cawelti argues that the classical detective restores 
both internal and external social order, bringing "the mysterious forces that threaten to 
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disrupt the harmonious order of the psyche under control."196 Abigail's desire for Haven 
is clearly inappropriate and goes beyond all reasonable bounds. Her example shows how 
such misdirected passion can ruin multiple lives. In the end, Abigail earns a just reward 
for her inappropriate and destructive love. After destroying the man she loves and 
disrupting the Haven family by making any reconciliation impossible, Abigail loses the 
last of her self-control and proceeds to destroy herself. After she murders Haven, Abigail 
attempts to kill the people she holds responsible for his misery. First, Abigail shoots and 
injures Pearl, before she attempts to shoot Colyer and Ferris, along with Sam, who is 
protecting the two men. While Abigail's desire to kill Colyer and Ferris makes sense-
perhaps even more sense than her decision to kill Haven- she crosses the line by trying 
to shoot our hero. Initially, Sam feels sorry for Abigail because she killed out oflove. 
However, he recognizes that she is far too dangerous to remain in society at large. Sam 
justifies her punishment by telling Effie that Abigail "had done as much damage in one 
day as half the mugs at Alcatraz."197 In the end, we know that Abigail will be 
incarcerated and separated from the rest of society, and more importantly, that she 
deserves such punishment. 
This strong emphasis on the supremacy of law and order is vital to the episode's 
impact. As the third episode in a new series, "Sam and the Unhappy Poet" functioned as 
an important introduction to Sam's character and his world. In addition to displaying 
Sam's generous and soft-hearted nature, "Sam and the Unhappy Poet" shows Sam's 
familiarity with the city and its inhabitants and establishes him as an authority on both. 
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Unlike Effie, who remains isolated in relative safety at the office, Sam traverses the city 
with ease. Almost as soon as he tells us he is going somewhere, there he is. In "Sam and 
the Unhappy Poet," his search for the murderer leads him from his office to the parcel 
room of the Townsend Street Station. After a quick stop by the Westminster Book Mart 
next door, Sam goes on to The Gaiety Burlesque "over on South Market," before 
returning to Abigail ' s bookshop to close the case. 198 Script notes show that each ofthese 
locations is accompanied by appropriate sound cues to set the mood, from a door bell 
jingle for the bookstore, to "TINNY BURLESQUE MUSIC" for the Gaiety.199 These 
sounds serve as descriptive short cuts, meant to evoke stereotyped images in listeners' 
minds so that Sam can move on to his interactions with people. However, we never 
experience the sounds of Sam's travel between these places. While he describes the taxis 
and streetcars he takes to get from point A to point B, we never get to ride along with 
him. Instead, Sam appears to materialize in each new location, emphasizing his 
privileged power to explore the city and forcing us, along with Effie, to rely on his 
descriptions for our sense of the places he visits. Sam pinpoints each of these locations 
with deceptive precision, naming cross streets and comers as though he were charting 
points on a map. Sam's exactitude bolsters his credibility, especially for listeners who 
are not familiar with the city he describes. It does not matter that some of the places he 
mentions are real and some are not - the fact that he describes them as though they are 
real is all that matters. His meticulous attention to detail gives him an aura of authority 
and contributes to the urban atmosphere. 
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Sam's interactions with the people he meets in "Sam and the Unhappy Poet" also 
contribute to the urban vision conveyed to listeners. Again, many of the characters are 
conveyed in types- Abigail is "a skinny, high-minded looking woman with rabbit eyes" 
and heavy horn-rim glasses, while Colyer and Ferris are smarmy, self-involved self-
promoters.200 By reducing these characters to types, Spier and his writers managed to 
avoid some of Hammett's deeper commentary about the city's leadership. In "Too Many 
Have Lived," Colyer and Ferris are both respectable businessmen and pillars of the 
community, despite Ferris' shady past and Colyer's current involvement in violent strike-
breaking activities. On the radio, the men remain reprehensible figures who are 
discredited in the end, but their crimes involve deception rather than violence. Haven is 
materially damaged by their lies, despite the fact that he initially agreed to take part in the 
deception, but society as a whole is not. There is also no implication that the city's 
prosperity is built on past and present violence against the working man. While Ferris 
and Colyer are prominent members of the ente1iainment industry- we are told that the 
film rights to Colyer's novels regularly sell for millions of dollars- they are not 
presented as integral members of civic society. Their role is to provide the public with 
romantic fantasies, not to set laws and regulations, so it hardly matters that they are 
corrupt. At one point, Abigail compares Ferris to Hitler to emphasize the magnitude of 
his crime against Haven, but that reference was cut by censors reluctant to allow the 
comparison so soon after the Nazi threat had been vanquished.201 However, even as 
Ferris and Colyer's social roles and crimes are downplayed, they are also exposed and 
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discredited as frauds, losing what influence they have. 
When Cops Go Bad 
While "Too Many Have Lived" explores corruption in the big city of San 
Francisco, "Two Sharp Knives" focuses on small-town politics and the perverting power 
of greed. As Hammett wrote it, "Two Sharp Knives" is a puzzle-story. Walking home 
from a late-night poker game, Deerwood Police Chief Scott Anderson spots Lester 
Furman, a man whose face he knows from a circular put out by the Transcontinental 
Detective Agency. The circular claims that Furman is wanted for murder in Philadelphia. 
Anderson and one of his officers, Wally Shane, pick Furman up for questioning. Furman 
admits to having come from Philadelphia, but appears genuinely confused at the 
accusation leveled at him. Furman claims that he came to Deerwood looking for his 
wife, who had run away years before. Anderson holds Furman for the Philadelphia 
police, but things quickly start to unravel. First, Furman's body is discovered in his cell 
in an apparent suicide. Then word comes from the Transcontinental Detective Agency 
that the circular was a careful forgery. After the inquest, the coroner tells Anderson that 
he withheld the fact that Funnan had two scars under his hair, indicating that Furman had 
been knocked out before he was hung. Later, Furman's estranged wife, Ethel, arrives 
from New York with a woman who Wally recognizes as Hotcha Randall, a member of a 
criminal syndicate Wally had infiltrated in New York earlier that year. Ethel explains 
that she left her husband after their young child died because she wanted to lead a 
different life, and that she wanted nothing from him. Hotcha, on the other hand, seems 
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keen to convince Ethel to collect the large inheritance that Furman left to her. Anderson 
begins to put the pieces together when Ethel admits she recognizes the picture of Furman 
from the circular as one that she had kept among some of her papers. Pretending that he 
is going to send Ethel and Hotcha back to New York with Wally to keep an eye on them, 
Anderson brings the women to Wally's apartment. Once there, Ethel recognizes Wally 
as Harry, her New York lover. Wally confesses that he met and seduced Ethel while 
working undercover in New York, and that he murdered Furman to get his money. The 
story ends with Anderson telling Wally, "I'm sorry you did it, Wally. I always liked 
you," and Wally responding, "I know you did .. .I was counting on that."202 
Hammett's story explores several issues, including civic politics and corruption, 
personal greed, dissatisfaction with bourgeois life, and the decline of conventional 
authority figures. Wally, a young police officer, is seduced by the idea of easy money 
and the idea that he is smarter than the other criminals and his boss. He ignores the 
upright example set by his superior, Anderson, and relies on the police chiefs age and 
fondness for him to help him get away with murder. As Anderson investigates Furman's 
murder he also has to deal with the political machinations of the District Attorney, Ted 
Carroll, who hopes to use the debacle to have Anderson thrown out of office. 
Meanwhile, Ethel, having freely abandoned her comfortable bourgeois life in 
Philadelphia for the excitement provided by New York's criminal classes, is too innocent 
to realize that others might use her to get to her husband's money. While the radio 
adaptation of "Two Sharp Knives" touches briefly on these issues, it is clear that the 
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producers and Wildroot were much more interested in using the story to build up the 
character of Sam. 
"Two Sharp Knives" aired on August 16, 1946, and it was the sixth episode in 
The Adventures of Sam Spade's to run on ABC. In the radio episode, Sam replaces 
Police Chief Anderson as the chief investigator, and instead of treating the story as a 
straightforward caper, "Two Sharp Knives" is presented as a flashback episode, meant to 
give listeners an idea of Sam's past. Like most episodes of the series, "Two Sharp 
Knives" begins with Sam calling Effie at his office. However, before he can begin to tell 
her about his latest caper, Effie tells him that there is a man dying in his office. The man 
is Wally, who was shot breaking out of prison. After Wally dies in Sam's arms, Sam tells 
Effie the story of his "misspent youth."203 Fifteen years ago, we learn, Sam was a plain 
clothes detective "just like Dundy."204 He worked in Deerwood, "a nice clean little 
[Midwestern] town with nice clean little people," and Wally was his partner.205 Sam and 
Wally first encounter Funnan shortly after 2:11 a.m., when they are patrolling the train 
station to make sure "no undesirables drifted in to contaminate the nice clean little people 
in the nice clean little town," a regular part of their patrol.206 Events in the episode 
progress much as they did in Hammett's story, culminating in Wally's arrest. In the end, 
we return to the present day and Dundy comes to collect Wally's body. Sam concludes 
that his former friend must have gone stir crazy in jail and so chose to die escaping rather 
than spend the rest ofhis life behind bars. 
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No recording ofthe Sam Spade adaptation of"Two Sharp Knives" exists, but the 
script indicates that this is one of Sam's more serious tales. Despite his deep empathy for 
the victims of most crimes, Sam usually manages to recover his spirits by cracking wise 
throughout the episode, especially as he and Effie sign off for the night. In "Two Sharp 
Knives," however, he makes no attempt at levity. Instead, Sam is somber and serious, 
indicating his grief over his lost innocence and his partner's betrayal. By making it a 
story about past sadness, the writers render any social commentary it contains irrelevant. 
Sam's word choice implies that he looks unkindly on Deerwood's desire to exclude 
"undesirables" searching for work during the Depression, but the audience can comfort 
itself with the conviction that that exclusion was something that happened fifteen years 
ago, not in the present day.207 The same is true of what is left ofHammett's political 
commentary. In the end, the episode can be interpreted more as a commentary on why 
Sam chooses to work alone than as a critique of Depression-era small town politics. 
Hammett frames the disputes between Anderson and District Attorney Carroll as 
a political dispute. From the beginning, Anderson tells us that he and Carroll "were on 
opposite sides of the fence politically and we took our politics seriously in Candle 
County," framing all of their subsequent interactions as a municipal power struggle.208 
This battle casts doubt on the D .A.'s commitment to law and order, implying that he is 
more interested in consolidating power and creating trouble for others than finding 
Furman's murder. In the radio episode, Sam and Carroll clash, but it is framed as a 
personal issue - rather than being a political animal, Carroll is simply an unpleasant 
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person. Sam tells him that Carroll that he never liked him, but he does not say why. 
Additionally, the D.A. 's anger and excitement could be read as a perfectly 
understandable frustration at the very embarrassing murder that has occurred within his 
jurisdiction. He does not do much to help Sam's investigation, but he also does not 
hinder it. In Hammett's story, Carroll is not Anderson's only worry. The sympathetic 
police chief also has to deal with George, the incompetent and disrespectful jailer. 
Despite his insubordination, Anderson cannot fire George because his uncle is the county 
chairman. The police chief cannot even properly chastise the boy without jeopardizing 
his own position, and is reduced to thinking threats at him: "I thought, Any day now I'm 
going to forget that your uncle is county chairman and throw you back in the gutter. I 
said, 'Do all the talking you want, but do what I tell you."' (emphasis in original).Z09 On 
the radio, George's sarcasm is less egregious because neither Sam nor Wally is the police 
chief. Still, George earns an earful for mocking Funnan as he locks him up, but not from 
Sam. Instead, Wally chastises George for being jealous ofthe reward money Wally and 
Sam are supposed to receive for capturing Funnan, telling him "George, your brother-in-
law may be the D.A., but you're only a jailer around here.'mo This reproof, coming from 
a near peer, serves more as life advice to a foolish youth from someone who knows 
better. By placing the reproof in Wally's mouth, the episode also distances Sam from the 
county's corrupting politics. Unlike Wally, Sam is uninterested in engaging in politics or 
asserting his power. Instead, he just wants to find out the truth and get the job done. 
"Two Sharp Knives" was a difficult story to tell in the context of broadcaster 
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prohibitions on showing the police in the negative light. Wally is a problematic 
murderer, and the writers had to present his character carefully. Because he was Sam's 
friend, Wally has to be somewhat sympathetic in order to avoid casting a negative light 
on Sam's judgment. However, as a criminal, Wally cannot be shown as a good guy. The 
episode lays the groundwork for Wally ' s betrayal early by revealing him as a pessimist 
who lacks faith in the social fabric. As Wally and Sam wait at the station for the 2: 11 
train with Elmer, the station agent, the pat1ners have the following exchange: 
SPADE:. Two-eleven figure to be on time tonight? 
ELMER: On the nose! 
SOUND: DISTANT WHISTLE OF TRAIN 
WALLY: (GOODNATUREDL Y) Shucks. That's another four bits I owe you, 
Sam. Why do I bet? They 're never late! 
SAM: (CHUCKLING) You bet ' em late ' cause you're a pessimist, Wally. Now 
me- I always figure things will be ok. Besides, I got more faith in the railroad 
company than you.211 
While the episode's events may appear to belie Sam's optimism, his is the outlook we are 
meant to echo. Wally does not betray Sam because Sam has too much faith, but because 
Wally has too little, and Wally's self-destructive pessimism highlights the wisdom of 
Sam's optimism and confidence in cultural institutions. Sam believes that the railroad 
company will keep to its promised timetable and that the train will arrive at precisely 
2: 11 each night, just as he believes that the sun will rise each morning and that America's 
democratic capitalist society is the best preserver of individual freedom. Unlike Wally, 
Sam is invested in the society that he is sworn to protect, and he is committed to 
conventional ideals of fairness and justice. 
While Wally serves as a direct example of the maxim that crime does not pay, 
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Wildroot still appears to have been worried about the perception that the episode could 
encourage listeners to think that maybe they could have carried off Wally's plot. In 
Hammett's short story, Wally explains his actions to Anderson, 
What gets most saps into jams? A yen for easy dough. I'm in New York, see, 
working on that Dutton job for you, palling around with gamblers, and racketeers, 
passing for one of them; and I get to figuring that here my work takes as much 
brains as theirs, and is as tough and dangerous as theirs, but they're taking in big 
money and I'm working for coffee and doughnuts. That kind of stuff gets you.212 
Wally's reasoning may be flawed, but his feelings are understandable. Readers would 
likely have sympathized with his impulse, especially in the context of the Great 
Depression. His plot might even have served as a cathartic release for those who wished 
that they could do the same without getting caught. By 1946, however, this sentiment 
had to be expressed differently, especially on a radio program aired when children were 
listening. Wally can still express his jealousy of the gangsters' easy money, but he is not 
allowed make the logical jump that if he is smarter than them, he should be able to 
commit the perfect crime. The original script copies Wally's explanation almost 
verbatim, but censors cut the lines "Well, I get to figuring that my work takes more brains 
than theirs .. . " and "That kind of stuff gets you, Sam. Anyway, it got to me."213 Earlier 
in the same scene the censors had cut similar lines, including Sam telling Wally that his 
"caper itself was pretty enough. But you didn't play it right."214 These cuts de-
emphasize Wally's cleverness in planning the crime. By removing these references to his 
intelligence, the censors frame Wally as a fool seduced by easy money. As a fool -
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especially a fool Sam was fond of- it was alright for him to earn some audience pity, but 
not our deeper empathy. The episode seems to go to some pains to distance us from 
Wally, who is treated like the criminal in a classical detective story.215 To keep the 
audience from forming an attachment to him and to prevent us from suspecting him, 
Wally is largely absent from the narrative after he is introduced in the opening. Once he 
is caught, he is immediately distanced from society. In a seemingly minor detail, his 
confession scene is moved from Anderson' s office at the police station to his prison cell, 
where he is literally caged off from his former peers. This change emphasizes the 
impartiality of justice. Wally may have been a member of the police force, but once he 
confesses to his crime he is treated just like any other criminal. 
Wally ' s story is the quintessential cop-gone-wrong narrative, which was 
dangerous ground for an industry defending itself against charges of inciting juvenile 
delinquency. However, Wally is not the only police officer present in "Two Sharp 
Knives," and the writers temper the negative image of the conupted officer with the 
positive example of the upright Sam. Re-writing Sam as a former cop also helps to 
enhance his public service credentials. In The Maltese Falcon, Spade tells Brigid that he 
once worked for a large detective agency, like the Continental Op and Hammett himself. 
However, as Hammett notes in an aside in "Zigzags of Treachery," private detectives 
were not seen as trustworthy authorities in the public opinion. By showing Sam learning 
his trade in the public service rather than at a for-profit detective agency, Spier and his 
writers bolster his public service credentials. This origin story can also help to explain 
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why Sam works alone. After one partner violated his trust and the law so egregiously, we 
can understand why Sam would be reluctant to find another. Bonding with a new partner 
who might potentially try to dupe Sam in the same way as Wally would not simply open 
our hero up to more heartbreak- it would revive the possibility that Sam might be 
blinded by affection that would render him unable to do his job. Instead, Sam remains a 
solo guardian of the law, and his isolation helps to reaffirm his stoic masculinity. Sam 
usually enjoys his job more than Bogart's Spade appears to, but at his core he is serious 
and committed to justice. By aligning Sam with the police, the series also reaffirms the 
masculine authority of official law enforcement agents. Sam might mock Dundy and his 
fellow officers in The Adventures of Sam Spade, but he and Dundy share the same 
commitment to the masculine role: social defender. Sam's position as protector of the 
innocent is reaffirmed when he returns to Effie at the end of each caper. While we almost 
always see him working alone when he is on the case, Sam's connection to Effie reminds 
us that he is fighting for women and children everywhere. 
Sam's move from the country to the city is also interesting to examine, especially 
in light of the growth of the suburbs that many in the white middle class saw as a return 
to a friendlier, small-town way of life. In Crabgrass Frontier, his history of American 
suburbanization, Kenneth Jackson (1985) argues that many new suburbanites saw 
themselves as "escapees from the central city [who] were anxious to insulate their 
neighborhoods from the 'liquor power ' and other pernicious urban influences" and to 
exert "moral control of our village."216 As early as the early 1900s, white Americans left 
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the cities to distance themselves from growing immigrant communities and criminal 
influences. Jackson points out that many cities attempted to control suburban flight, 
which depleted their tax bases and distanced potential reformers who might work to clean 
up urban areas by annexing their growing suburban fringes. However, annexation was 
not always possible, and by the post-war period the white middle classes' growing 
prosperity enabled an increasing number of urban dwellers to purchase single family 
homes in suburbs. 
Hammett does not directly refer to the suburban desire to exclude outsiders in 
"Two Sharp Knives," making it especially surprising that the radio episode would make 
such a derogatory reference to the exclusive nature of suburban communities. As I point 
out above, Sam's comment is couched in the historical context ofthe Depression, when 
many rural communities excluded all outsiders, irrespective of race and background. In 
contrast to the frightened pre-war inhabitants, Sam appears to enjoy San Francisco's 
multicultural mix of inhabitants. However, it is clear that Sam has the ability to tell the 
good citizens from the bad- perhaps because of his experience excluding undesirables 
from Deerwood. Wally, on the other hand, clearly cannot handle the temptations of the 
city or tell the good influences from the bad, and one visit drives him to murder. 
The temptations of the city are also present in two other adaptations of "Two 
Sharp Knives," both produced for the popular CBS anthology series Suspense, which was 
also produced by Spier. The Suspense adaptations - produced in 1942 and 1945- keep 
Police Chief Anderson as their hero, with Wally as his assistant and heir-apparent, adding 
context to a relationship never fully spelled-out in Hammett's text. The Suspense 
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adaptations do not ignore the political antagonism between Anderson and Carroll, but 
Wally diffuses their confrontation by joking, "Come, come gentlemen! Nobody would 
know you two are staunch admirers of each other."217 After this interjection, the men 
discuss the case with relative calm. Anderson is also able to chastise George, telling him 
"George, any day now I'm gonna forget that your uncle is county chairman and throw 
you back in the gutter just to see how high you'll bounce! Remember that."218 This 
threat humbles George, who protests that he didn't mean anything by his grumbling. By 
acknowledging the political tensions but moderating them, the Suspense adaptations 
bolster their claims to narrative realism. Unlike The Adventures of Sam Spade, Suspense 
was less interested in targeting a family audience. The series presented itself as 
"compounded of mystery and intrigue and dangerous adventure," with stories carefully 
selected to keep listeners guessing until the very end.219 As Allison McCracken has 
demonstrated, Suspense promoted itself as a high culture thriller anthology series.220 
Episodes were often adapted from pulp publications, but they featured recognizable 
Hollywood stars and quality scripts that often explored complicated social issues and 
forced listeners to explore their own psychological reactions. 
Despite their claim that they presented famous stories accurately, Spier and his 
writers made a few significant changes to the story they broadcast. Unlike the Sam Spade 
adaptation, both of the Suspense adaptations update the story to near the present day. The 
original story ostensibly took place in 1934, with the implication that Ethel had 
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abandoned her husband in the 1920s. The story's Depression-era context also helps us to 
understand Wally's actions as a desire to get ahead in an era when it was hard for a 
working man to even fmd a job. Both of the Suspense recordings appear to place the 
present day around 1942- the year that the story was first presented on the program. In 
this timeline, Ethel left her husband at the height of the Depression, and Wally's 
conuption is even more damning because it occurs when public sentiment was being 
marshaled in support of wartime sacrifice. High-paying defense jobs were plentiful in 
cities in the 1940s, and there was incredible pressure for patriotic men to enlist in the 
Army and fight overseas. Instead of fighting for American ideals, Wally is a destructive 
agent who plots against an upstanding member of society whose only crime is loving his 
wife too much. This is emphasized in the 1944 broadcast, which concludes with a call to 
buy war bonds to support American troops fighting in the Pacific. 
Zig Zags of Treachery 
Like "Two Sharp Knives," "Zigzags of Treachery" is a complicated tale ofhidden 
identity and blackmail. In Hammett's story, the Continental Op- Hammett' s anonymous 
operative for the Continental Detective Agency - is called in to resolve questions around 
the death of Dr. Herbert Estep, a well-known and prosperous San Francisco doctor. 
While Estep appears to have killed himself, the police have arrested his wife on suspicion 
of murder after learning that Estep had been secretly married to another woman decades 
earlier. After days of patiently tailing the alleged first wife, Edna, and her associate, 
Jacob Ledwich, the Op learns that Estep was actually living under an assumed name, 
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having bought another doctor's medical credentials after he was stripped of his own in a 
scandal twenty-seven years earlier. Ledwich had helped Estep to obtain his new 
credentials, and then proceeded to collect a regular percentage of the doctor's profits. 
However, after a lucky investment doubled Estep's wealth, Ledwich wanted more. When 
Estep refused, Ledwich arranged a plot to drive him to suicide and brought Edna- the 
real Estep's wife- to San Francisco to collect the inheritance. Before the Op solves the 
case and enables Vance Richmond, the Estep's lawyer, to free the fragile Mrs. Estep from 
prison, Ledwich also kills the real Estep, who had followed Edna to San Francisco in the 
fear that she and Ledwich were planning to double cross and abandon him. 
While the radio episode preserves many of the same events as Hammett's story, 
they are rearranged and altered to decrease the story's complexity and to downplay the 
deception that Estep committed against his patients. Sam enters the case earlier than the 
Continental Op- before Dr. Estep's death. Sam first encounters the doctor in a hotel bar, 
where he is drinking away his worries while he waits to meet with his lawyer. During 
this encounter, the real Estep- here called Boyd- appears as a drunken antagonist for the 
"sober and nervous" victim.221 When Boyd harasses Estep, the well-respected doctor 
uncharacteristically loses his temper and hits Boyd in the ensuing scuffle. This tense 
scene sets the tone for the rest of the episode, signaling that there is something wrong 
with the doctor while still enlisting our sympathy for Estep, who tells Sam that he feels 
"something sinister closing in on" him after a visit from an unknown woman.222 Estep 
gives Sam an envelope addressed to the District Attorney, but before Estep can contact 
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Sam with further instructions, a gunsel steals the envelope and the doctor turns up dead. 
Having already received two hundred dollars from Estep, Sam offers his services to 
Richmond, the family lawyer, on behalf of Estep's wife, who has been arrested on 
suspicion. 
The episode simplifies the story, cutting out Ledwich and placing Richmond in 
the blackmailer/murderer role. Unlike Hammett's Richmond, who acts as though he is in 
love with the second Mrs. Estep, the radio Richmond seems more concerned with fmding 
the stolen envelope. Edna takes the role of the femme fatale, attempting to seduce Sam 
where Hammett had described her as terse and silent. Interestingly, Sam plays into this 
seduction as he attempts to get information from her, pretending to be on Edna' s side and 
offering to split Estep's fortune with Edna in exchange for Sam withholding proof that 
Estep committed suicide. While Sam's pretense at crookedness is clearly a ruse to trick 
Edna into betraying her part in the plot, the censors appear to have worried that some 
listeners would believe it and so they cut some of his stronger lines, such as "If we're 
going to make this stick, I've got to know all the angles."223 Despite the fact that they 
were drawing on the by then well-established tradition of the virtuous private detective, 
Sam Spade's producers clearly felt the need to reaffirm their hero's moral rectitude in the 
series ' early episodes. 
In addition to his infallible honesty, Sam is a glamorous and exciting character, 
who approaches his job much more like a classical detective like Sherlock Holmes - only 
with a greater chance of encountering violence. Throughout "Zigzags of Treachery," 
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Hammett presents the act of detection as patient and slow. Unlike Sherlock Holmes, the 
Continental Op rarely experiences sudden bursts of insight. 224 Instead, he relies on 
consistent and decidedly unglamorous legwork to uncover clues that he can piece 
together into a viable solution. This emphasis on legwork augments the weight 
Hammett's detectives place on hard evidence, without which they know they cannot 
successfully prosecute a case. While classical detectives like Holmes are able to tiump 
the police and force definitive confessions from criminals through their intellectual 
prowess, the hardboiled detective must work hard for his prosecutions. As Raymond 
Chandler pointed out in "The Simple Art of Murder," the classical model is hardly 
realistic. As the Op acknowledges, "a private detective on the witness stand - unless he 
is absolutely sure of every detail - has an unpleasant and ineffectual time of it. "225 Such 
evidence is especially important to the Op, who is keenly aware of the public's suspicion 
of private eyes: 
I 've testified before juries all the way from the city of Washington to the state of 
Washington, and I've never seen one yet that wasn't anxious to believe that a 
private detective is a double crossing specialist who goes around with a cold deck 
in one pocket, a complete forger's outfit in another, and who counts that day lost 
in which he railroads no innocent to the hoosegow.226 
Sam is also keenly aware of the need for hard evidence, but he does not always have to 
produce it. In Hammett' s "Zigzags of Treachery," the Op cannot rest until he retrieves 
Estep's suicide note from Ledwich. On the radio, Sam is able to force a confession from 
Richmond without the note. This confession is bolstered by the testimony of a garage 
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attendant, but Sam appears to have convinced the man to incriminate himself enough 
without the attendant's help. This change emphasizes how the conception of the private 
detective changed as the character moved from the pulps to more family friendly media. 
Because he is so clearly allied with the police and justice, Sam's word- backed up by a 
witness or a confession- is enough to convict a wrongdoer. The censor's fear that 
listeners would think Sam was aligning himself with Edna highlights the producers' 
desire to ensure that their hero remain aligned with truth in the minds of the audience. If 
Sam says a man is a criminal, we must believe that man is guilty. 
While Hammett's Continental Op stories deal with many of the same issues as the 
Spade stories, the Op is a very different character. First, the Op works for a larger 
detective agency, which enables him to call for reinforcements when he needs them. In 
"Zigzags of Treachery," he has a partner tail Ledwich while he keeps an eye on Edna. 
Sam always works alone or with the police, giving legal cover to his surveillance 
activities. More significantly, Hammett gives the Op an internal monologue, something 
he consistently denies Spade. While the Op's thoughts are mostly direct and business-
like, readers are able to relate to him better because we know what he is thinking and why 
he chooses to take certain courses of action. The Op comments on his occupation and, 
like Sam, he provides a running commentary on the city. However, unlike Sam, the Op 
refuses to engage emotionally with his clients. Each time he discusses the case with 
Richmond, the Op finds himself backing away from the emotional lawyer, who is 
worried for his client's life because she is having a mental breakdown in prison. As the 
Op comments the first time he leaves Richmond' s office, "I don' t like eloquence: if it 
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isn't effective enough to pierce your hide, it's tiresome; and if it is effective enough, then 
it muddles your thoughts."227 In marked contrast, Sam is pulled into the case when Estep 
begs him for help, and his first thought on hearing that his client is dead is to earn his fee 
by helping the client's wife. Having failed to protect one member of the Estep family, 
Sam resolves to save the other. The thought that Mrs. Estep might have killed her 
husband never seems to cross his mind. Poor Mrs. Estep never appears in the episode 
itself, but Sam also has a chance to show pity for Boyd -the real Dr. Estep - a bitter 
drunk who Richmond kills to clear up loose ends. As Edna tells Sam, Boyd was "a 
brilliant guy but an incurable drunkard" who consented to sell his diploma for twenty 
thousand dollars, "more money than we'd ever seen in our lives."228 As in "Two Sharp 
Knives," the timeline in "Zigzags of Treachery" was updated for the radio adaptation, 
and Edna places the diploma sale around 1931 or 1932, as people were feeling the bite of 
the Great Depression. This context helps to excuse her greed in taking the false Estep's 
money. With no better prospects, a desperate couple might well bend the law to secure 
some comfort. 
Hammett refuses to give the false Estep's real name, but The Adventures of Sam 
Spade is eager to identify him as Richard Fowler. By identifying the doctor, and by 
emphasizing that his scheme to buy Estep's diploma is "crazy," the writers appear to be 
trying to downplay a potential audience concern - that their own doctor might have been 
part of a scandal and may now be practicing under a false name.229 Even Sam, who we 
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assume has heard of everything, claims that "a hot diploma" scheme is "new to me," in a 
line that was added to the script in pencil shortly before broadcast.230 Hammett, on the 
other hand, appears eager to stoke this fear. When he explains the scheme, Ledwich tells 
the Op, "Nowadays [forged diplomas are] easy to get- there's a regular business in them 
- but twenty-five years ago, while you could manage it, they were hard to get."231 In 
Hammett' s world, everyone is potentially corrupt and dangerous. Your own doctor may 
be a competent practitioner, or he might be living under an assumed name to hide from 
some past scandal. There is simply no way to know anyone's past for certain in the 
anonymous city. Even Estep's loving wife had no idea of his past. In the radio city, 
however, it is clear that people can run but they cannot hide the truth forever. Hammett's 
Estep lived under his false name for twenty-five years before his blackmailer' s greed got 
the better of him. That Estep also lived a good life and contributed to the community. 
While the radio Estep is also relatively sympathetic, he is allowed fewer than fifteen 
years before his false identity is exposed. When he is exposed on the radio, Estep must 
be positively identified as a singular individual. Without a real name, Estep is an 
archetype, potentially representing thousands of other professionals practicing under false 
credentials and undermining the official licensing system meant to keep people safe. 
With a name, he is just one transgressor, and one who managed to make good after his 
initial violation of the rules. 
In addition to isolating Estep as a singular offender, the Sam Spade episode also 
removes Hammett' s political commentary. When Richmond hires the Op to clear the 
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invalid Mrs. Estep, he emphasizes his client's dire situation by telling the Op that, while 
the crime scene could show evidence of a struggle or suicide, Mrs. Estep is unlikely to 
receive the benefit of the doubt: 
... this is the worst time imaginable for a thing like this to come up! Within the 
past few months there have been no less than five widely advertised murders of 
men by women who were supposed to have been betrayed, or deceived ... 
Not one of those five women was convicted. As a result, we have the press, the 
public, and even the pulpit, howling for a stricter enforcement of justice. The 
newspapers are lined up against Mrs. Estep as strongly as their fear of libel suits 
will permit. The women's clubs are lined up against her. Everybody is clamoring 
for an example to be made of her. 232 
These fears are completely absent on The Adventures of Sam Spade. Hammett 
characterizes the city's residents as a potential lynch mob, eager for blood regardless of 
Mrs. Estep's actual guilt or innocence. Hammett's critique singles out women's clubs, 
newspapers, and religious authorities, all prominent organs of middle class reform 
movements, for special condemnation by implying that they do not care who is punished 
for urban crime so long as someone is. The idea that the urban public - especially such 
notable reform bodies as women's clubs and religious authorities- might clamor for an 
innocent woman's death would have been completely unacceptable to Wildroot and the 
networks. Even the idea that the innocent woman might be arrested for her husband's 
suicide appears to have been awkward for the series. In order to excuse Mrs. Estep's 
arrest, the writers are deliberately obtuse in their handling of the crime. Dundy does not 
dwell on details of the crime scene when he tells Sam that Estep has been murdered. 
Even after it is revealed that Estep did in fact kill himself, Sam emphasizes Richmond's 
guilt as the man who drove to doctor to suicide. This is in keeping with censorship codes 
232 (Hammett, Zigzags of Treachery 1999, 98) 
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like NBC's, which required that "suicide shall never be presented as a satisfactory 
solution of any human problem."233 The Op also believes that suicide is a sign of 
weakness, but he recognizes that Estep at least though his action was honorable because 
he was trying to protect his wife from exposure. In Hammett's view, we could even 
argue that society drove Estep to suicide by placing such a high value on public 
appearances. Despite his earlier scandal, Estep had earned his good reputation in San 
Francisco, only to have it undone more than two decades later. Had the scandal broken, 
Estep's life would have been over socially if not in actuality, and his suicide is his 
meager attempt to save his wife more pain. 
A Whole New World 
Throughout these stories, Hammett revels in exposing society's gray areas. 
Estep's good reputation as a doctor is based on a fraud, but he did genuinely help his 
patients in San Francisco. In "Too Many Have Lived," the murderer is a bad man, but so 
is the victim. "Two Sharp Knives" shows how the skills that make a man a good 
detective can also make him a master criminal. In each story, Hammett emphasizes that 
the past is always with us in the present; it is an inescapable force that shapes our future. 
History is far less important in The Adventures of Sam Spade, and it is certainly less 
deterministic. While the past does play a major role in the radio adaptations of "Zigzags 
of Treachery" and "Two Sharp Knives," it is downplayed as a threatening presence. 
When Sam Spade deals with the past, it is always to explore individual sadness or 
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corruption. Sam's past experiences as a small town police officer explain why he works 
alone and avoids close attachments in the present. However, the story of Wally's 
betrayal does not stand in for the stories of countless corrupted police officers who were 
seduced by greed during the Prohibition era, and who might still be working within the 
justice system. Likewise, the false Dr. Estep is not one of a large number of disgraced 
doctors who support an entire industry of false credentials in the present. Instead, he is 
one man whose crooked lawyer found a desperate couple willing to sell their honor to 
avoid starving during the Depression. 
These efforts to contain the past reflect a broader post-war desire to look toward 
the future with optimism. After decades of chaos and destruction, the United States had 
set out to reshape the old world in its own image through efforts like the Marshall Plan to 
finance rebuilding and encourage the spread of capitalism in post-war Europe. At home, 
middle class radio listeners were forming their own new worlds as they abandoned the 
aging and crowded cities for pre-planned suburbs. Levittowns sprung up across the 
United States from the late 1940s on and became places where the emerging middle 
classes felt that they could raise their children in homogenous and safe communities, 
away from the heterogeneous confusion of the urban centers. These communities, named 
for Levitt & Sons, the construction company responsible for the largest developments, 
were among the first mass produced housing in the country. Houses were cheap and 
uniformly constructed, opening the possibility of home ownership to young couples who 
otherwise might have rented apartments within city limits. Radio advertisers were 
especially interested in encouraging the formation of this homogeneous middle class, 
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which served as the chief consumers of their products. Series like The Adventures of Sam 
Spade encouraged consumer spending in the post-war era by encouraging listeners to 
forget the lessons of the Great Depression, which might encourage them to save their 
newfound wealth, and act on the bottled-up desire for sponsors' new consumer products. 
The Adventures of Sam Spade reframes the serious business of solving crime as an 
enjoyable game that certain privileged individuals like Sam engage in because they 
ultimately relish the chase, and because they want to help people. Even as The 
Adventures of Sam Spade excited its audiences with portrayals of urban crime, the series 
downplays that threat, as though to tell audiences that they did not really need to worry 
about crime and criminality in their own communities, or even in the city, if they should 
ever care to visit. Detectives like Sam and his comrades in blue were there to protect 
citizens and their property, and crime was something that happened to other people. 
Significantly, most of the victims in Sam Spade are involved in the criminal underworld 
to some extent. The series stops short of arguing that all victims brought crime upon 
themselves, but it does indicate that they put themselves in harm's way. 
Sam does more than simply solve crimes, however. He also acts as a tour guide 
for suburban listeners curious about the cities they had left behind. Unlike many white 
suburbanites, Sam is unafraid of the city's ethnic minorities and cultural diversity. In 
some episodes, Sam receives vital assistance from ethnic characters, usually men who 
own their own businesses. These characters are heavily stereotyped. In "Sam and the 
Scythian Tiara," a curio shop owner named Ching Ling helps Sam to solve a murder and 
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recover a priceless artifact that he has cleverly hidden in plain sight.234 However, Ching 
is not presented as Sam's equal. Ching speaks stereotypically broken English, and his 
manner is deferential. Ching is also presented as the good "Chinaman" and positioned in 
pointed contrast to Yang, the victim's surly and unhelpful houseboy. Other multi-ethnic 
characters - both good and bad -play similar roles in subsequent episodes, but most are 
dominated by white characters. Non-white ethnic characters almost never have more 
than a few moments of air time, nor are they characterized in detail for listeners to 
identify with. Ultimately, Sam Spade's occasional celebrations of the multicultural city 
appear more in the voyeuristic tradition of newsreel coverage than as a call for white 
middle class listeners to welcome other ethnicities into their communities. The newsreel 
tradition would have been familiar to Spier, who directed the famous March of Time 
newsreel series for radio in 1936, and Sam Spade's writers employed it to create the 
impression of a realistic slice of life in the city without forcing suburban listeners to 
connect to minorities on a personalleve1.235 
While Sam embraces white middle-class values, he is able to traverse all levels of 
society, and he uses this ability to report on the urban condition. This function is highly 
problematic. Sam draws distinctions between good and bad members of minority groups, 
but both types are presented in a manner that perpetuates cultural stereotypes. Sam Spade 
shares this issue with most other contemporary radio series, which adopted the white 
middle class viewpoint as normal and included minorities only as stereotyped and tertiary 
characters. This attitude encourages a sort of genteel racism that hides under a mask of 
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tolerance of a distant other. Sam guides his listeners through an environment that is more 
diverse than the suburbs, but he does not challenge their preconceptions about ethnic and 
cultural minorities or broaden their racial understanding. Throughout, Sam Spade 
downplays the threat of the city by obscuring the deep cultural divisions that had led to 
violent events like the Zoot Suit Riots between white servicemen and Latino youth in Los 
Angeles during World War II. Instead, Sam's city is a space that can confuse 
newcomers, but it is ultimately comprehensible and containable, if you only have the 
proper knowledge to guide you. While not every citizen can have that knowledge, Sam 
represents the promise that someone does. By removing the past as a threat and 
promising listeners that law enforcement agents were in a position to protect the property 
of every citizen and not just that of the elite, radio detective series created an image of a 
world in which it was safe to spend. 
The Adventures of Sam Spade marks an apex in the trend toward reforming 
hardboiled detectives into unequivocally sympathetic characters and guardians of truth, 
justice and the American way. As social mores loosened over the next few decades, 
adaptations of hardboiled detective fiction became more risque and violent. However, 
through the 1950s, detectives like Sam Spade and Philip Marlowe were popular 
defenders of the peace who taught listeners to navigate confusing and potentially 
dangerous urban spaces. Through a series of film, radio and television adaptations that 
reinforced and fed into each other, the hardboiled detective genre was temporarily 
transformed into a genre that supported the dominant social structure. Instead of 
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critiquing society, detectives like Sam Spade provided gentle nudges in the right 
direction, encouraging listeners to adhere to socially sanctioned behaviors and promising 
that transgressors would be punished. Through what Todd Gitlin terms their "week-to-
weekness," these series reinforced a view that this was the normal and desirable order of 
things in a stable society.236 While that stable society was ultimately a mirage, the 
illusion was one that many Americans felt very much in need of after the desolation of 
the Great Depression and the chaos of World War II. 
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Conclusion: A Man of the People 
As we have seen in the previous chapters, The Adventures of Sam Spade 
represents a significant moment in the clash between different popular conceptions of the 
private detective story. While Dashiell Hammett created Sam Spade as a thoroughly 
hardboiled character who was cut off from his fellow men, producer William Spier and 
his writers were influenced by a range of sources when they reformed Spade into Sam, an 
altruistic and sympathetic character for radio audiences. Spade was not the only detective 
to undergo such a transfonnation, but he is one of the more extreme cases. Unlike 
Hammett's Spade, Raymond Chandler' s Philip Marlowe did not have to change much to 
become a sympathetic and altruistic character. Hammett refused to give his readers any 
resolution or hope through the character of Sam Spade, preferring to hold a mirror up to 
social corruption and let his readers work it out as they would. Chandler, on the other 
hand, saw a need for "a quality of redemption" in his art, and insisted that a detective 
"must be the best man in his world and a good enough man for any world."237 Marlowe 
is world weary and wary, but he has compassion and hope that Hammett's Spade lacks. 
In the end, Marlowe's optimism, combined with the classical detective' s moral and social 
outlook, became the model for many of the popular detectives of the era. In this 
conclusion I will discuss the persona of the radio detective in more general detail before 
positing some areas for futther study. I begin by discussing the formidable cultural 
presence of Humphrey Bogart, Hollywood' s most iconic film detective. Radio and 
television producers drew heavily on Bogart's persona when they created their own 
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detectives, but they often lightened the heavy gloom the actor exuded. 
Paying Homage to Humphrey Bogart 
Spier and his writers repeatedly drew on conventions and character types 
associated with the popular image of the private detective, especially as he was 
personified by actor Humphrey Bogart. Beginning with his first starring turn as a 
detective in The Maltese Falcon, Bogart came to embody the image of Jack Shaheen's 
transcendental sleuth, the virtuous and isolated man of the people. Bogart lived out this 
persona in most of his roles after 1941, even when he was not playing a detective. In 
Casablanca (1941), Bogart's Rick Blaine is unwillingly pulled into the anti-Nazi effort, 
but he eventually embraces his role as resistance fighter and learns to put the good of the 
masses before his own happiness. In The Big Sleep ( 1946), Bogart stars as Marlowe. 
While The Adventures of Sam Spade debuted a month before The Big Sleep's release, 
Bogart's image as the older and wiser righter of wrongs had already been established in 
wartime films like To Have and Have Not (1944), where he reprises the role of expatriate 
who reluctantly but ultimately enthusiastically aids the war effort. 
After the war, Bogart continued to play detectives and reformed criminals who 
must engage in the act of detection to solve problems for themselves and others. He 
quickly established himself as the epitome of the Hollywood detective, describing the 
city through his authoritatively weary voice overs as he wandered darkened streets in a 
fedora and trench coat. Throughout its run, The Adventures of Sam Spade attempted to 
increase its own credibility by actively engaging with Bogart's star persona, both through 
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the style of the text and on the level ofmetacomedy. Actor Howard Duff mimics 
Bogart's tone and oratory style, in an effort to capture Bogart's authority. This authority 
is present from the very beginning in the way that The Adventures of Sam Spade mimics 
the voice-over narration employed in many hardboiled films, including The Big Sleep . 
Most episodes of Sam Spade begin with the ring of the telephone, as Sam calls in to his 
office to let Effie know that the case is over and that he is on his way back to dictate his 
official client report, a ritual they engage in even when there is no client left to receive 
the report. The writers use the device to explain Sam' s conversational style of narration, 
which replaces the deliberately objective narration Hammett used in the Spade stories, 
and it encourages listeners to see the world through Sam's eyes. Like Bogart, Sam sees a 
city with deep flaws, but unlike the noir hero, Sam prefers to focus on its redemptive 
aspects. Sam Spade's producers preferred to emphasize the ease and comfort with which 
the detective traversed the city, rather than the pain Bogart found there. 
The Adventures of Sam Spade was an active participant in the cult of Humphrey 
Bogart, and some advertising materials for the series indirectly referenced Bogart. Early 
advertisements show Sam with dark hair and a fedora. One publicity photo of Duff taken 
during Sam Spade's time on NBC shows the actor behind an NBC microphone with a 
worry-lined brow and a cigarette dangling from his mouth in almost the exact position as 
shots taken of Bogart from The Big Sleep. However, the series was not above mocking 
its hero. As Matthew Teorey argues, many radio series in the 1930s and 1940s engaged 
in metadrama and metacomedy that "provided listeners a voice and a presence in the 
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program's world."238 In "The Prodigal Panda Caper," Sam Spade's writers incorporate a 
real event from the tabloids. In September 1949, Bogart made headlines for a nightclub 
fight in which he knocked down a model who had tried to take away a stuffed bear he had 
purchased for his son.239 In the episode, broadcast December 29, 1950 (one of the last 
episodes of the sustaining series broadcast over NBC), Sam agrees to help a young boy 
named Roby retrieve a large stuffed panda bear that Roby bought for his younger brother. 
Roby claims the panda was stolen from him by a woman in red, but the police and Sam 
initially distrust his story, ascribing it to the fact that he reads too many comics- a crack 
at the groups that argued comics and radio crime dramas unsettled children. Sam 
eventually discovers that Roby was telling the truth, and the panda is part of a plot to 
smuggle money to a gangster in Havana. When Sam goes to the Lacy's department store 
to buy Roby a new panda, he finds that the store has just sold out. Here, the writers 
attempt to insert a joke about Bogart: 
FLOORWALKER: Well, for Christmas [the pandas] didn't do anything. They 
were slow movers, the large size. Unwieldy ... 
SPADE: And they tend to cause arguments in night clubs. 
FLOORWALKER: I beg your pardon? 
SPADE: Nothing, nothing.240 
This reference appears to have proved too direct for the producers, and the exchange was 
cut, but another more subtle reference was left in a later scene. As Sam leaves the store 
with the panda, Lt. Dundy's driver mocks Sam: "(OFF [mic], KILLS HIMSELF 
[laughing]) Hi Humphrey! (Y AKS)."241 The man continues laughing and asks "You and 
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Bogart! Who's it for?"242 By allowing this reference to Bogart's rather ridiculous 
altercation, NBC attempts to position the series as the perfect advertising vehicle for a 
friendly company with a sense of humor and fun, and invites their listeners to see 
themselves as well-informed and culturally knowledgeable because they are in on the 
joke. 
It is significant that Sam's reference to Bogart's fight is cut while the driver's joke 
about a tough man carrying a large toy remains. Beyond the need to avoid alienating 
listeners not in on the joke, the first refers to a violent- if humorous- altercation that 
landed Bogart in court and could potentially cast a negative light on the detective hero. 
Bogart's star persona had always incorporated the threat of violence, and earlier that year 
the actor had reaffirmed this through his appearance in In a Lonely Place, a film that 
explores the dark and abusive side of the artistic temperament. Bogart plays an innocent 
screenwriter accused of a terrible crime, but while we are certain of his innocence, we 
know that he is capable of such an act. At the end of In a Lonely Place, Bogart's fiancee 
leaves him after he nearly strangles her to death. This violence was much more real and 
disturbing than the violence shown on The Adventures of Sam Spade, and it was not the 
image that NBC wanted called to listeners' minds as they tried to fmd a new sponsor for 
the series. 
From Cases to Capers 
While Sam engages in the violence and rough talk expected of the hardboiled 
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detective genre, his focus and world view are those of a classical detective. Throughout 
the series, Sam acts on behalf of the middle class family unit. This focus is a marked 
contrast to most of Hammett and Chandler's hardboiled stories, which concern 
themselves with the rich and the poor, as well as the issues that arise when people attempt 
to cross class lines. While Sam deals with his fair share of the corrupted rich, he takes 
the most active interest in middle class individuals, helping specific families- or single 
characters who will eventually form part of a middle class family -to solve their 
problems and get back on track to achieve the suburban dream. In the very first episode, 
"Sam and the Guiana Sovereign," Sam helps Lina Best Gilmore to extricate herself from 
an unsuitable marriage to her boss, Bernard Gilmore. While Lina originally resisted 
Gilmore ' s advances because she knew him to be unsuitable- Gilmore is a greedy 
foreigner with a shady past - she eventually gave in to his desire for her and so has to be 
rescued. Sam and Lina share a brief flirtation that leads nowhere, but we know that Lina 
will eventually find a suitable partner with whom to raise a family . 
Sam continually flirts with the idea of forming a middle class family himself -
either with Effie or with one of his clients. However, he resists the temptation because he 
knows that such a connection would impair his ability to serve society as a detective. 
Beyond the danger that his wife would be exposed to by his enemies, such a connection 
would divide his loyalties. Sam' s occupation takes up all of the energy that he would 
devote to being a loyal husband in father. ln truth, Sam already acts like a father to most 
of his clients, fixing their problems and providing them with security and moral guidance. 
He also provides the moral direction that one might expect of a good father-figure. Still, 
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we know that Sam enjoys his work. Like a cowboy in the old West, Sam gets to roam 
free in the wilds of the city. Sometimes he runs across wrongs to right, but other times he 
just has fun. 
The impression that Sam is having fun is emphasized in the series' episode 
naming conventions. While the first few episodes follow differing naming conventions -
from "Sam and the __ " to a simple title like "Zigzags of Treachery," which is taken 
directly from Hammett's story- the producers quickly settled on "The_ Caper" as 
their standard format. Sam himself describes each of his cases as a caper when he tells 
Effie what to title his latest report. Caper is an interesting descriptive choice for cases in 
which Sam is routinely roughed up and misled as he attempts to solve the murder of some 
unfortunate citizen. Caper is an inherently trivial descriptor for Sam's cases. Synonyms 
for "caper" include escapade, jaunt, antic, lark, and adventure, all of which undercut the 
seriousness of the criminal threat. As Charles J. Rzepka has pointed out, stories about 
"capers" are exciting, but "not particularly mysterious, for the culprits and their schemes 
are known almost from the beginning."243 The choice of caper reaffirms the implication 
that Sam is a romantic adventurer, a sort of white knight out to save the world and have 
fun doing it. This characterization is implicit in the series title- The Adventures of Sam 
Spade- and first outlined in Ellery Queen's introduction to the short story collection of 
the same title, described in chapter two. While Hammett wrote his stories as explorations 
of the criminal activity caused by widespread social corruption, his adapters reframed 
them as enjoyable diversions- adventures to entertain radio listeners at home. By 
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distancing Sam from Spade's gritty and all-too-real context, Sam Spade's producers made 
him into the friendly neighborhood detective and purveyor of escapist fare for middle 
class radio listeners looking to escape from their everyday lives through a non-
threatening mystery story. To be fair, many of the working class people who read 
Hammett's work in Black Mask and elsewhere were likely looking for the same sort of 
release and may have been uninterested in the author's social critique. However, that 
critique was completely removed from adaptations like The Adventures of Sam Spade. 
Instead of presenting a range of detectives with widely different views of the world and 
its inhabitants, radio producers adhered to a narrow set of social norms based on 
Christian values and a middle class respect for law and order, reflecting the concerns of 
the parents and religious and educational groups that wrote to the FCC and networks. 
Each detective had his (or occasionally her) own relatively distinct set of character traits, 
but few strayed far from the core set of acceptable norms outlined in network and 
industry production codes. 
The Interchangeable Detective 
Tellingly, the radio industry appeared to see many popular private detectives as 
interchangeable throughout the 1940s and 1950s, even if they had begun as wildly 
different personalities. Many producers and writers worked simultaneously on multiple 
mystery series, and it was common to adapt scripts written for one series to fit another. 
As mentioned above, many episodes of The Adventures of Sam Spade were adapted from 
scripts originally written for CBS's Suspense. In one particularly egregious case, Spier's 
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papers include an undated script titled "The Persian," which might have been intended for 
either Sam Spade or Philip Marlowe.244 The cover sheet reads "Philip Marlowe No. 1," 
but the script appears to be one recycled from an un-broadcast episode of Sam Spade. 
Chandler wrote Marlowe as the ultimate isolated detective, and no secretary appears in 
any ofthe many adaptations of Chandler' s stories. However, in "The Persian," Effie 
appears in that position, and "Phil" calls her "Sweetheart," just as Sam did.245 There is 
no evidence that "The Persian" was ever broadcast, or that Spier had any role in The 
Adventures of Philip Marlowe, which aired on NBC in 1947, then again on CBS from 
1948 to 1950. However, the second Marlowe series was produced by Norman 
MacDonnell, who worked with Spier on Suspense, so it is conceivable that Spier might 
have had some influence on the production. At the very least, the men shared an 
industrial context as writers, directors, and producers of radio crime dramas and both 
went on to have busy radio and television careers. Spier worked on CBS 's popular crime 
series, The Untouchables, among others, and MacDonnell became a producer and writer 
for the long-running Western Gunsmoke.246 On the radio, Marlowe was more fatalistic 
and downtrodden than Sam, but both detectives share a commitment to a conventional 
moral code, a basic belief in humanity's goodness, and a close relationship with the 
police. 
Beyond the social requirement to present crime stories that reflected positive 
images of society, this conflation of private eyes with divergent world views indicates an 
244 ("The Persian") (Spier Papers Box 13, Folder 9) 
245 ("The Persian," 3) (Spier Papers Box 13, Folder 9) 
246 (Intemet Movie Database n.d.) (Internet Movie Database n.d.) 
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effort to standardize and formularize the detective story for mass consumption. As radio 
networks and producers prepared for television, the industry's need for cheap and 
endlessly reproducible formats to be broadcast over both media increased astronomically, 
and the crime story proved infinitely adaptable. The detective format is not intrinsically 
tied to socially conservative ideals, however. As Shaheen has shown, the detective has 
undergone numerous transformations in order to fit the ideological and social concerns of 
each new group of listeners and viewers. In addition to Shaheen's sleuths and spies, 
crime dramas also played out in the Westerns that dominated television from the mid-
1950s through the 1960s. While cowboys temporarily replaced detectives during this 
period, Westerns dealt with many of the same issues as detectives, and all of these series 
show repeatedly that crime does not pay. As social mores loosened through the 1960s 
and 1970s, detectives and spies moral codes also loosened, but their core commitment to 
law and order did not. 
Sam Spade and company helped set the stage for future generations of television 
detectives, whether they be civilians or police officers. While most current television 
crime fighters are members of official police forces, they have much in common with the 
private eyes of the 1940s and 1950s. Many still play by their own rules despite the 
presence of official codes of conduct. This rebellion allows television detectives to 
present themselves as mavericks and individuals, even as it emphasizes their personal 
commitment to justice, which goes beyond their duty as professionals. While cable 
channels like HBO and FX have been able to move beyond this whitewashed view of law 
enforcement agencies, network television 's commitment to police procedurals shows how 
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broadcasters still fear viewer boycotts, even after the specter of official censorship has 
faded. Industry productions codes have been thrown out, but self censorship remains a 
fact of life. 
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